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In Our 93rd Year

Flu Outbreak
Feared On Way
To Murray Area

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, January 20, 1972

Consumer Education Shower Planned-For
The Harrell Family
Class Will Hear
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
James Johnson
_George Everett Harrell Mame

10. Per Copy

Vol. I.XXXXIII N. 16

A. Carman, Former Department
Head Al MSU, Dies In Accident

trailer home was destroyed by
The consumer education class fire on Monday win, be field
of Murray High, under the Tuesday, January 26, at seven
direction of Mrs. A.B. Crass, is p.m. at the Community Ream of
launching a program to inform the
Hopkinsville Federal
the public on the Better Savings and Loan Association,
Business Bureau and its see- 7th and main streets, merrily..
vices. There will be number of
Persons having gifts of items
interesting activities con- or money, but unable to attend
the shower on Tuesday night, „
. The flu epidemic may be on may be on its way here. Hazel cerning the program.
Its way to Murray and Calloway Elementary and New Concord
Four members of the class may leave them at the Murray
County, but large. scale out- Elementary schools, both near will be interviewing James Branch anytime during the
Carman, LI, retired arrival at the Murray-Calloway
breaks have not been reported the state line are reporting Johnson on the breakfast show office hours of the firm, a
agriculture- .county Hospital_by Dr PM
chairmanof
as of yet.
- unusually high numbers of on January 26 from 8:30 to 9:00. spokesman said.
a
-Mr.
MAY
the framer
_Houston.
Johnson will ailawar-----Mrk---Harrell
Paria_ and Heavy- -County
tees during this week.
University, was killed instant)
No charges have been filed
schools are closed today and
Principal Roy Cotliran- Questions about the Chamber-et----Pramkie Grogan, daughter of
last night when struck by a against Copley, according to
tomorrow-because of-the 'flu reported that a attendance is-_Sorrunerce and the B.B.B. 01 --Mr.-and Mrs. Charles Grogan.
northbound car while crossing Murray Police Chief James
Mr.Harrell is the son of Mr.and
bug', and officials there are running approximately 8 per Murray.
16th Street near Wells Brown. An investigation is
North
have
They
of
projects
the
Additional
Harrell.
Mrs.
Alvin
fearful that the epidemic has cent below normal at Hazel.
being conducted.
not yet reached its peak.
Cothran said that attendance class are: making posters, 'four children, Cindy. Pans,
the time of his death, Mr.
The body Is atthe J.1-1
writing articles, and drawing-- -IOW,andTlee Gee%
Absentees reported in both usually averages about 98 per
Carman was walking to his Churchill FutM'al Home where
cairtoons telling of the services
is
cent,
down
but
this
week
to
in
Henry County
systems
home from the Murray State funeral arrangements are
of the B.B.B. Mr. Johnson i;lu
yesterday amounted to 1,027. about 90 per cent.
Sports Arena where he had seen being' completed.
•
•
also come to assembly to speak
This was slightly improved over
New Concord officials say to the Murray High &hob] jun/Hits
the Murray-Corpus „ Christi
Mr. Carman is survived-'by
the past several days, but that absenteeism is extremely
basketball game, sitting With his wife, Mrs. Jessie Clark
students and answer questions
school officials-UM That the high, with Ustadents,five staff
his long-time - Wend.-aid Carmanr-1605
--and- •-..aonceraingiacent frauds.
fe ing merribers,-arid- one hiss'-driver
epidernie
president emeritus of Murray one daughter, Mrs. Mary Clark
A.
Carman
with the instructional program being reported absent Monday. ha,ve
State, Dr. Ralph H. Woods.
hraill
ragan
gPe
as
'
s -cocked
gist
etl
miedet
ftead
rieSted
Carman HulL Route 7. Twa_Former MSLI Agriculture Departmea
and reducing revenue delivered_ -The figure was down shghtlyMurraWity NIke-Writified _V4449118,stOtient at
d lirealVitiVAW —
wwide-eye
•
to the school based on the yesterday with 43 missing, stud
the driver of the car as Robeft -Murray State,and David,a law
• it
wok
staff- _of the RILE. earnestly
average daily aftendeaee- 'Only 26 slcilbikY.
G. Copley, 21, for the past six student at the University of
tries to give good service to the
figures".
Almo, Kirksey, and
Lynn consumer who has a complaint
months assistant manager of Kentucky, also survive.
the Big K department store in
At the time of her father's
School officials in Calloway Grove, in the northern and without "busting" the retailer
Four juveniles have been
Murray arid a native of Brad- death, Mrs. Hull was in CarCounty fear that the outbreak middle portion of the county publicly," a class spokesman
cited in Calloway County Court
reported no unusual amount of said.
ford, Term.- copley lives at the bondale, Ill., where she teaches
in
connection with the breakirus
absentees, but Faxon, also in
Gamble Trailer,Court in Stella and is working toward a docThose desiring to know more
the mid-county region, reported information on the B.B.B. at six places in the city of
and was on the way. home toral degree at Southern Illinois
The Directors of the Calloway Tappan, Vanderbilt, Fire following the store's Closizig at University.
25 students absent; slightly up should call the Chamber of Murray, according to City?
Chapter of the Department, Rescue Squad, the time of the accident.
Spann.
C9unty
Dale
from normal.
Detective
County
A native of Cookeville, Tenn.,
Commerce by dialing 753-5171.
American Red Cross'held their Calloway County School Board,
Calloway County High School
-. Mr. Carman came to Murray
George Griffin, manager dt,
The four have been cited
High
Girl
Board,
School
Murray
quarterly meeting Tuesday, in
reported a total of 75 persons
the Big K department store, told State in 1936 as head of the
concerning the breakins at The the jury room of the
courthouse Scouts and Governmental police that he had passed the agricultuatdepartment, a
absent today, not an abnormal
Theshold at 13th and Main, the
with Robert Moyer, chairman, Agencies. Two R.N.'s com- scene of the 9:24 p.m. accident position
number for this time of year.
ld for 23 years
Tau Kappa Epsilon fratty
pleted the course. The movie, only momenta before and had
presiding.
In the Murray City School
until his retirement on August
house at 14th and Olive, the
Those attending were: C.L. whichis_necessary to the course seen Mr. Carman standing at
System, Superintendent Fred
31, 1959.
Phillips Brothers
Vaughn, Lester Nanny, Sid was bought by the Firettes the curb near a utility pole.
Schultz reported- that atHe was a graduate of
Shop, the Brooks Darnell Clean
all
to
available
is
and
($235.00i
Easley, Harv6y Ellis, FleetSenator Muskie says "The tendance in the city system was
Copley's car was behind him
High School, an,,d
Mayfield
Up Shop, both on South 3rd
wood • Crouch, Charles Hale.
; the Instructors who graduated. at the four-way stop at 16th and received his undergraduate
surest way to make jobs is to down sharply. From a normal
Ronald L. Claxton at UM the Dale Nanny home at 1002 Ohl • .11olmes _Ellis, Karl _Hussung.,_,__ _Books have been purchased Main Streets, Griffin said, and
make jobs" end "I believe we of * per cent present, the
master degrees in agriculture ,
Street, and the Bennie Page , Robert
Schools apparently was right behind
Moyer, Ann Hayes, by the Murray City
should bring -Arnerleinv troops reports this weelt indicate a six South 12th Street. Murily;t!fe
the University of Kentucky.at
Street.
at
1402
Poplar
home
Emma Dean Lawson, and Jean and plans are made to teach all him or only a few cars back as Before coming to Murray State..
home by bringing all of them per cent drop to 89 per cent. reported the theft of items from
7th and fith graders. The Rescue he drove north on 16th in almost
All of the items stolen at The ,Rlankenship.
honia". Says else wetter con- gehulta could not attribute this his home this morning, actie taught agriculture and
Muskie's
cerning
above directly to- the "flu but", but cording to the report filed by the Theshold over the past week
Mrs. Jean Blankenship, Squad has already taught a -bumper to bumper" traffic
science at Mayfield High
at
true
Denartrnent
or
statements and others
141551t-ot"-eranSter -114611010.4 class, the Fire Department has following the basketball game.
d for 15 years was
...t
tansy.
an
g...
4:25
a.m.
type. "This sort of "wisdom" high even for the winter monCorp. ordered siipt51161 approximately 70 feet by the
recovered by Detective Spann during the quarter. She derbilt
adie_rent
35,
of
Claxton said an AM-FM
might send a Zen Buddhist into ths.
class
a
impact arid was pronounced
the Murray Police reported the Red .. Cross for
at $30.00. and
valued
radio
rapturous contemplation of his
portable
upon
afterwards
shortly
officials
in
dead
party
birthday
Ten)
departments
a
Page
items
on
provided
(Continued
Health
Department. Part of the
navel, but is's hardly adequate could not see any apparent a pair of Florsheiro shoes,
stolen at the Nanny homes the July, (13 cakes baked and
at
valued
taraiyerbuckle,
with
American
the
for
change from the normal brown
Page home, and Darnell Shop carried by Tau Phi Lambda)
citizen who wants to know number of persons, treated, nor $38.00, and a heavy gray parka
have been recovered also, but and Christmas party with
precisely hew these things are could the Murray Calloway coat valued at $50.00 were stolen
the money taken in the breakins candy, hankershiefs, wrapping
sometime between 1:30 and
to be done, how much they will
Hospital. The Hospital
has not been recovered, Spann paper, gifts, toothpaste, etc. to
County
cost and what their long-range admilling desk reported several three a.m. today, according to
the Fort Campbell patients. Gilt
said.
domestic or international ef- cases of pneumonia, but said the police report.
An adult will probably be bags were mailed to Vietnam,.
fects will be".
The thief or thieves entered
that this was not abnormal.
arrested in connection with the w hich were made by iie
One man, Jerry Nelson a 1967 Chevy II, and sold it to
the front door and left
through
an
_
Dr. J.R. Ammons reported
breakins at a later time, ac- Homemakers and filled by Eldridge,has been arrested and another individual_ who in turn
We are sorry to hear of the unusually high number of flu by the same door, the police
groups and individuals.
The -Spireno, "Spiritual
to Detective Spann.
of sold it to Virgil Brittain, Spann
cording
'arrest
the
for
warrant
a
have
We
death of A. Carmen.
The new Multi-Media First
cases that he had treated this report said.
ther man, Danny Windsor said. The last two individuals Revolution Now", will be held
known him over the past week. When asked what to do to
Aid Program was received by- Holland, has been issued, ac- who brought the car presumed at the Murray State University
twenty-five years and he was treat the 'bug', Dr. Ammons
community representatives of cording
City-County it wasa clean and legal sale,the Field House starting Sunday,
to
probably more knowledgeable reccommended the standard
February 13, and continuing
detective said.
Spann.
Dale
Detective
of agriculture and its problems treatment for colds and flu of
year,
through Wednesday,Yobruary
this
of
2
on
January
On
charged
been
Eldridge has
and progress than anyone we "staying in bed, drinking plenty
stolen Brittain reported the car had 16. The program will start each
"Receiving
counts:
two
have known.
of fluids,and taking aspirin", as
property, a 1967 Chevy II,' and been stolen. On January"1, the evening at 7:30.
the best remedy
Richard Hogue, a young
stolen property; a car was taken back to Louisville
"receiving
is
sano
copore
in
sane
"Mess
Children at home with the flu
"heralded le be the
E.
ChemMary
evangelist
owner,
the
ac,'
to
truck",
Route
pickup
Ford
Murray
1968
of
Edmonsom
a foolish saying" George should be kept at home and not
F'our traffic collisions were
L'Billygeneration's
Jesus'
been
has
He
Spann.'
to
cording
Bernard Shaw once remarked,. allowed to go to school or leave investigated by the Murray Five.
(Continued on Page Teel
Grahain", will be here to
$1000.00
were
of
bond
a
cars
on
released
both
said
Police
of
product
Weda
on
is
"The sound body
home in order to ,prevent the Police Department
conduct Spireno,. according to
according to county officials.
listed going east on Chestnut Street
the sound mind".
publicity
spread of the sickness, AmmonS nesday. No injuries were
Johnson,
R.J.
for
is
to
Holland
for
wading
The warrant
on the reports filed by the of- and Edrnoneon was
indicated.
chairman for the-organization,
an
of
larceny
Thoroughbred
"grand
the
turn
left.into
In shaving for about 55 years,
ficers.
Murray law enforcement
"Youth Concerned For Christ".
Fisher
automobile", according to
the average man will spend
Cars involved in a collision at Restaurant driveway.
officials were alerted this
Hogue, age 25, has- been.
to
Edreported
Spann. Holland is
12:50 p.m. on Chestnut Street told police be did not see
about 3,350 hours or 139 days
morning to be on the lookout for
, Ky. (AP) - conducting - special meetings
FRANKFORT
in
car
avoid
a
.
to
stolen
time
allegedly
in
have
stopped
monson
were a 1964 Pontiac two door
hewing the stubble from his
man who was
report a lone black
Louisville and brought it to The presidents of four regional termed ."Spireno", at various
driven by Donald Cruse Fisher a collision, the police
chin. Could be the reasdp for the
reported to have held up the
Murray and sold it to Jerry universities were slated to meet parts' of the 'country. Eleven
said.
seen
beards
of
of Bardwell and a 1967 Detsun
sudden rash
Smith Mobile Service Station
on
was
Pontiac
Eldridge without a title, ac- today with Gov. Wendell Ford thousand persons responded to
the
to
Damage
owned by Larry
lately.
and Restaurant in Puryear and
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Stevens of four door
and discuss reports the state the invitation in a revival in
Datsun
the
cording to Detective Spann.
of Falls Church, Va.', the front end and to
escaped with $156.
Ford Road, near Kingswood Edmonson
will try to boost their students' Houston, Texas, Johnson said.
have
to
reported
is
Eldridge
(Continued on Page Ten)
end.
rear
the
on
Rainey
by Bobby
This is the second armed
Accompanying Hogue to
Subdivision, have returned and driven
twice as much as that
tuition
car,
at
the
to
filed
title
was
"junk"
a
'Witten
report
The second
robbery in Puryear within a
•
of
will be eleven other
University
Murray
the
from a five months overseas'
at
charged
Buick
3:05 p.m. involving a 1971
month. Farmers Bank and
tour with the World Campus
Kentucky community colleges. ,members of his team including
four door driven by Max Horace Trust Camilany was held up on
- ---141l,- 1 ;
Afloat. They went as students
Such action would mean Stu- Dare* froges,
Churchill,Sr., of-hturrai.-and
24 of raift year.
State
In
Three
"The
May,
through' Murray
and
of
Dave,
one
dents could attend any
1965 Ford two door sedan owned
The lone robber allegedly
rock group, and
University.
soft
a
One",
less
at
by
driven
colleges
two-year
14
and
the
Woods
by
tilifsine
entered the back door of the
Jackson Purchase
a• a
The Murray couple visited in
cost than as freshmen or 'soph- Marilyn Hogue who conducts
Patsy Ann Runyon of Murray service station and told Mrs.
Cloudy and mild with Honolulu, Samoa, New Guinea,
Eastern "Jets Club- meeting fotty-five
Morehead,
at
omores.
Route
'Three.
Vonda Smith to "Give me all
chance of showers tonight. Low Bali, Singapore, Ceylon, India,
Kentucky,Western Kentucky or'e minutes before the Spireno
Police said .Churchill was your money".
in mid 40s. Variable cloudiness Africa and Australia.
program for eight to twelve
thought
The Calioway County C,ouncil Murray State.
parked on Main Street,
A man fitting the description
and warm Friday. High in upMr.Stevens said that the tour
Eastern's year olds.
turned
Martin,
arid
Robert
will
meet
clear.
Education
Dr.
Dug
on
was
the
way
was reportedly seen driving
per 50a to low 60s. Outlook for allowed them to see parts of
On Friday, January 21,' at.
Monday, January 24, at 7:00 president, said in an interview,
Left in front of the Runyon car
Saturday-warm with chance of these areas not normally seen
Dprk fired tobacco prices going west on Main Street. toward Murray about fifteen p.m. in the Conference !loom of "I think it will, be grossly un- seven p.m. in the University
showers.
by tourists. Generally, he againrose to an all-time high on Damage to the Buick was on the minutes later. The Henry the Murray Calloway County fair to treat a student who is School auditorium a "one night
held
reported, Americans do not the Murray Tobacco Market, right rear quarter panel and to County Sheriff's department Hospital.
attending a community college rally" for Spireno will be
Kentucky Forecast
said that a driver for the Time
have a good image, although on according Co 011ie Barnett;
dif- for adults only. Final _plans for
-institution
our
attend._
at
to
invited
is
program
public
The
'
Ten)
Mostly cloudy through Friday
(Continued on Page
Truck Lines saw a mart fitting
an individual basis, the two reporter for the local market.
Teachers and school officials ferently than at one of the com- the special servicesfin February
with occasional rain and a
the description driving north in
received.
well
hundred
per
were
price
Average
who plan programs or units on munity colleghs under the Uni- will healiscussed with Richard
chance of thundershowers. Bea black Volkswagen.
Mr. Stevens is a retired for yesterday was $62.16, up
Hogue, Darcie Hodges, and
on
and who need aid on versity of Kentucky system."
drugs
west
cloudy
partly
coming
The man is described as
for
$61.30
of
pharmacist.
average
an
James Maloney, Spireno
from
rier-JourLouisvilleCou
attend
to
are
The"
asked
Lows
Friday. Continued mild.
a materials
with
height
medium
on the Tuesday.
were
two
the
While
business manager, present here
reliable
that
make these reds known. nal reported
tonight mostly in the 40s. Highs
moustache, and wearing a and
tout, Mr. Stevens was re-on the four floors
sales
Total
Friday.
tuitiop
indicate
here
to
attend
unable
sources
is
who
Anyone
50s.
the
in
Friday mostly
black hat, and a brown coat.
elected as vice-president of the amounted to 305,246 pounds of
Members of the- "Youth
who needs help with a may be increased for all state
but
Agricultural
The
resembled
The coat reportedly
invite all
Cynthiana State Bank of tobacco. The four floors
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Murray State an army jacket and the hat had project is asked to submit this schools except the University of Concerned for Christ'
ofCouncil
to participate in
attend
to
next
adults
reported price for the total to be
the
of
each
in
the
of
Louisville
tayone
writing
in
Monday,
need
Chance of occasional Cynthtnna, Indiana.
University will meet
a narrow brim.
to
$189,745.48.
drug council members, a twe years-$85 each year at the the Friday night rally and
drizzle and light showers in
January 24, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Mrs. Smith said that the mantobacco
Lex- attend all sessions'on Febrar!' .
dark-bred
of
Kentucky's
Sales
COLD CHECKING
of
"
said.
University
member
council
Kentucky on Saturday and SunTriangle Inn.
came in first and ordered a
Seven persons have been sales will continue tomorrow on
Any interested student is also ington campus; $60 each year 13, 14, 15, and .16i
day. Otherwise considerable
Hilton Williams of the Lynn hamburger. After he saw that
of
sales
F,urther information conwith
four rechecking
cold
floors,
four
with
the
through
charged
cloudiness Saturday
Grove Feed and Seed Company. he was the only other person encouraged • to attend this for Kenteckians at the
Spireno program
Monday. Cool nights and mild over the past several days, type 35, one-sucker tobacco will discuss developments in the there, he salved her for the meeting . is the council gional universities and- two celning the
by • writing obtained
be
to
$30
'only
may
according
Clyde
and
Sheriff
tomorrow,
colleges,
to
to
closing
•
state
according
reaction
Monday.
any
welcomes
through
days Saturday
'general livestock, contracting, money. Mrs.Smith said that she
Street,
Main
-1107
colSPIKENO.
alio
manager
community
was
general
person
at
•a
year,
Ellis,
Hotmes
each
programs and plans,
industry,,,
Lows mainly -in the mid 30s to Steele. One
feeding
and
thought that he had been in the
Murry, Ky. 42071.
spokesman said.
low 40s. Highs in the 50s to low charged with reckless driving, of the Western Dark-Fired
eatehliskatant.,hetore.,
le saw,
-room-waaraIr7.2it'a...T-tAzacoaci..Groware. Aseociatiso60s.

Enroute Home From Ball
Game When Mishap Occurs
•

n Bream

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Red Cross Directors Quarterly
Meeling Held; Projects Listed

Theft Reported At;
The Claxton Home
This Morning

'Spireno'
Local Officials Arrest One In
Rally Friday
Car Theft Case; Seek Second Man
For Adults

No One Reported Injured In
Accidents In City Wednesday

Local Officials
On Lookout For
Puryear Robber

School Heads To
Meet With Ford

Couple Returns From
World Tour Recently

The Weather

Prices Rise
Again On
Dark-Fired

Council On Drug
Education Meets
Tuesday Evening

Hilton Williams To
Speak At Meeting
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Social Security
Offers Advantages
Jo Some Women
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaptr
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Guidelines And Mail Rates
• For the moment,the postalservice's plan to raise
, third-class mail rates by 23.9 per cent next week is
-.delayed. Udder Liuling by_a District of Columbia
,judge, the rates may be increased that much only
-Over a five-year period, beginning May 16.
The postal service will appeal this decision, but
• -whatever the ultimate result it remains a fact that
the Cost of Living Council had approved the 23.9 per
cent hike, the biggest deviation yet from the
giiidetaie laid down by the FTke Commussiom
' In short, for legal reasons having nothing to do
• with inflation guidelines, the mail rate boosts
- temporarily siriTeld up. But the Cost of Living
;Council, top authority in administering Phase-2 of

▪

•..

-"Alt

• President Nixon's anti-inflatioa-policy; could see no
-----objection-despitu.-Price Coin mission guidelines
dosigaio to hold prion.increasea to 3 per cent-oaleaa_
_ on the av.ecage.

If you ask why, the short answer is that the postal
_service needs the mnney
- Third-class rates chiefly-cover-advertising circulars, including so-called -tjuilt" mail. Postal
officials have been saying for years that the cost of
handling this type of mail exceeded the revenues,
although some raises have
-been imposed.(Airmail
and first-class letters are not involved, of course.)
The Cost of Living Council said the 23.9 per cent
increase would be permissible , so far as it is concerned, because it would cover higher handling
costs, somehow would reflect 'productivity' gains in
the postal service and would be necessary to "assure
adequate service and, provide the necessary ex•
pansion for future needs," Originally, the postal
service planned to spread these increases over five
years, just as the District of Columbia court now
says-It-Must. Stirrongreilii cut The poWtl-butXget
more tan.31--Itillion;-_--scribe- fttlF-increase
prop:seed:for Sept.. 13, then delayed by President •
Nixon's 99-day freeze on all prices.
Whether jahgeriffnelLIBINIFIR-dtglifi• e.
to be inflationary, but so are the
rnfl rates _
.„„-.0.4.igt•itlYMT.deficits of the postal service, which are
made up by government borrowing.
IN THAT LIGHT, the Cost of Living Council
(taking over from the Price Commission) seems to
_ ...have coslehm1Pd that the best way_outsimply was to
accept the Postal Service's word for it that the $13
million the new rates would produce was justified.
But it does violently -flout the basic guidelines of
the Price Commission. And it may set a precedent if
some private firm thinks it can make a similar case
,
bound tosaild
to the general confusion over Phase-2. But that's the
_way it is in Washington.
-Cincinnati Post

Ten Years Ago Today
L81141611. a TIMES MK

Almost two inches of mow fell in Call
y County the night of
January 18 and more fell yesterday I '4 the Calloway County
schools to close.
Ronald H. Kelso and
y L. Tidwell, both of Lynn Grove,
are undergoing recruit
at the Naval Training Center,
Great Lakes, Ill.
George E.
,'Democrat from Murray, is serving his
second r
session of his fourth term in the Kentucky General
Assem as State Senator of theBve county Third District.
Reeves,State Conservation officer, was the speaker at the
mg of the Murray avitan club.
Lynn Grove beat Faxon and Alino beat Kirksey in the semifinals of the Calloway County Grade School Tournament.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIX118 PILL

A meeting
• is scheduled on January 24 of the Calloway County
Board of Health and other interested persons to see how the local
board can raise $1,000 to meet the budget for 1952. They must
either raise the money or close the local health unit.
Pat Lewis, Julia Fuqua, Betty Stewart, Barbara Ashcraft,
Zetta Yates, Ardath Boyd, Bill Rumfelt, Chuck Simons, and Bob
Singleton will appear in the Campus Lights production at Mm-ray
State February 14-I6. Jerry Williams will direct the musical.
,"A small child either feels like he is grown,oz wishes he was.
When he gets grown, he wishes he was younger", from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray".
4
Mrs. John Lawrence of Cadiz was the guest speaker at the LeeJackson-Maury banquet held by the J.N. Williarhs Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy held at the National Hotel.

Isn't lit The Truth
by Carl Millet Jr.
Ours is not an antique land and that may be- our
misfortune in these times of strife and change.
Wisdom comes with age, not in a go-cart.
-In much wisdorrt is much grief.".
-Ecclesiastes I, 18
•
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congress Plans To Tackle
Key Economic Legislation
By MICHAEL_L. POSNER
WASIIINGTON (UPI) -The
Democratic-controlled COngress
may have some surprises up an
sleeve with the aim of grabbing
bread-and-butter issues in this
election year.
The 92nd Congress plans
during this second session to
tackle some key economic bills
that could affect the pocketWsa'most Americarti.=-*Political in-fighting will
aft Issues, including the scan=
omfc ones. Derriocrats wouldn't
economy. Republicans, of
course, want to make him look
good.
Objectives Same
Both sides have lined up the
bathe basic objectives of
creating jobs, ending confusion
over economic contra*.saving

-the cities, helping the aged,
helping exports and protecting
the dollar.
- Since Democrats- are in
charge, they'll call most
shots as the national leg

dread the prospect of raising
property taxes.
He also will seek a boost
from $35 to $38 an ounce in the
price of gold to reduce the cost
of U.S. goods overseas and thus

help sell More American
products abroad. And he may
ask trade legislation to renew
his expired authority to bargain
for international market agreements.
In the case of gold, Democrats will give it to him the
way be wants it. If it works,
fuse say some Democrats on

NEW YORK, N.Y., -Social
Security, ladies, is not
something-ea- start thinking
about solely when you're approaching your 60th birthday.
The program can and often does
mean the difference between
financial security and financial
despair to younger families as
well as to older persons.
Many young married couples,
says Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, do not
realize'that if they have
chialren, Social Security
benefits become available
- immediately should the man in
the family die. A recent study of
widows aged 25 to 65 reveals
that one out of two had no idea
of the Social Security benefits
that they could have been
receiving. Fewer stilt had teally
sat down with their husbands
and planned for the protection
of their children's futures and
their own.
Here are some facts about
&end Security:
(1) If the widow's- husband
had been covered by Social
Security during his lifetime,she
can receive income benefits for
the family WWI' hey children
reach the age-4 Afid,'if the
illcfriiIhoula go o4 to coage
unmarried
as
full-time
students;
additional income
income-iintil-the
of 22.
(2) The amount of Solna
Security income benefits for
which a family is eligible
based on the father's taxable
earnings, with the • maximum
benefit allowable generally
reached in a family containing a
widow and two dependent
children.

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Jan. 20,
the 20th day of 1972.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter..
-The evening stars are Value,
Mars, and Saturn. '
Those born on this day are
under_ ibi sign of Aquarius.
American figure skater ijarel
Heim was born Jan. 20, 1940.
On this day in history:
In 1892 students at the
SpringfieldMass., YMCA
played the first official basketball game.
In 1936 King George V of
Britain died.
In 1969 Richard Nixon was
inaugurated as the 37th president of the United States.
In 1870 the United States and
Red China resumed the Warsaw talks.

calculated, For Instance, it is
possible for a family to determine right now how much
retirement income husband and
wife can expect from Social
though
even
Security,
retirengent still' ms decades
sort of inast/87.7 With
the young
formation at
_family can star planning today
for whatever -supplementary
income it may need or want
later.
The amount of benefits varies
with each situation. By learning
what you can count on from
Social Security, you will be
better equipped todecidehow to
combine your Social Security,
A thought for today: British
life insurance and other assets poet Philip Bailey said, "It
to provide the funds that your matters not how long we live,
family will need-when it needs but ho*."
tiivuL

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Therefore whosoever beareatthese sayings of mire, and deeth
them,I will liken him unto a wise man, which built his house upon
a rock.-Matthew 7:24\
A true intellectual( wise man)not only believes God's Word, he
behaves it.

•
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(3) After the children a
18 (or 22 if they're in -totter),
Social Security incthe is pot
again avallgbil to the widow
MENTAL
unW she2eaChes 60.
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entchillat
hisne
ttrao
who th
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,---TMATTERS
winBanking
.,21epe
ininittee
(49nd
.
ren
• df her husband's death receives James Taylor smile as they watch a rival they passed on the road
.u it_ doesn't
sum But
production:10 Technicolor' for
the---MIshagt -- -income
;
• anTS,IlroviRTIWEC1. rever.acthe plunge in we-lala_Cktop." Story Is Me exciting drama- of
utirOtage
vrrisf,`"
until
Sesuity„
Sac*
husband's
Director ..
trade deficit, Nixon will be.
hOow showing at
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"Silent Speech"
A research project that
lead to the develop
a
new measure of hr • activity
during sleep is
tin, under
why with
-frent.the-Na-tional
tute of Mental

attitude toward gold since the
metal
outlawed as U.S.
In 1934.

Social Security was designed
as a "floor of protection,"
providing a helpful base for the

Mills Plan Likely
Revenue sharing, stalled last
year, could pass this time. But
it won't be in the form_ Nixon

family to build upon for further
security for a widow, for
children, for a disabled wage
earner or for retirement income.

proposed-to-diAde $5 WM:to
The first step is to know what
states and cities with no that base really means
to
spending strings attached:. dollars and cents. The second is

entists at the University of
Democrats likely will capita- to figure out how to fill in any
eras are monitoring the- activity of the tongue and laryngeal lize on this issue by pushing a gaps-and that can
I
be readibly
muscles during sleep to deterIan -by Rep. Wilbur D. Mills,
I.
mine whether "silent sleep"—
Tb...1_ gills for spending
--against a
deadline for ad
ent, what motor activity,— ace.ompanies 851 billion, with spending GerTnans promote art —
specified for high priority
BONN 1UPII - Artists
with presii tial nominating dreams.
projects such as law enforce- will receive 5 percent of the
ccmven
If it is found that "silent
in mind-the Demoproceeds of each sale of their
cr
lit early July and the speech" does occur, the phenom- ment and pollution control.
enon could be used as a measure
works if the Wct German
publicans' in late August.
The touchy area of high Parliament approves a
dream content and sleep talkThe Democrats' basic strate- of
ing.
unemployment is where Demo- recommendation by its
gy will be twofold: to give
The method of study is to ,
Nixon what he wants on some make recordings during sleep crats may try to.upstage Nixon. Committee on Interior AfThey tried it in 1970 when they fairs.
issues, and to let him take the from representative points in the
pushed through a 80 billion
The Coinmittee said its
responsibility for the results as laryngeal and doper articulathey affect the economy. They tory musculature to determine plan to finance 500,000 new jobs recommendation would insure
in local, state and county artists a shire in the increatted
did that in 1971 by giving Nixon the frequency and patterning of
subvocal muscle activity.
hospitals, parks, police stations value of their works. Nov,
his tax-cut package basically
College student volunteers are
and other public service areas. after the initial sale, the artist
the way he asked for it. Now
being selected on the basis of a
has no equity in his product;
they are waiting back to see if sleep questioqnaire. which in- Nixon vetoed, that one as a
and only art dealers profit as
"WPA
type
plan."
the 7 per cent investment tax cludes questions about-dream reComing back in 1971, Demo- the price of an item rises.
credit really spurs industrial
call and sleep talking.
Under the terms of
crats voted a 82.25 billion &bile
production, and whether it
Dr. Peter F. MacNeilage, Dianother committee proposal,
service
jobs
program
for
rector of the University's Lincreates jobs, as Nixoir boasted
guistics Laboratory, says that if 200,000 positions over two years writers would receive royalties
it would.
"silent speech" is found to occur, Land that plan is now in effect. on any of their books lent by
_ _ Inquiry Possibility
-libraries:
it may be a useful index of neuSome Democrats are unhappy
rological organization during
about the way the economic
sleep and a useful manifestation
controls are being administratof dream content."
Scientists have found, in preed. Nixon reluctantly adopted
them after Congress forced him__‘
_ vious studies of sleep, that rapid
ic
to make the shoice of -eye—movements (REMSO
company most dreams. 'Thus
employing controls or letting
careful studies of REM's have
inflationary pressures run unbeen used widely as overt measchecked.
ures of sleep and dream activity
This and other research inforA congressional inquiry is a
mation has aided sleep research
possibility. Some lawmakers immeasurably.
say the administration is not
If "silent speech", or subvocal
motor activity, can be deterfollowing the rules laid Out by
mined and informative data on
Congress and, for example, has
it collected, the conclusions from
not held public hearin
as its analysis
should addr yet anspelled out in law on
jor
other significant step to the imeconomic settlements, suchas
portant research going on to
how much of a big wage
bring useful understanding of
settlement in the aerospace
what man's physiological and
psychological needs and patterns
indunrss-would be allowed.
are for sleep, in health and illNixon's Own Package'
FRI,SAT: Dinner at 7 SUN at 5
ness.
With labor

DELICIOUS DINNERS
BROADWAY PLAYS

upset over what it
considers discriminatory administration of the control program, a public airing of the
grievances by Congress could
embarrass the administration
and possibly threaten the Phase
II economic policy. "
Nixon's own economic legislative package will include
another"go at revenue sharing
to
.hell:P.
06e hard-pressed cities
and to bail out. mayors who
. _ .

Whittle waistto wear pants
NEW YORK IUPII Wearing pants to the office?
Fashion coord_i_essors at Jack
Winter Inc..• major supplier oi
pants for *omen, saysi you ought

to consider if your waist needs
whittling. Woo. disguise the fart
by wearing a top outside your

pants and buckle • belt loosely
around yobr middle.

Phone 362-4211 for Reservations

porilm.
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Tonite thru Tue.

T-LANEIILACKTOP
UTNE PICTURE
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR'

SOON! * "DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER"
tziig;a:Rav:4110;;;
cHILDREN'S MOVIE SAT.. 1 III 3
All Seats
in Color
50'

"BATMAN"

Late- Show

THE

.Fri. & Sat. 1E
1 1:30

r-D
All Seats 1.50
Dorrfouo
The Horror Classic with
No One Under 18
•-if[411.-LVE-31"P• t.Qir
fi•J
Prog. Info 153-3314
• Tonite thru Tue.

The hilarious comedy about
dis-Organized Crime.
TM GANG MAI
UMUILDINT SHOW
101016111,
ma-mocoLon

MURRAY

DINNER-THEATRE

ro

JAMES TAYLOR IS THE DRIVER
WARREN OATES IS GTO
LAURIE BIRD IS THE GIRL
DENNIS WILSON IS
THE MECHANIC
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Two egg
One-Mirt
One-half
Three tal
One-tour
General
pepperceri
Two ei
whale g
whatever
•
One
diced,epti
Use: Lai
Yield: E

In skill
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paper to'
face with
:Pour off
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BIRTHS

ac
Usual
, .fan. 20,

MCDOUGAL BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McDougal, 903 Meadow Line,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, John Mark, weighing
eight pounds twelve ounces,
born on Monday, January 17,-at1:33 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Mitzi,age-four.The-father isthedirector of student financial aid
at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Thelma McDougal Of Murray
and Mi. and Mrs'. Gaylen
Trevathan` of Murray Route
Seven. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Ruth Trevathan and Mr&
Virgie McDflugal, bath Of
Murray,and John Daniel Dill-Of
Paducah.
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Miss Kathy Span Jackson Is Married To
Tony Allen Rayburn In Lovely Ceremony
At The Home Of The
•

New officers of the Wonen's
Society of Christian Service of
the Hazel United Methodist
Church were installed at the
general meatiest Aisid--U-Ilso
church on Tuesday,Jamie",11,
at seven o'clock in the evening.
Rev. James Baker,- Milder,
ne* the churob,--installsd—the
officers who were u follows:
Mrs.
Olga
Freeman•
president; Mrs. Evelyn Baker,
vice-president; Mrs. Lois
Newport, secretaryi_ 114.,ra.
Mildred Herning, treasurer.
Committees are as follows:

Alderdice,
Mrs.
Lucy
president, presided at the
meeting of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held at the
Southside Restaurant on
Wecinagd9r_January--1.2,zit-ten_
o'clock in the morning.
The scriptawe reading from
Ephesians 4:21-32 and the
thought, "Life is a book and
_another page ina newt:USW',
were given by Mrs. Bessie'
Colson. Mrs. Clifton Roberts
reed the minutes and gave the
financial report. Cards were
sent to several members who
were ill.

••
, ---Mr. and-Mrs. Tony.
.
_ Allen Raybtfrn

Mrs. Gilla Windsor
CelebrItes 91st
Birthday Monday.
Mrs.
Gilla _ Windsor
Celebrated her 91st iiiinTiday on
Monday, January 17, at the
home of her .daughter, Mrs.
Orfield (Jewel) Byrd of near
Penny. She was the recipient of
many cards, letters, gifts, and
telephone calls.
The 91 year old woman was

. --Bessie---Gelson;
presented the main lesson
antees and Warranties".

s
Miss Kathy Susen Jackson, hat covered with velvet flowers.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. She carried a nosegay of pink conducted by Mrs. Pattye
Kenneth Jackson, Sr., was carnations, baby's breath, and Overcast and Mrs. Lurene
married to Tony Allen Rayburn, greenery with velvet ribbon tied Cooper. Landscape notes on
"How To The Care of Belly
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe in lover's knots.
Bushes" were given by Mrs.
Rayburn, in a lovely ceremony
Vic
Dunn
served
as
best
man
Canned beans can be less • at the Jackson home on Farris
Louise Short.
for
Mr.
Rayburn
and
also
than inspired at the hands
members present were
on
Friday,
December
Avenue
lighted the candles preceding
nt the cook not experienced
Mfs. Rosezella Outland, Mrs.
31,
,the ceremony.
in zipping them up. They
Hopson, Mrs. Blanch
Rev. Billy N. Williams of
For her daughter's wedding Mellie
take well lo a variety of
Larson,
Mrs. Lillis Hohlhardt,
Madisonville, brother-in-law-of Mrs. Jackson wore a grape
nothing
but
seasonings,
does as Much for them as
the groom, _performed the double knit dress with navy Mrs. Louise Somers, Mrs.
double ring ceremony at four accessories. Mrs. Rayburn was Volene Roberts, Mrs. Iva
a generous addition of bacon.
o'clock in the afternoon. Nuptial attired in a brown and beige Alford, and Mrs. Katie OverIn tke following recipe,
selections were played for the double knit dress with brown cast. Mrs. Olive Steeleaf
the hot beans are served- in
ceremony with only family accessories. Both mothers had Panorama Shores was a guest.
a bacon-fat based sweetLuncheon was served at the
members present.
white orchid corsages.
sour sauce, with the crum- •
noon hour.
read
in
ceremony
wait
The
'registered
at
the
table
Guest
bled bacon bits sprinkled .
The nexLmeeting will be held
- over. Nowthat's eatie - +- - .front_of an_ improvised altar- in -in-the den.- An arrangement of on Wednesday, February 9, at
front a the large window in the pink rosebuds was upon on the
GREEN BEANS WITH
living room of the home. Con- table and Mrs. Kenneth ten a.m. at the Southside
BACON DRESSING
tering-,theoltar was. a fifteen Jackson,Jr...sister-in-lay of the Restaurant.
One-hall pound sliced
branched candelabra with a bride presided there.
Cell •
' Two eggs
central arrangement of pink
Reception
One-third cup vinegar
carnations and pink gladioli.
The reception for friends and
One-half cue water
Baskets of the same flowers on relatives was held at the
Nonfat dry milk has the
Three tablespoons sugar
white column stands flanked the Jackson home.
same important nutrients
One-fourth teaspoon salt
central arrangements.
as fluid milk except the fat
Generous grinding black
The bride's table was cenBride's Dress
has been removed and thus
peppercons
beautiful
tered
with
a
The bride, escorted to, her
• the fat soluble vitamins
- Two -cue (1 lb. - each)
brother, Kenneth Jackson, Jr., arrangement of pink rosebuds
such as Vitamin A will be
whole green beans (or
entered from the study,up some and pink carnations inmissing. It should be given
whatever style you have)
terspersed
with
tiny
pink
the same care—refrigerate
pimiento, stairs, and into the living room.
canned
One
after mixing and avoid.
She was given in marriage by lighted candles. Crystal and
diced, optional hut pretty
freezing. Be sure Vitamin
Use: Largelitillet
her father, Kenneth Jackson, silver appointments were used
A has been replaced.
to serve the punch and the
Yield: Eight servings
Sr.
with
a
_
.weddim_cake_.
topped
in skillet cook bacon on
wedding
the.
bride
For her,
sinall table-Oared to the
tirifil—elden
was lovely in her floor length bride and.groom statuette.
machine
sewing
right of the
ann crisp: Grain bacon on
wedding gown of white peau de
Mrs. George Wilson, aunt of becomes a convenient lueatiun
paper towels, blot top sursole
designed
with
a
yoke
of
lace
the bride, served the cake and for scissors, fabric pieces and
face with additional towels.
with tiny self covered buttons. Mrs. David Rayburn, sister-in- other sewing equipment. k
. -Pour off and reserve bacon
Appliques of the lace were used law of the groom, presided at television table, utilit cart 'ior an
fat from skillet. Crumble
end table can be used for this
bacon and set aside.
on the sleeves puffed to the the punch bowl.
purpose.
elbow and tight and pointed
BEAT EGGS, vinegar.
The
bridal
couple
left
for
an
over
the
hand,
the
skirt,
and
the
pepand
sugar,
salt
water,
evening, December 30, at
train. Her short veil was at- unannounced wedding trip with. Captain's
per together untd well
Kitchen
the
bride
wearing
a
red,
white,
blended. Set aside.
tached to a lace cap. Her only
Prenuptial Events
Heat beans in their liqjewelry was a ,diamond cameo and blue dress and coat enPrenuptial events held in
uid. When beans are nearly
brooch, heirloom, of the semble with red and blue acat serving temperature, rematron of honor. She carried a cessories and the white orchid honor of the bride included a
turn skillet to large unit
bouquet of red rosebuds, gar- her mother had worn for the personal shower given by Mrs.
set at low heat, and return
wedding.
Kenneth Jackson, Jr., and Mrs.
one-fourth cup of bacon . denias, and baby's breath with
Patsy Birch at the Jackson
pearl
hearts.
are
Rayburn
Mrs.
Mr. and
drippings to it. Add egg
Buddy (Ann Kelly) now at home on Miller Avenue, home; a household shower
mixture, cook over low
given by Mrs. Buddy Dodson
heat. stirring cortstantly
Dodson was the matron of honor Murray.
and Mrs. Herman Kelly Ellis at
-*11 thickened. Set skillet off and the bride's only littendant:
the Ellis home-, and a pottery
heal, quickly drain beans She wore a rose floor length
Rehearsal Dinner
and pat into warm servuig dress designed with an empire
The groom's parents, Mr. and shower given by Mrs. Lubie
dish Pour the hot sauce
Mrs. Joe Rayburn, entertained Roberts, Mrs. Harley Roberson,
over beans and sprinkle waist and long sleeves with with- a dinner following the and Mrs. David Rayburn,at the
with crumbled bacon and velvet ribbontrini. Her short
veil was attached to a pillbox wedding rehearsal on Thursday. Roberts home.
pimiento. F. S.

Use dry milk

71
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Mrs. Myrtle White, Mrs_ Kolka
Jones, Mrs. Shellie Shrader,
and Mrs. Carrie Hughes,
nominating; Mrs.
Myrtle
White, Christian edueetionsimd-service; Mrs. Koski Jones,
missionary education; Mrs.
Sheltie Shrader, membership;
Carrie_Hughalsr-PublinitYi
Mrs. Eula
McCullough,
spiritual growth; Mrs. Lois
Sthotherman and Mrs. Evelyn
Baker, circle chairmen.
The program on "Living
Through Change and Beyond
Fear" was presented by Mrs.
Olga Freeman and Mrs. Jay
Jones.
Refreshments were served to
the sixteen members and guests
by Mrs. lieroy Provine.

'
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Bridal Shower Held
In Honor Of Mrs.
Kenneth Mohler

Pineda-Erwin Vows Read

Mrs. Olga Freeman Installed President
Of Hazel WSCS At Meeting At The Church

-Pottertown Club-- Has Regular Meet
At The Southside

BARBER BOY Mark Lance is the nallle
chosen by Mr.and Mrs. Thomas
K. Barber of Murray Rout.
Three for their baby Oil,
Weikhing six pounds three
ounces, born on Monday,
II
,January....17.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital_
The hither 'is employed at
_ Emerson Electric Company,
Ye-Hs, Tenn. The mother Is a'
former technician at the local
hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. Ila
Mae Barber of Gastonia, North
Carolina, and Mr. and Mrs.
Elvis R. Colson of Murray
-Rode One.
-

Snap up
green
beans

• Driver
the road
•for fbr
•
of
at
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Mrs. Kenneth Mohler, nee
Sherri McKinney before her
wedding on December 2'7, was
the honoree at a bridal shower
held at the Community Room of
the Murray Branch of the
•
-Federal- Savaggs and Loan Association on
Thursday, January 13, at seven
o'clock in the evening.
The hostesses for the special
,bridal occasion were _hirsi_ J:B.
Burkeen and Miss Patsy
Burkeen, cousins of the
honoree.
• For the occasion the honoree
chose to- wear a peach double
'knit pant suit and was presented
a corsage of dried flowers in
bright fall colors.
Her mother, Mrs. James H.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen F. Erwin.
McKinney, wore a brown pant
Miss Carmiletta P4neda,daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben'Pineda suit and jler mother-in-law,,
of Angles City, Phillfpines, became the bride of Airthan First Mrs. Donald Mohler, wis at-•
Class Stephen- Franklin Erwin, son of Mr. -said WS: Buren F. tired in an orange pant suit.
Erwin of Route One, Hazel, in a winter wedding in Angles Qty. They also had dried flower
A wedding reception for three hundred_guests was d '.i the
OCR* nri*fs-tifs'Fen
—fitmaternal grandmother of the
_ The bride is a 1971 graduate of Angles City High School and is honoree, wore a burgundy and
now attending a beautician shcool.
white pant suit and her corsage
Mr. Erwin, a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High School, was of white carnations.
joined the Air Force in July and took his basic training at
Miss Teresa McKinney,sister
Lackland-Adr Fume Base,Texas. After graduatiorriwwassentio ofthe1Rinaree;keptthe-register
.Clark Air Base in the PhIllipines where he is now serving his at the table centered with a
eighteen months tour of duty overseas with the Mobile Unit.
floral arrangement.
Their address is AlC Stephen F. Erwin, 1st Mobile Comm.G.P.
The honoree, assisted-by Miss
B 117, APO San Francisco, California 96274.
Beverly Barnett, opened her
many gifts which had been
COMPANY DINNER
r
_pLscecion a table covered with a
-Fated
asid-oenterod with-a-"
flora1 arrangement.
Mixed Cooked VegetaNes
Thursday, January 20
Games were played with the
Salad
The
••'
'Business,
anj -Lamm-Pie
—BeverageMiss Mary Beth Hays, Miss
ofeasional-Women's Club will
POTTED BURGUNDY
meet at the Woman's Club
Phyllis Adams, and Mrs. John
BEEF
House at 6:30 p.m.
The gravy is made with a Workman, who along with Miss
mix.
Dawn Sledcl, who won the door
The Murray-Calloway County 3 1/2 to 4 1/2 pound chuck or prize, presented them them to
blade beef roast
Jaycettes will meet at the home
the honoree.
of Mrs. C. P. Williams, 513 1 1/2 teaspoons salt
Refreshments of-4,_osange
1/4 teaspoon pepper
Shady Lane, at eight p.m.
punch, individual cakes
1 tablespoon shortening.
decorated with orange and .
3/4 cup red burgundy wine
The Home Department of the 1 container (8 ounces) commer- brown flowers, nuts, and mints
..
were served from the
Murray Woman's Club will
ciaLsour cream
beautifully appointed table
meet at .the club house at two 2 tablespoons flour
centered with a dried floral
p.m. Hostesses will be 1/4 teaspoon leaf oregano
arrangement in a wicker
Mesdames Chaflie Crawford, 1 large onion, sliced
T.C. Doran, Humphrey Key, 1 envelope (3/4 ounce) brown basket. Miss Less Morris, Miss
gravy mix
Pam Robertson, Miss Mary
and J.A. Outland.
1/4 cup cold water
Beth Hays, and Miss Patsy
Season roast With salt and Burkeen served the cake and
The Hazel Woman's Club will
pepper. Brown on both sides in
meet atthe dub room at seven
hot shortening in large hiaiy
Thirty-one persons Were
skillet with a tight fitting lid or
present
and twenty persons seat
in a Dutch oven. Reduce heat;
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 pour. wine over roast. Blend to- gifts,who were unable to attend.
Order of the Eastern Star Is gether sour cream, flour and
scheduled to meet at the oregano. Place sliced onions
(Me advantage of buying meat
over top surface of roast. Spoon
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.'
sour cream mixture over on- cuts in a frozen state is that Meat
can be cooked from the frozen
A banquet for all members of ions. Cover tightly; cook over state with no thawing micessar,
meat
is
tender
—
low
heat
until
First Baptist Church over 65
2 1/2 to 3 hours. Turn meat
and grandparents of any of the
after first half hour of cooking;
young people of the church will baste occasionally during
be held at six p.m. iii the church maining cooking. Place roast'
You can wort losing weight today.
dining hall.
MONADEX is • tiny tablet and may
on serving platter. (You should
to take. PAONADEX will hop aura
have about 3 cups of liquid in •yeto
desk* for imam food. tat tese
The general officers avid pan.) Combine gravy mix and
weigh WS. Contains no dangerous
drugs
and will not mak* yew nervous.
the
leaders of all age groups of
water; stir until smooth. Add
No strenuous OXVIIWCiall.
WMU of the First Baptist gradually to liquid in pan, stir- life . . Iltert today. MONADE man
$3.00 for • 20 day .monlv. Lat.
Church will be held at the home ring constantly Bringto a boil. tot.ars uses money
with no quiretlem asked. MONADEX
serve
hot
with
roast.Mikes
8
of Mrs. kdiar- ghiriey at ii:
is Sold with this guarantee by:
servings
p.m.
Wallis.Diragglaredfdsszsay-Mall .
Orders Filled
Saturday, January 22

Mrs. Gilla Windsor
presented with a decorated
birthday cake by her children
and grandchildren. Her grandson-in-law. „Steve Roberts.
made pictures including the one
above of Mrs. Windsor.
Mrs. Windsor -divides her
time between her two living
daughters, Mrs. Byrd of Penny,.
Murray Route Two, and Mrs.
Herman Bruce of Mayfield.,One
daughter, Mrs. Floyd Taylor,
was fatally injured along with
her husband in an automobile
—
accidgitLin_July .1968.
George Windsor, husband of
the honored woman, died about
ago. They
thirty-two years
resided in the Sinking Spring
Community, and Mrs. Windaor
is thought to be the oldest living
ITicillte_r_Ot_tbie,Siikingpring
Baptist Church. She was active
until aboutfour years ago,but is
still alert and enjoys visiting
with her family and friends.
Her eleven grandchildren are
Mrs. Alvin (Anna Jean) Usrey
of Murray Route One, Bill
Taylor and Ruble Taylor of
Lynn -Grove, Mrs. Gerald
(Linda) Cooper and Mrs.
Coffield (Frances) Vance of
Murray, Codie Tiorlor of
Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. Dalton
(Treva) Moffitt of Garden City,
Mich., Mrs. Clifton (Martha)
Wallace of Coldwater, Mich.,
Mrs.Jerri Van Etton of Taylor,
Mich., Mrs. Wendell (Barbara)
Roberts of Marion, and Mrs.'
Erroll (Sylvia) Sanert of
Mayfield.
Mrs. Windsor has thirty-one
great grandchildren'and eleven
great great grandchildren.

LOSE UGLY FAT

A bake' sale will be held in
front of the Dees Bank of Hazel
starting at 8:30 a.m., sponsored
by the Beta Club of Hazel
School.
Monday, January 24
The Luther Robertson School
PTA has cancelled Has:meeting
for this month.
The Blood River Baptist
Association WMU will-have its
quarterly meeting at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church starting
at ten a.m. David Lewis will
speak on his world mission trip.
Persons are asked to bring a
sack lunch.

BROERINGMEYER
- NOTICE

CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Highway 94 East

NEW OFFICE HOURS.
Monday-Wednesday-Friday 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturday — 9 AM. to 12 Noon
EMERGENCY CARE BY APPOINTMENT
OTHER HOURS
Phone 753-2962

1/ JR. CLEARANCE
LITTLETON'S

.1/1 4110m,
I
imm
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COMPLETE BALCONY SALE
PARiLiumoR 7
ALL FALL & WINTER
ALL JUNIOR
HOLIDAY JUNIOR

a DRESSES

SPORTSWEAR

DRESSES
i
Price

Sizes 3 - 13

LITTLET0'S
1\l .
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Eau Claire
In Top Spot

Murray State Wipes Out Corpus
Christi In Non-Conference-Bout

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Eau Claire, Louisiana Tech
and Tennessee State, all unbeaten, were the top three
teams in this week's Associated
Press college division basket•
ball poll..
Eau Claire, whiner of 11
games-411wough--laet-- Sunday,
held the No. 1 position with 10
first-place votes and 344 points
in balloting by a 16-man panel
of sports writers and broadcasters.. •
,
Louisiana Tech,13-0, received
the other six first-place ballots
and retained second-place with
_
314 points.
Tennessee State, 8-0, collected 230 points and climbed to
third, piece, one notch ahead of
Kotelr State, 6-2, which
slipped to fourth.

PAGE FIV

Wood Looking For
Head Coach Post

'By BOB GREENE
But the Packers, who have
.Starjui returned to the game Nobody had over eight rebounds
Sports Writer had four straight so-so seasons
By MIKE,BRANDON
Associated
Press
wdb five minutes left to the tune for the Tarpons.
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
WASHINGTON(AP)- Willie after forging a dynasty in the
Starks connected 13 times in
Riding the wings of a 51 point -9.f Al.standipg ovation.
Wood thinks its time for a NFL from 1960 through 196'7,
aids
the
floor
-.Brown
scored
the
final
points
from
diat
-ci
second half and a brilliant 31
black head coach in the Nation- hired a new coach _Erior to the
point performance by Mar- of the game with 20 seconds left perfect 5-5 from the charity
al Football League:'—
. Wriseasoil and be brought in
celous Starks,the Murray State to lift the winning margin to 3g stripe for a career high of 32_
He took the first step his own assistants. points.
Racers demolished the Corpus -P° ta*
Wednesday, retiring 83 a play------- "j sort of felt ft-0y.theYMtirtan urigeriviibli- StriblfiiJ the
Christi Tarpons 82-52 last night.
er
to become defensive back- had hired as defensive backA crowd of 5,000 showed up in •700 over the final half, on 23 of , nets six times in nine attempts
field coach wi
San Diego field coach would be around for
the
line
for
of
five
from
33
attempts
and
five
from
the
floor.
the fieldhouse for the non
Chargers.
awhile singe he built a house in
Murray finished the contest by -a varsity career high of 17. Bill
conference tilt.
d like to Green 111qr," Wood said.
"Eventually
7-11
from
the
hitting
on
34
of
59
for
a
red
hot
Mancini
hit
on
Murray galloped to a 12-1
move into
thing Psi' couldn't alit to see what would
lead at the outset of the contest .560 clip. Corpus Christi floor and added a free throw to
Wood sa "I think the toppen
tion,"
•
points.
managed
just
the
night
with
15
21
of
58
for
a
cold
finish
, and never trailed in the
time will come
the NFL
"I felt1 would behoove me
final
half.
Eleven
came
in
the
ballgame, although for a while .361
will have a black coach. This to look around. So I put out a
Murray had a 49-34 reboimThe Racers will try to imit looked like they might.
job will help prepare me to few feelers that this might be
edge in the conteet._Starks prove their 9-3 record and 1-1
ding
• The _Tarpons, who came into
take advantage of the opportun- my last playing season."
the game with a 5-10 slate, were grabbed 15 rebounds while conference record at TenneSsee
ity when it comes."
.
Wood said several clubs condown by 12 points with six Mark House pulled off nine. Tech Saturday night.
A District of Coltwnbla na- tacted him, but Harland Svare,
Minutes left in the first half. But
tive, Wood was a quarterback newly named head coach of the
the Texans began to cut away at
at Southern California, but Chargers, came up with a firm
,1 the margin and with 2:Sgt
Evansville maintained fifth wasn't selected in the pro foot- offer.
-. the half- had pulled. to within ,
"It's Itrattof difficult lii glee
place, and was followed by bill -draft following the 1959
--- HALL OF FAMERS-Former New York Yankees catcher Yogi
--seven points. The Tarpons
.
Cheyney
State,Stephen F. Aus- season. He wrote a letter to the an playing after yowl,. been _
Berra,
left,
and
Koufax
who
played
pitcher
Sandy
for
the
- -scored the last'RiniPoinTs in the.
tin, Akron, Assumption and late Vince Lombardi, then head doing it for so long," Wood
Brooklyn and Los Angeles Dodgers, were both named to
half and at intermission Murray
coach and general manager of said. "But I will be going back
Eastern
Illinois.
baseball's Hall of Fame Wednesday.
0
led _9n1Y...31-21.
the Green Bay Packers, and to California and San DiageFm.- (AP
Wirephoti)
Neither team blistered the
powerhouse yearling team of
was signed as a free agent.
By MUM BRANDON
and it's an ideal place to play."
nets in the half which accounted
Three years later, Wood, caThe Baby Racers are back!!! the Salukis.
"Plus, I felt the Chargers
point
production
In last night's contest
for the low
vorting from his free safety have a nucleus of becoming a
After a Slew start,the freshmen
Both teams made just 11 field team of Murray state has now Coleman hit his season average
spot, grabbed off nine inter- very fine ball club," he said.
•
goals with Murray hitting on 42 won their last three Contests of 32 while T.C. Jamison fired in
ceptions to lead the NFL in "They have an outstanding ofand __Corps 1Cliristi_ann
per
25. Darnell Adellscoeud 12_while
The Top 10, with first place that category. In his 12 seasons fense and If I can help mold the
sPart-111-4-recidrtl -thr the
eonneWing--on 39_per_i-ent
, votes in parentheses, won-lost with the Packers, the 5-foot-10, defense, it will be a feather in
neam011.
ciniThle
Outstanding youg sophomore
figures by canning 64
records through Sunday's 190-pounder was considered the my cap?'
By ISME RATHET
k-----mes
ee41mters ofthe-balloti or
'Center Marcelous Starks -led all ' Last night the Baby Racers, field for 12. Coleman grabbed 24 --An_t_-totiol points on the _slaw*tackler onthesquad and
after
leading
only
41-40
at
the
of the scorers with 15 points.
rebounds and Jamison' pulled Associated Press Sports Writer 297, to he elected.
basis
of 20 for first, 18 for sec- picked off 48 enemy passes for
used
a
strong
second
half
Only one other player besides
NEW YORK(AP)-Election
Quarterback Jerry Tagge of
grabbedliix rebounds_ 11.! ran
;to dispose _14 southeast_ down
osaseasitialall
13
as 1 liturra
ond, 16, 14, 12, 10, 9, 8, etc.
699 yards and two touchdovms.
'
Of Fantis-ww--1(oufax.-llepta and Wynn-ever
the Racers
1:
Eau
Claire
honesty,
(101
"In
all
it
sacklens-Ithea
nor
na
114-344
teli
sses
Nebr
inPka
prr4olta
llad
'
te
:
m chs
Tviltrt77;ws:-MisSouri Stateleretduneti 94-811.b°
Kodax, exciticT has receiied mire than 306.
23.
—
(6)
_ Xtal.
_.1.34
to
-leave--after1
2
Yearsot-i-ga
nie;
las
t
seasorr
---•
ti-e--frealin
- -an win visit the, Yogi Berra and" interrupted- Vffer---StarilirtaiTIVIaltelreer•
'moadsy night the
juit this
The half time talk of Coal-7. St.
. Tenn.
8-1 230 establishing such strong friendCal Luther must have greatly Baby Racers pulled the strings University of Evansville Early Vlynn s tomato-picktng. ed 317 in 1969.
4. Kentucky St.
6-2 198 ships in Green Bay," Wood
Wynn, a 306-game winner
Berra and Wynn,like Koufax,
inspired the Racers. Murray
on an earlier defeat and blew SittUrdaY
_ _
1.0-a 194 said.
5. Eywayiue
scoRING
.
who had failedthree -times pre:- had considerable credentials.
outscored-ffieir "guests' 11-2 ill the Southern Illinois Freshman
6. Cheyney St.
11-1 171
"Four or five years ago I dewhile
batelected
to
the
Berra
homers
40
40_00
viously
to
be
hit
358
.
• the first three minutes of the out of the gym, 106-82. Joe SEMO
7. S.F. Austin
13-1 136 cided I wanted to remain in pro
final half and from that point on Meriweather, 6-10 center of the Murray
41 53-94 shrine that houses the sport's ting .285 for the New York Yan8. Akron
11-2 115 football after my playing days
the game was never in doubt. Salukis and tabbed as one of the , SEMO( 80)-Boos 11, heroes, was notified of his elec- kees while' Wynn was one of
9. Assumption
7-2 112 were over.
tomatoes
at
tion
while
picking
history
to
only
14
pitchers
in
Lan19. East. Ill.
13-3
101
"I was hoping it would be
- The Racers picked up their nation's most outstanding Gregston 21, Stephens
All the well-known overseas
his home in Nokomis, Fla., win 300 games in a 23-year cawith"Green Bay, since I knew
breeds are available to you by
First 20 point lead as Steve young centers, was held to only dgraf 12, Olson 6, Nium 2, Mars
Sarasota.
Washington,
Clevenear
with
reer
WINNERS NAMED
A. I. through your KABA techni
the system there and the perBrown drilled a 25 footer with 12 points. Meanwhile, but Mike 2 and Steighorst 24.
grateful.
Wynn
was
land
and
Chicago.
clan Call
-NEW YORK (UPI) -James sonnel."
Murray(94)-Coleman 32,
6;26 left to make it 62-42.,Brovm Coleman scored 40 points and
_."I'd been hoping for it," he ,- All three-have kept some con- M. Schoonmaker II of Miami,
25,
Adell
16,
Redrnon
Jamison
22
Jamison
and
Add
added
ll
the
floor
in
the
all
over
was
said,"but I didn't want to build nection with baseball following Fla., and Jane Pegel of
second half, giving the Racer apiece as the Baby Raced* 12, Kelley 6, Roney 1 and up _my hopes too high. It's like their playing days, Berra as a
LIFE SAVER AWARD
Williams Bay, Wis., were
Crawford
2.
fans a fine exhibition of talellt walked all over the national
NEW YORK (UPI) -Garo
KABA Technician
being placed up there on a pe- coach for the New York Mets, named Wednesday the 1971
and hustle.
Yepremian, whose 37-yard field
dastal, not like getting a gold Wynn as a scOut for the Min- Martini St Rossi Yachtsman
Murray
Fans were given a bit of a
watch for your longtime efforts. nesota Twins and Koufax as a and Yachtswoman of the Year. goal in the second overtime
scare with 10 minutes left in the
quarter
against
the
Kansas
City
Its recognition I was waiting broadcaster for NBC.
Phone 753-2984
Schoomnaker received 99
game Mtn Starks went to the
for for a long time."
Rounding out the top 10 in the votes balloting by a panel of Chiefs gave the Miami Dolphins
floor. Marcelous suffered a cut
a 27-24 AFC playoff win in the
Complete
But, said Wynn, he would voting were Ralph Kiner, 235; yachting writers, to 60 for
wider his left eye and left the
longest game in pro football
have, been happier if the honor Gil Hodges. 161; John Mize, runnerup and 1970 winner Ted
Breeding
game five minutes to get four
history, Wednesday received
had been bestowed when he 157; Enos Slaughter, 1.119; Turner of Atlanta. Mrs. Pegel
Service
- • stitches, Starks had -25 points at---The .hisieray Park and
Abe-lifer
Saver
of
the
Mouthdon't Peewee Reese,129; Marty Mat! narrowly heat SylVia Everdell
Itecreatibn ...Department's Patriots Were blasted by the-- first he-alne Pligible "I
the tune.
Award for December. 111411 thrilled as I would n, 120, and llob Le/non, 117. _ of Duxbury, Mass., 103-99.
Alen's Blisiretball season *ell Lax-Edmonds- team by the th°31•1;
hild'made it the
have
been
it
I
-under'way with the first -three score of 49-32. A. Beane rocked first time," he said: "Naturalforup 21 points and scoring honors
• nights of play behind them.
MURRAY
ly, I'm happy. So is my wife.
Player
tans.4 ttat-a rb fis
'
the winners. Following him
The season started Monday
1-3
Steve Barrett
1-3
3 3
We have had a long wait. I was
with
13
for
the
69
5-5
5 17
was
B.
Houston
Steve Brown
each night
and
continued
disappointed the first year and
2-5
1-3
3 5
Ron Williams
7
15
through last night. The leagues Lax Edmonds squad. Pacing disappointed the second year.
741
1-3
Bill Mancini
5-5
15 31
Karealous Stark& 13-22
Gordon
with
losers
was
S.
the
will
play
each
Monday,
Tuesday
3-5
1-4
9 7
Mark House
The third year I just shrugged
0-0
4
2-4
Everett Taylor
and Wednesday until the end of ten points, and D. Houston and , off
On
1
0-0
Rick Weismann
T
team rebounds
S. Adam with 8 markers each. i`
the season.
34-59 14.23 48 12
Totals
have liked to have
_ "I
_ would
_
CORPUS CHRISTI
In the fnurthgame,theFaxon
Three games were played
Joined Stan
Ted Vil-Piers,
temo fta911 rb 43
the
Jones
Tuesday night, and three of the Cougars fell to
7-15 44
3 3111
Bruce Rine
limns and Walter Johnson as
1-9
1-1
5 2
Gone Evans
four scheduled for last night Barnett team 78-48. J. Barnett players who gained the honor
PI
.. 141
Henry Grant
1-3
3-10
S. L Neal
paced the winners with n
were played as planned.
4-5
1 3
1 Maylserry
netted_r_wr the first year they were eii•
Roger lieerfir
1-5
0-0
y
night's
first
3-5
3-8
iterte--81199gible"
2
team rebounds
saw the Faculty Five edge L Jones cashed 16 in the winKoufax did exactly that, be21-38 10-20 34 32
Totals
past the Yellow submarine 62- ning effort. J, Eldridge,lecLthe coming the ninth player to
58.D. Dyieus took game high- Cougars with a total Of 18 points.
_Wegoesday's College Baske
it-his •
-15- -YolIoWrig him With M.ME with
scoring laurels With 20 pou
By The Associated Press
bility-- Others who did- it were
Sale Price
NOW
markers.
10
was
followed
for
the
losers.
He
East
Jackie Robinson, Bob Feller,
League action will continue
Pennsylvania 74, Villanova 64 by D. Warboys for the Yellow
Ty Cobb, Babe Ruth; Bonus
$8.50- $9.50
$5.50
$3.00
Fairleigh D'spn 78, Rollins 49 Subniarine, and W. Frankline next week, Monday, Tuesday, Wagner and Christy Mathewand
Wednesday
kights.
The
first
19
for the Faculty Five-with
Providence 87, Fairfield 75
son.
each. C. Ferguson and J. game each night will start at
Fordham 81, Seton Hall 74
$4.00
810.00 - $11.50
$6.50
Koala was surprised by.. the
Heistand added 17 and 10 6:30 in Douglas-,Gymnasium. honor,
Pittsburgh 91, Bucknell 67
embellished
by
a
record
Penn State 83, Gettysburg 53 - respectively for the winners. The public Is invited to attend. vote total.
$1 2.00 - $13.00
$7.50
$5.00
In the second game, the
Holy Cross 80, Colgate 78
"I'm a little surprised I got
All-Stars
had
little
Douglas
Delaware 71, Bider 66
as many votes as I did," Koutrouble with Hardin, downing
$14.00 - $15.00
$8.50
Hunter 88, John Jay 76
$6.00
fax explained."I didn't have as
them 8442. Albert Scott was
Assumption 94, Clark 83
many good years as some othhigh man for both teams with 21
South
ers in the Hall and I thought
points for the winners. J.
N. Carol. 92, Wake Forest 77
that might count against me."
Florida St. 105, S. Alabama Timble followed with 18
Koufax pitched for the Los
markers for gie losers. C.
72.
Angeles Dodgers for 12 years
By ED SHEARER Brandon picked.up 16 and H.
Marshall 81, Miawi, Ohio 63
Associated Press Sports Writer before an arthritic,elbow ended
Hudspeth added 10 to pace the
S. Carol. 80, Niagara 69..
$2.50 — $5.00 — $10.00
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP)-The his career. But it's the last four
All-Stars.
Others
in
double
Navy 7/, Haverford 58
Southeastern Conference, vir- that made him a Hall of Famfigures were B. Henson and M.
Duke 86, Cahisius 58
tually in a position of having to er.
Mathis with 15 and 12 felti
Clemson 74, Furman 72
From -1963 to 1966 he had
do so, will make freshmen eliHardin.
Citadel 86, Arkansas St. 48
gible to play football and bas- records of 25-5, 19-5, 26-8 and
The third game was 'quite a
Midwest
ketball-on a varsity level.
_ 27-9 with earned run averages
bit
closer, with Burkeen's
Western Mich. 70, Ball St. 60
of 1.88, 1.71, 2.04 and 1.73. Be
The only question is when.
by
the
edging
out
Durham's
Off of Low Sale Price!!
-Ohio U. ea, Virginia Tech 79
The SEC,-which begins its an- also pitched a- non-hitter each
score of 58-56._D. Lasater was nual winter meeting here year, including a
Toledo 76, Bowling Green 53
perfect game
Some as low as $5.00
high point man with a total of 18 Wednesday, lectullcally cannot in 1965.
Akron 87, Buffalo 68
points for the losers. G. Doran act on
Dayton 76 Cincinnati 60
And
that
made lituvatlk_the
thaniatter_immediately
vra" Tbe only
Marquette 80, Chi. Loyola 70
because of a constitutional re- youngest Weyer, ever to be
DePaul 79, Wit..Green Bay 67 player in double figures with 10 quirement that new proposals- elected.
Hope 110, Trinity Christian 96 points. For -the- -winners, M. be submitted to the 10-member
is the biggest honor
Blankenship and C. Mueler institutions at least three weeks
Eastern
100, DePauw 86
I'
gr I:ieen given, not just in
the
e.
,
ch
to
lead
chalked.up
16
Southwest •
before any actionis taken.
•
ball, but in my life," said
N. Teitas St. 74, Wichita St. Burkeen team. M. Singleton
However, said Jeff Bead, Odra.
added 12 and G. Burkeen athletic director at Auburn,
63
Berra was even more exmarked up 11.
New Mexico 79, Doane 42
"the coaches and athletic'direcThree of the four games tors were unanimous that we
St. iiary's, Tex., 87, Tex. LuNOW
cit
'
'MY
ed fans and friends were
scheduled for last night were do something to expedite this
theran 70
really
pulling
for
me,"
said
$2.00
Rice 95, Athletes in Action 87 played, with the second of the matter."
Berra, who missed out by just
four planned being declared a
.. Far West
"There is no doubt it's going 28 votes last year when he was
Ab. Christian 76, Air Force 70 forfeit. The Ledger anci Times to carry when it's voted on," eligible
for the first time. "My
play
the"Fire
was
scheduled
to
Regis 77, Northern Colo. 71 .
said SEC Commissioner A. M. kids are happy about it, arid
Fighters in the second game, "Tonto" Coleman.
Boise St. 87, Puget Sound 78
feel great."
but the Ledger and Times Was
Occidental 106, Cal. Tech 59
_Permissive legislation makKoufax led the balloting . with
winner by forfeit. ing freshmen eligible was
declared
the
344 votes while Berra received
In the first game, The Astro
New Hotel In Sapporo
passed two weeks ago by the 339 and Wynn 301. A record 396'
Car Wash MePPed.UP 131anion's National Collegiate Athletic As- votes were
cast with the playA new hotel will be opened in .by the score of 84-50. R. Scaggs
sociation. Two conferences, the ers needing to be named on
Sapporo this week to accom- took high-point honors with 26 Big Ten and Pacific Eight,
modals the VIP's- attending the points for the winners.
EXHIBITION SellEDULE
haVe already approved it, along
bixieland Center
DETROIT (UP!)
Water -Olympic Games.
Following were W. Blackford
Detroit
with independent Tulane Urn-,
Already fully reserved, it will .with 18, S. Doron with 16,and C.
Lions open their 1972 exhibition
versity. •
schedule- on Aug. $ in Tiger
housrheads of nationaHm- Peeler Wifhle for the Winners.
OPeri Daily 9:00 to
",That. gives it a domino efStadium with
pic committees, leaderti of ath- Maiden's placed tWO'
game against
said Beard. "If one conthe Super Bowl rirerup Miami
letic'federations and Other high double figures, J. Blanton with
ference adopts it, others must
Dolphins.
ranking-officials. '-••••
- d G..Blanton with 12.
follow."'
—
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Daly Presents'Ganie- Ball To Calhoun In Villanova Revenge

or

By BERT ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Sports Writer
"In 17 years of basketball
coaching." said Penn's Chuck
Daly, "I never gave a player a
game ball."
Daly's streak ended Wednesday night.
Hepresented his first "game
"tpCsrkY Sealltoun, one of
the stars of 10th-ranked Penn's
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74-64 revenge victory over 15th,..
rated Villanova.
The 6400t-7, 210-pound Calhoun, one of the tallest backcourtrnen in the nation, earned
the ball by scoring 20 points on
nine of--43 field goal attempts
and two or four free throws.
also had four ia'sists and f
rebounds.

to Hold

nstrument Pilot Ground Course
Held At Murray State University
Applied Science Bldg., Room S101
First Meeting To Be Held
JANUARY 24 - MONDAY, 7 p.m.
Course will include film and lecture on the
following subjects: Instrument and Systems

IFR Planning end VOR Flight
IFR Charts IFR Reguiations IFR Clearance Shorthand
ILS-ADFApproaches
ind ProcedurePrice is 215:00 Per Person

Murray Flying Service
-4119-2414-

but held the Wildcats to one
field goal in the last 10 minutes
of the half and pulled ahead for
good 32-29 at intermission.
The emotion-packed triumph
gave Penn a 10-2 record. Villanova fell to 11-3.
Meanwhile. second-ranked
Marquette remained unbeaten,
trimping Chicago Loyola 80-70.
for its 13th victory of the season and its 66th in a row at the
Actually, Phil Hankinson -led Milwaukee Arena. Jim Chones
the Quakers with 24 points. but led. the Warriors with 20 points.
Despite the victory, MarCalhoun's scoring outburst and
quette Coach Al McGuire was
,over-aaptsy were thetaya,
- Penn -fell behind by nine unhappy. "We're going to have
Pelets e4rly in thenvirmac--0- tong talk tornoerw-(Thum- -

day)," he said. "We haven't
had a meeting in about three
years. They're not men yet,
they don't show enough fear."
North Carolina, rated third,
jumped to a 20-3 lead against
Wake Forest and cruised to a
92-77 victory; its 12th in-11
games. Bob McAdoo topped the
Tar Heels with 22 points.

Fairfield 67-75.
Elsewhere, it was: Dayton 76„
Cincinnati 60; Duke 86, Canisius 58; Clemson 74, Furman
72; Ohio University 88, Virginia
Tech 79; North Texas State 74,
Wichita State 63; Penn State 83,
Gettysburg 53; Pittsburgh -91,
Bucimell 67,and The Citadel 116,
Arkansas State 48.

Central Favored
In Tourney Today

Fifth-ranked South Carolina
overcame a I7-point deficit for
the second consecutive game
and ended Niagara's 12-game
winning streak with an 80-69
LOUISVILLE,"Ky. (AP) triumph over 'the Purple 114uisattle Central,ranked No.2
Eagles. The Gantectrks' Kevin lit the cite, is favored cii,er a
Joyce poured in 33 points, 26 in -*rang field in the Louisville Inthe second half, while .?-fijot vitational Tournament beginlinks
seaside
Royal Birkdale, a
Danny Traylor grabbed' 20
today.
t almost foiled him. But he
Half of the 16 teams are
outstanding performances from rebounds and blocked nine
hung an to win, despite a_
By BILL WINTER
shots.
ranked in • The Associated
double-bogey seven on the 71st Associated-Press Sports Writer Dan Issel and Arlin Gilmore,
Florida State, the No. 11 Press' top 20 in the state.
1AUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - who had 37 and 35 points rehole, and completed one of theteam, posted its ninth succesCentral's Yellow Jackets,.
game's classic sweeps..
Virginia _Squires coach Al spe,ctivfly. Ohl:bore also had 25 sive.. victory and 14th in 16
have won the LIT title five
who
team
a
-including
rebounds,
An emergency appendectaMY Bianchi says the key to beating
44(kt
recort14-under the offeristve games, overwhelming South times, take on Louisville Eastknocked him out of a few tour-ir Eastkrn. DivisionAlabama 105-72. Rowland Gar- emn tonight. The first round
(laments and he won only once • tucky is a simple one: "You boards.
scored a ,career high 24 games will be played at four
rett
cduldhaVe plaerl better
again on the regular tour,, the have to rah.'
different sites. Winners will
takore---patnta-for -the-.Seininales
late•seasnn Sabaramove on to Freedom Hall for
whipped
16th.
rated
Marshall)
in
the
defense
league
leading
AmeFiCaft
the
.and
list) the running game..
He also helped
Randy
as
Ohio
81-63,
the
Miami,
quarterfinals Friday and
points,
138
up
give
we
and
here
team to a Ryder Cup triumph we did," said Biahchi after his
the chainpionship 'round Situtover England and teamed with Squires clipped Kentucky's-MP We-have--to--do- betterthan N011 scored f4 Points and
grabbed 16 rebounds and Rus- day..
Nicklaus to take the World Cup. game American Basketball As- that."
In other first-round pairings,
Inflammation of an old toe in- sell Lee tallied 22 Points and
for the United-States in a field- sociation victory,streak with a
Louisville Male, the
14th-ranked
_
decisioa
ha4•20__reha3rnd5.
.138_132
the
jury
by.
at
.5:towed
nations
Dampier
46
from
teams
of
takes on
champion
defending
13-2.
is
now
Marshall
The
half.
second
the
in
Colonels
night.
Palm Beicli-Gaidens, Fla. - •
Abilene Christian hiked its Louisville Iroquois; No. 3 Coy-.
The verdict pulled Virginia. scrappy guard scored je points
He wound up the season with
record to 12-2, defeating the Air ington Holy Cross faces Louis:
6231,000 in prize money, second within seven games of the Colo- in the first half but only two in
76-70. with . five free _Yak Flaget; seventh-ranked,
_ENT*
-exec,
Virginia
contLas...
only to Nicklausnels in the ABA Eastrwita-taa-the--tle
Louisville-Manual tangles with .
- two squads scheduled to% meet came a Kentucky lead ---IMI---lrirovra, 11118-trIree techei- McDowell;
• But there are goals yet-.-ta
11th-ranted Lonia:
linUte•Toledo,
"tahOnthrfthatzt
1ntbir
ttvointsrat8443
reacbed.
tonigst
borirginta,.
.
ain
kma-taildafrEag
achieve for the
--7-ntede-it--14-2,--ridelling Bowling---vittelhawntsrffitlyi -rare
-The-Squires- get-46-points-4141Pd-Perisdr--,gnickliainitilleR1811-31114
in a Mid-American DeSales; Ng,17 Franklin-SimpFi4nfueky led 40-36 after the Green 76-53
from league scoring_ leader_
fecti,ous grin.
,
son goes.against No. 12 Louis.
Conferencetlash
Mosthe
athive
period and
the
75-65
"Now 1 want to win
Charlie Scott, 25 from Julius first amargm
might
that
Marvin
ville St. Xavier;-No.4 Owens-.
with.
_ham,
mop,
Providence,
Doug
from
24
and
ters," he said. "That's going to Erving
28 points and boto'is matched with Louisville
Colonels'
been greater had not* Virginia Barnes scoring
hauling in 22 rebounds, won its -Ahrens and Louisville Atherton
rming the
at tair
M.'asters inre
year
the
al
big goycord
_ .
m yhadbil
beHe
win. Shot at a 61 per cent clip from
10th game in 12 starts. beating opposes Louisville Ballard.
for the past two seasons.
Kentucky's .defeat dimmed the floor.

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
TUCSON, Ariz. LAP) 7-71!
man! So many good
• have been happenint to- me
that I just can't:Sem RI"
o the merry MexiLee Trevin,
can from a poverty hackground, who added a dash of
fresh color and a now dimenWAS_ talking
Sion of
about his selection as The Associated Press Athlete of the
Year for 1971_
The 32-year-old Trevino, who
made that lightning, unprecedented sweep of the American,
Canadian and British Open titles, was named Wednesday in
a nationwide poll of sports
Chamberlain
WILT'S LONG ARM SAVES TWO POINTS-Wilt
--writers and sportscasters.
to
arm
long
and
height
his
-uses
-team
of the Western Coaf,,‘Ast...
-He amassed- 11B votes to win
daring
block a shot by Walt Feaster (lei of the Eastern team
a- wide margin over base...by
Hayesaction In the 1972 NBA Ali-Star game in Los Angeles, Elvin
ball's Joe Torre of the St. Louis
140k-West
art
Squad
- 111) and Oscar Robinson. 1 °Like_
and Roberbr
foreground. The West team won, 112 to 110.
the
of
world champion
mente
(AP Wirephoto
Pittsburgh Pirates, who got 31
votes apiece, aneltareein Abdul Jabber of basketball's
champion Milwaukee Bucks,
who was fourth with 24.
"You've got to be thrilled any
time something like this hap.
pensto you, particularly when
it comes from an outfit like
• • NEW YORK (AP)- George New York Giants and New this, where so many people all
Allen, who wheeled and defiled York Jets. Detroit will have 15 over the country are voting for
you," Trevino said before tohis Washington Redskins into and Denver 14.
day's first round in the $150,000
championship contention this
Due to identical records, coin
season, also traded them into flips involving 19 teams were Dean Martin-Tucson Open, in
last place in the National Foot- necessary to determine the or- which he is a heavy favorite. "I called my wife and told
ball League draft.
der of the draft's first round, her, 'Honey, so many thingii
Allen revamped the `Skins by which shapes up this way:
litre happening to me I just
exchanging a raft of *draft
.
don't believe it."
•
3,
Cincinnati.
that
2,
talent
Buffalo.
proven
1,
for
.choices
The honor was the lateit in a
paid off with a 9-4-1 record, Chicago (acquired from the
series f, siatreiiitI4*Wthelrbest Mee I9o,and,a Sh% NOwNorli.Gianta)-4,
at the Super Bowl befditr*h.sh- 5, Denver. 6, Houston. 7.Geese thi• talkative; colorful ett&litingten succumbed to San Fran- Bay. d. New 'Orleans. 9, New '_Eine wlitiAiurst4ii the -datiatial
efie Only four years ago and
•eitico - in )41. -.layoffs' 'first York Jets. 10, Minnesota- Lop-.
- warn established himself
round.
quired from New England). 11, last *
But his philosophy-"the fu- Green Bay (acquired from San as one of the game's greatest
ture is now-has also left than Diego). 12, Chicago. 13, Pitts- players and biggest gate attracwith only -10 selections in the burgh. 14, Philadelphia. 5, At- tions.
"I was even named sports
17-round draft or college sen- lanta. 16, Detroit, 177-New-Engiors' which begins Feb. 1, the land (acquired from Los Ange- personality of the year in EngNFL said Wednesday.
les). 18, Cleveland. 19, San land," he said. "Can you imag-•
Francisco. 20,Oakland 21, New Isielhit?"
On the other end of'the sdale York Jets (acquired from
Earlier, he had been named
is New Orleans. The Saints, Washington). 22. Baltimore. 23, Player of the Year by the Prowith six extra picks accumil- Kansas City. 24, Minnesota. 25, fessional Golfers Association
and had been selected Athlete
Ytted in trades-including the Miami. 26, Dallas.
of the Year by a national
one that sent.quarterback Billy
magazine and again by a naKilmer to the 'Skins-have 23
titrnal sports
Trevino, the grandson of a
Dallas gravedigger and a forEight other teams also have
mer $-a-week assistant at an
extra picks-Oakland with 21,
El Paso, Tex., driving range,
with
Louis
St.
and
Pittsburgh
slowly last year but finstarted
20 apiece, Baltimore with 19 By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ished with one of the most sucand San Diego, San Francisco,
Wednesday's Results
cessful seasons in pro golf his,
Dallas and Cleveland with 18
College
,
tory..
each.
Murray State 82, Corpus Christi
He missed several tournaments because of the illness Of
Buffalo, whose dismal 1-13 52
his mother-he died later in
record, worst in the league, Bellarmine 92, Franklin 86
gave it the dubious honor of se- Morehead Frosh 102, Marshall the year-and admitted: i'My
mind wasn't on the game."
lecting first, has 17 choices, as Frosh 89
High School
He- wasn't eligible for the
do Chicago, Philadelphia and
Bremen 88, Livermore 66
Tourniunint of Champions but
Miami.
-Dayton 81,-Ludlow 61
started his drive by winning the
With 16 apiece are Atlanta, Hancock Co. 80, Ohio Co..fl
860,000 Tellahassee Open the
Cincinnati, Green Bay, Hous- ktadisoaville 76, Central City 67 same week.
ton, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Whitesville Trinity 111), Fordville
He added a couple of top 10
Minnesota, New England, the 82
'finishes in the next few weeks,
'then started a fantastic string'.
On successive weeks he won
the Danny Thomas-Memphis
Classic, missed a playoff by a
single stroke at Atlanta and
lost in a playoff for the Kemper
title'in Charlotte, N.C.

Murray
Flying
Service

_ Penn,seeking to avenge last
year's 90-47 humiliating setback
to Villanova in the NCA.A EastRegional Tournament, had
worked the past week on trying
to get the ball inside to Calhoun
against the Wildcats' 1-2-2 zone
defense. The practice paid off
as Calhoun, often a reluctant
shooter, played one of the best
es OFWIhree-year varsity
career.

The U.S. Open was next and
he stormed staid old Merton in
Philadelphia with a flair and
flourish, beating the feared
Jack Nicklaus in a playoff and
hamming it up with atoy snake
act.
He had a letdown in Cleveland the next week, then can*
from well back in Montreal and
beat Art Well in a playoff for
the Canadian National Open.
Next was the British Open at
ANNOUNCE-SIGNERS
SAN DIEGO(UPI)-The San
Diego Padres Wednesday announced the signing of seven
players, including second baseman Derrel Thomas, a recent
acquisition from Houston.
ce
Other* to sign cisniiiiit'alapitchers _Mike Corkins, Mike
Caldwell, Jay Franklin and
Darcy Fast and catchers Mike
,
lvie and Fred Kendall.

Ow i__
•

4th & Sycamore and College Farm Rd. & Ky. 121

With.Minimum Fill Up of 10 Gallons

Save more
MURRAY

number
discount
station
Ys toO-QuillitY *Moline Regular pr Premium At
1r A low .chsCOunt paces Corn. in today and till
up You It be delighted with this high-oerfornience
gasohne and with the twangs. too
'

We honor Master Charge and
BankAmericard char:e cards.
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Young Generation Wants
Innovativel Home Designs

-41311The cost of moving
from a dream castle
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Your comment to "Lady Dreamer" re- minded me of a cute saying I'd like to share.
"The neurotic BUILDS dream castles. The psychotic
LIVES in them, and the psychiatrist collects the rent."
MRS. L. P
DEAR MRS. L. P. A competent psychiatrist doesn't
•'collect the rent" for anyone's dream castles. Instead he
helps his patient to find a dwelling he can actually LIVE in.
And his fee is more appropriately the cost of moving.

Chicago (NES) -- ` Tier chair or table molded of rigid
notice how familiar words take urethane foam in high-fashion
on new meanings with colors that look equally at
changing times and fashions? home in living room, family or
Take "traditional," for in-'recreation room, or even an
stance, a word that was always outdoor setting.
used to describe any furniture
Most Vaungarde pieces, bedesign with roots in the past. cause they've styled for use
These days, however, this anywhere and designed- to
term iniy----15eed-In1SF-- withstand at kiedi Tirelith-eT,
changeably with "conven- can readily serve both indoor
tional" - as opposed to un- and outdoor living needs.
orthodox or tiadition-defying
YAUNGARDE chairs,
- to describe aototal approach dining Albles, and occasional
to furnishing si4vome or apart, pieces ardimolded of Uniroyal's
ment, accordu to David E. Rubicasts, a structural selfVaughn, Oresi ent of Vaun- skinning Algid urethane foam
garde , Inc., Owosso, Mich., that is remarkably stable in a
casual furniture manufacturer. breeze, yet light enough to
-- "Consider • -the' - current- 'move easIly."
—
'younger generation' and its
All pieces are coated with a
apparent rejection of tradi- low-luster finish in a choice of
tional furnishings concepts 10 House A Garden colors.
_their parents once thought es- Beach Plum, Bittersweet,
sential to social acceptance and Goldenrod, Lettuce, Moss
even physical survival," he sug- Green, Oyster- White, Space
gested.
Blue, Sun Yellow, Velvet
"TODAY'S NEWLYWEDS Brown, and Real Red.
prefer innovative designs that
for words
----cOnibine comfort,' -durability,easy Maintenance, and a high
MILAN,Italy(UPI)- Fortydegree of flexibility for a succommunity in the northeast part al Calloway county. The
cession..d.futuraapartments or., five per cent of Italian families
PIrtureaarethelwaPerfrafStra• CUM Roallfairialireoldel oat
homes."
the Ledbetter Road off Highway 94 East.
These are among several rea:___ according to a recent survey.
• sons r-or the -special "youth Pollsters said 15 per cent of
, Market" appeal of Vaungarde's those who had dictionaries said
_
new concept in contemporary their copies were more than
, furniture: the sculptured-line 20 years old.

bored

DEAR ABBY: We have a very surly, selfish son io law
who is married to our only child.
She-iii-a-wenderful girl and--we-love-ber very- muck-but
we just can't understand him. He treats our daughter all
right as far as we can see, but he treats us terribly.
When we inWte the two of them for supper, she usually
comes alone. She's embarrassed, but confesses she couldn't
get him to come with her. When he does come, he eats fast
aricTWanti to run away right after the meal is over,
Weliàve'ventfem a lot Of financial help. We bought them a nice little house and are helping them furnish it. We
even baught them a second car.
'
I was in the hospital for two weeks and he never came
to-see-me- once. He didn't even rend me a card!
_
Would it be childish for us to treat him like_ be-treats...
.--;-an3-1-nieen-atop-all-firtaia_tat help r
my daughter, but someone should teach this fellow a lesson.
HURT
DEAR HURT: Any financial help you gave him was
undoubtedly more for your daughter's sake than his. Don't
reward his indifference and nideness with generosity, but
he careful how you "teach him a lesson" or your daughter
might wind up paying for the lesson.-

The students and their teachers ei the Sage Hill Sehool are
pictured above-in the-year teesimetiittbe-botlearpletartrth the
year 1909. Miss Jennie Crisp was the teacher la 1091 and Miss
EliteSmith in 190. The school was located near the Shiloh
"—^•••••••••••••
.•

.

What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get it off
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box 119700. Los .Angeles. Cal.
- WM. Ear IL personal_ _reply. emlost stamped. adssivased:- -envelope.

The Murray Christian Church is a body of believers in
Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior. We believe that the
Word of God is the inspired Word of God. It is only
through the Word of God that we read and know of the
saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. We believe that in the
New Testament in the booleof Acts we find all the Church
structure that is needed for the governing of a church.
The local congregation governs herself within the Word of
God. The World Council of Churches or the Consultation
on Church Union has no connection with the Murray
Christian Church in any way. We have DO head quarters
that: dictates to us our policy in church government,
takes legal action to take local property from the local
people, informs us of where and how our missionary
money will be used, or imposes beliefs and doctrines on to
us that are not of our own choosing.
The Murray Christian. Church Is not a de-neminational
church. We have no doctrines or creeds but those found In
the Word of God. We are not just another church with our
own personal doctrines. We are establishing a New
Testament Christian Church. We are not the ONLY
Christians, we are CHRISTIANS only. We do not judge or
condemn a person of their beliefs, but we do hold to what
the
Word of God says in connection with our teaching
and instruction. No one forces their opinions on to others
as a test of fellowship. We let the Word of God be our rule
of faith. We enjoy the freedom of opinion where the Bible
Is silent.
Everyone is welcome to attend our services on Sunday:
Bible School at 9:45 AM, Worship at 10:45 AM, Evening
worship at 7:00 PM. and on Thurrolays at 7:00 PM.for our
mid-week Bible Study and Prayer.
Dean Ross
Minister

Murray Christian Church
1508 Chestnut Street
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"If You're Looking For A Mobile Horne - See tis."
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Down Concord Way ...

-4181111110- 4•1111111o. -4111180.- .011.1110.

Concorders Visit The Buchanan School; Many Persons Are III
- • ny Sadie-SpiceUid

-

James Patterson of Concord
has spent part of two weeks in a
Memphis hospital undergoing
tests for a heart ailment.

ltieetIng TUFsdaY eVehing ind
heard the "Bu Mac" Boys, all
Concorders, sing on the
program.
Wewere glad to hear Principal Bob Allen plan for the
continued improvement of New
Concord School. We think a
great aspiration is in the poet's
words: "Let me teach in a
school by the side of the road
and lead a child to God".
Keys Patterson and Dave

_

FLMS
'IfiKS0 A

•

Campbell, new owners of the
able again.
former Kline Store here, are
Preachers could make a good
having the apartment above the
case against the raising of a
store.
redecorated
in crop which
may cause cancer,
preparation towards moving
or even corn, if it is used in
there to live soon.
making whiskey.
They are also installing a
But then no one might feel self
walk-in meat refrigerator.
righteous if he reads James
We are glad for the farmers to
12:10 which says "For
be getting such good prices for
whosoever shall keep the whole
their tobacco, tho sorry Willie
law, and yet offend in one point,
Parker who raised our burley
he is guilty of all"
the past two years will not be

soil Tess as
a t-s-ye I

Slow Leak May Pose Threat To Car Tires

Maud Nance is recuperating
at her home here.
Death must have come as a
Washington, D.C. -The
blessed relief to Elvin Thur- results of a leaky faucet
might
man, formerly of Kentucky, be lack of sleep or an
expensive
after he has been helpless for so water bill, but the consequenc
es
many months in Oklahoma.
of a slow leak of air from a tire
A visit to some patients is could be much more disastrous,
more inspiring than a routine according to highway
safety
attendance at church.
researchers.
Such was the case when Mrs.
The Tire Industry Safety
Guy Lovins and I visited Mrs. Council says a recent
study
Mabel Thurmail Gibbs of near conducted by the
British
Buchanan Wednesday after her Automobile Anociation
inlong' critical weeks in a Paris dicates leaky or -severely unhospital.
derinflated tires may be the
Mrs. Grubbs, daughter of a prime factor in road mishaps
late minister, Bro. Howell involving the unexplaina
ble
Thurman, accepts her many "cross-over" type of
accident.
trials (and both she and her
"The researchers found that a
husband Ben have had their motorist can drive for many
share of hospital bills and like miles and not be
aware there
Jqb 13:15 still says,"Though-He ..was anything wrong,"
says
slay me, yet will I trust him". Ross R. Ormsby, Chariman
of
Her parents' influence lives on. the Council. "Then
when the
We went from the Grubbs driver steps on the gas
to pass
home on to Buchanan School another vehicle or
changes
which I had not entered n ten lanes to pass, there
can be a
years. Now I can sympathize sudden and drastic
loss of
with Hip Van Winkle for even contro."
ten years can bring many
The tests also discovered
changes.
drivers are more likely to
I saw a few familiar faces, the into big trouble from a seriously
cooks, janitors, and a few underinflated rear tire
than
teachers; but the high school is from a punctured Errant
tire.
gone and though there are more
'The Council has maintained
students than ever before, and for a long time that
drivers
very orderly, I did not recognize should check their
tires' air
any of them.
pressures at least once•a
So it is even at New Concord month,"
says
Ormsby.
where we attended a PTA "Motorists who are constantly
.ma•-emdk.•11•••1
.
1 -..-*

having to add air pressure to
maintain recommended limits
should see a reputable tire
dealer or 'repairman about the
possibility of a. slow leak
problem."
The Council also recommends
motorist examine their tires
regularly for excessive or
abnormal tread wear, fabric
breaks, cuts or other damage.
Removing nails, small stones or
bits oTglass embedded in the
tread grooves can help prevent
possible leakage or future tire
damage.
In the series of tests con(lucted by the British, the
researchers reported that cars
with severely underinflated
tires had a tendency to weave
slightly from side to side, but
that the "feel" of the steering
was not always indicative of the
problem-esPecially when cars
have power steering. A good
indicator of excessive underinflation is "thumping"
Videoleur striving
AUSTIN,Tex. 01'1) Television 'watching is out for
Texas motorists.
A law passed by state legislators' this session liephibits
rimotrirista from having telltivision
sets in their • vehiclea if the
screen is visible to thi• driver.

sound given off by the tire.
The researchers also warned,
that even one severely underinflated tire can possibly
cause a driver to lose control of
his vehicle when changing lanes
to pass, or when quickly accelerating to pass. It was also
found that an underinflated tire
was even more dangerous when
that tire is bald.
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The lively softness of crinkled patent
puts Florsheim in a comfortable position.
It makes fashion carefree and easy,
--See for yourself when you're fitted in
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SHOE STORE,

Federal Savings and Loan—
Murray Branch Main at 7th
Street
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107 S. 4th Street
Phone 753-5924
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January 13, 1972
The New Year brings with it
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Aprs Wait to
its sorrows.
Kaow," send $1 to Abby. Box MOO, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069,
All those who know Mrs.
.m.••••••
William Jeffrey of Murray
\IR UltaMillinb,
sincerely grieve that sudderWy
she is critical in a Memphis
hospital.
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MURRAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
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consider
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said.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a school teacher. The other day
another teacher told me in the presence of the school nurse
and some office secretaries, that she had seen a woman
shoplift a purse in a local store.
I asked her if she reported the incident to, anyone, and
she said she had not. I then told her that I thought she had
an obligation to report it.
•
A discussion followed. One person agreed with me- AnOther said. "If that woman was stealing, she must have
been very hard up and needed to steal so it would have been
unkind to report her."
Another said. "I'd have minded my own business because if I made such an accusation and wasn't , able to
_ preve it. 1 Could be sued for•slander."
_
- Now I'd like your opinion, Abby.
AN EX ANGELENO
DEAR EX: I would have reported it. To quote Edmund
-Burke I againi„ "All that is necessary .for evil to triumph is
for good men to do nothing."
DEAR ABBY The letter from "Tall Boy" who was
tired of having people ask him, "How's the weather up
-' there," hit home with me because I, too, was tall in school
Being a girl it was even worse.
'
When kids would ask me how the weather was up there,
- I'd give them the answer my Dad suggested: "Why don't
you grow up and find out?"
That shut them up. And they respected me more for
telling them .off instead of pouting.
TALL IN MISSOURI
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in a choice of
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per cent of
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e more than

In Aranos, Southwest Africa,
a donkey cart driver was fined
$63 for drunken driving on a
remote farm road.

roughly $1.5 million from its think I would enjoy that You're said the superviior of .game bother me, because we're
obviantdy projected into ao
television receipts. That's $1.5 in a big enough fish bowl in WI officials, "and Pete
Ruth Cardoso, Brazil's chess
said,
million in the hopper before the job without being involved in 'Works with me, Toots, not for many nonfootball-type matchampion, says there should be
testi." first pass is thrown in practice. politics."
a chess board in every school
There are "10 or 12" suiti
Those working under him
If anything, this is a tribute to
"so young people can think logiContinuing,
Duncan
said,
Ftozelle's preparedness. When feel he could be successful In -He really lets you do your own being tried or pending today in
cally.''
By FUCK SMITH
which the National Football
he sells someone on something any venture.
Chpley News Service
job. He never looks over your League is. involved, said
he has facts and figures and
"Pete,'..' said Don Weiss, the shoulder. I hate to bother him
When Pete Roselle became
Princess Alexandra , cousin
isms:ins to back up his beliefs. NFL's director el public with problems but when I can't Roselle, and he sees no end to
commissioner of the National
of Queen Elizabeth, will visit
in
the
near
litigation
future.
copy
a
devote'
"I've made plenty of relations, "can
Football League in 1960, he did
Hong Kong next October.
get the answer I'll take it up to
But the future looks good.
/
2 years" he of the New York 'nines so fast. him and he'll say, 'Have you
mistakes in 111
not have time, he said, to
_
said, "but we've been lucky on And in the bottom of a story on tried Misr—He-always knows
consider whether he had the
The snowy owl lives in the
might
he
things,
things.
Big
the
financial
-page
a tot of
Bobby Murcft• of the New
ability the job demanded.
what to do."
barren tundras of the Ametitiming, circumstances. We come up with a piece of inAlexander Graham Bell in"It happened so fast," he
Rozeile thrives on the job York Yankees made 175 hits
can, Asiatic and European Arcaffect
formation that could
last
season
and
prepare like hell."
drew
91
walks.
vented
the
telephone
in
1876
said.
because "it is so diverse. It's
tic.
At times the job gets him something he's interested in. been like• college and
But he believes he would not
the
all
has
for
who
time
guy
little
''He's
a
he
has
ciown. And
have been up to it if it,be game
postgraduate._
vacations. His private life It _answers but still asks a lot of
then was as big as it is now.
"You learn things that you
questions," said Jim Kenai!, can't learn in school about our
subject to public scrutiny. •
Then, it may not have been as
"I bave a very select group of the NFL's executive director- legislative processes, city,
immense now if it hadn't bees
'A couple days before the statefeger
friends that I feel I can relax
for him.
.AA...congress;„you_
with, get I don't have to have Super- Bowl;ler figure you're learni&i.Out various phases of
my guard up, that they're not all set, ready,can take it easy a law, antitrest, labor, contract
going to be saying, 'Well, Pete couple days. He arrives down law. You learn about various
said this or did that.' People I there and he's got all these government
agencies,
like to have a few drinks with." questions written out on his Department of Justice funcHe does not aspire to plane ticket."
tions, advertising agencies,
anything else at the. moment.
'Toots Shor once introduced television
Mickey,
Mrs.
Paul
and
networks,
DAVIS
By MARGUERITE
"I've
politics.
guy
Duncan,
the
Certainly not
me as 'Mark
newspapers, magazines.
WASHINGTON (UPI)
— secretary, both wives of seen enough of that. I don't who works for Pete Roselle,
"So many people I meet
American housewives are over- Washington lawyers.
It's an old saying, but its never Made . _HA R Block's charges start at $5 and
The organization hopes. to
whelmingly willing to make.
; more sense. There are sonitabia in life • last year averaged under $12.50 for
sacrifices in the interest of -edocate consumers so they will
t YOU AIM 41QUXIackle...by...40sandL-----470RE-7 million returns we prepared.
be ..selectiv
preventing pollution.
itad. _thus
And, if we make any error in the
The preparation of your income tax •
A nonprofit organization persuade business and industry
preparation of your tax return
shbuld be one of them.
called Concern Inc. polled 1,000 that a geguine market exists
that costs you any interest
And that's where H & R
dren's sleepwear flame-resistant ersàugh
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
or penalty on additional
women on their attitudes for products which are not
Income Tax
Block,
The,
to meet the new standard."
NEW YORK, Jan. 13.—(UPI)—By July
taxes due, while we do
toward pollution and reports environmentally harmful. Rein.
H
&
R
people,
come
On the consumer apathy, Mrs. Knauer
29 compapies making children's sleerrwear.
that 95 per cent of the sponses to Concern's three
not assume the liability
Block is America's jar is
disappointing
to
her.
it
with
said
must
comply
new
6X
size
up to
for the additional taxes,
respondents said yes when questionnaires indicate that
service
vn
forftanimabiliMaybrirEnor
so
much
Sllieldandb
apathy
ai
"icdez
as
we will pay that in'iisked;•"Wriald yoüTilUhligió many of the housewives queried
more
than
6,000
conthat
confidence
accidents
may
follows:
"Flammable
as
happen
to
bel the sleepwear
terest and penalty.
veniently located ofsaa;ifice certain comforts and are ready to join the antiother people's children,
,
but not to one's
should not be worn near sources of
Our one tirne fee enOW11."
firm --to serve you.
efficiences to help clean tiji the pollution fight.
fire."
titles you to -year
When Concern was org •
But Mrs. Virginia H. Knauer, special
Your
H
&
R
Block
environment?"
MRS,....101AVER._ said .,her___offica
-tax--serviee arid-asid_they would
_._rePreeentatins—ifi—aPik—
rtWATIL--,
isedstance.
cially trained and can
plaints as were received by her Munterconsumer affairs,
, Come to the company
provide information on
Washington women concerned purchase of antipolluting- propart • in President Johnson's administraisn't
happy
about
more than 7 million
that
legitimate
income
-tax
I
ducts.
Mrs.
Ignatius
said
the
tion.
regard
as
a
they
• about what
the way the inAmericans placed their con- benefits iind opportunities
"Many complain about poor quality in the national environ- response was almost instancrisis
dustry is reacting
r1ntiing, about buttons that-see-off7-abont'
fidence in last year. Came to
-- —that-thd -AVOW"hairal-ont1
ment.They want to harness the taneous. He said Concern's
to the deattltne.
do
not
that
zip,
zippers
seams
people who will fill out .your
thatcome
the
know
exists
.
street
doesn't
even
more
mailinglist
now
includes
•-coimiry's —eansianer polei to
"Although We
unraveled and just about anything that
For instance, do you know all about next income tax return efficiently,
help solve environmental prob- than 85,000 contributions from
are o n I y_ six
can happen to a garment Made with poor
deductions for child care or casualty quickly, confidentially. Come to H & R
persons who ask,"What can we
months•away
lems.
materials, poor workmanship—or both."
Or, that if your income increased Block.
losses?
do?"
from
the
effective
The sponsors are prestigious.
SHE IS especially concerned about the
over the last few years, you may save
date of the standDonations from individuals
Mrs. Paul Ignatius, wife of a
nedd for uniform sizing. "I receive a lot of
ard, reports of
tax dollars by "income averaging?" And DON'T LET AN AMATEUR DO
former secretary of the Navy, is and foundations, which Mrs.
complaints about -the lack of uniform sizthe
apparel
indusif you did, would you know kw to
even
Halt BLOCK'S JOB.
president. Mrs. Richard Helms, Ignatius said asked to be
ing standards."
try's progress are
' go about "income averaging" to begin
wife of the director of the anonymous, finance research
"Son
---I've
found
myself that the
not very encourthere's
no
teawith? Probably not. And
Virginia Knauer
labeled size of a dress depends on what
Central Intelligence Agency, 1W- -consemer guides that
aging," she re-. •son why you should. After all, You're
you pay --for it. An inexpensive dress off
and Mrs. Russell Train, whom Concern regularly mails to,
ported during the 511th Press Week of the
an amateur when it comes to doing
the rack will Le labeled with a good,
New York Couture Business Council.
• husband heads the President's interested persons. A relatively
income tax.
honest
16.
percentage
is
earmarkedsmall
Council on Environmental
"THE INDUSTRY faces difficulties on
"In the medium price range, there'S
Opens A.M.- 7 P.M. Weekdays, 9-5 Sat.
Quality, are vice presidents. for rent of Concern's headquartwo fronts — technical limitations and
hope of fitting into a size 14. And in the
ters and to pay the salary of an
Phone 753-9204
consumer
apathy.
So
far
the
industry
does
designer
salon
you
may
even
squeeze
into
of
members
The other two
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
office secretary.
not
have
the
the
full
technology
to
make
a
size
13
—
which
does
wonders
for
the
the board of directors are Mrs. All other workers are unpaid
range of fabrics presently used in chitego but nothing for the truth."
Clyde E. Shorey Jr., treasurer, volunteers.
Editor's Note: This is the last
in a series on National Football
League commissioner Pete
Roselle.

de pieces, beyle4T for use
designed to
Walther,
both indoor
g needs.
DE chairs,
d occasional
of Uniroyal's

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
NEW YORK (API — The
male coyote is an unselfish and
attentive "family man," who ill
deserves his infamous repu.a- bon as a predator, states Ezra.,
Bowen in "The High Sierra,"
first volume in Time-Life
Books')American Wilderness
series. The coyote brings food
to his pregnant wife, plays with
the pups, helps the family to
move to a new den and, Eskimo-style, touches noses with
wife and friends when returning
M a hunt.

the owners have
Roselle's
appreciated
leadership in many areas, they
are more impressed by
ll at getting astronomical
prices for television rights WC.
NFL football.
Columbia Broadcaati
System had outbid the National
Broadcasting Co. in 1962 by
offering $4.65 million a year to
telecast the league's regularseason games, but by 1964 the
Bore had risen to $14.1 million
and by 1967 it was $18.11 million.
In 1970, CBS, NBC and the
American Broadcasting Co.
reportedly were paying._ #45
millitti-kr palmitin, regularseason and polltseanen games.
Each NFL team is making

American Housewives Would Sacrifice In

Murine
Give your tired
eyes a soothing
tathr
lficc
Plastic Bottle

t
q
l
Directs self-styltng
Adorn exactly
where you want it.
Slimmer. Easier
to hold tool

great
for
short
licur
styks

13-0z.

cc.108
IUNGSTEN STEEL

INJECTOR BLADES

DOUBLE EDGE BLADES

REGULAR &
EXTRA HOLD

8-0z. Size

•

v Regular

THE
v Super
"TIME-CONTROLLED"
Gentle
PERMANENT.

$
ftegtikir
2.29 Value

1 38

One
Apppication

TOOTH PASTE._
You can -feel the difference!
Regular and Mint
Medium Size
Regular 69' Value
r Regular Only
Large Size
Regular 89c Value
Regular and Mint
Family, Size
Regular '1.09 Valve-
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Travel topics

Increctginttourism drawn to Acts utco
lF

MURRAY .f. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
AC AP U LCO,
Mexico
it P11-"lee like Miami with
a Mexican accent.- said the

young

American

rid 'Wain -hand at the mw of highrise
her first visit to Acapulco.
heads standing almost 'cheek
We were returning from a
tb jowl along the beach front.
sightseeing tour of the harbor
Oh, she wasn't corn.by boat and she waved her
plaining, she hastened to add.

just making an Ormervation.In
fact, she and her girl- friend
were having a' "real groovy
time
and already wars
planning to ameba& on their
4W'

CH. 4
CH. 5
WSM
WLAC
_1J311 News.
News
4:30 Primus
6:30 Safari
6:00 News
7:00 Smith Jones 7:00 Flip Wilson 4:30 Tell Truth
Ironside
8:00
8:00 Longstreet
9:00 clean martin 7:00 Me & Chimp
9:00 marsheii
1:30 MY 3 Sons
10:00 News
10-.00 News
8:00 Movie
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Cavett
10:00 News
70:30 mason
11:30 Movie

CH. 12
CH. 24
CH. s
KFVS
WDXft
WSIX
-4:110.-Gr4alifts
_agile Nimes
-457 Hews
'
6:30 Golddiggers 4:00 News
6:00 Movie
7:00 Smith Jones 6:30 Primus
7:27 News
8:00 Longstreet
7:00 me a Chimp 7:30 Theater 29
7:30 My 3 Sons
9:00 Marshall
9:40 News
8:00 Movie
10:00 Chaparral
9:53 Harvey
10:00
News
10:00 Creat. Feat.
11:00 News
Griffin,
10:-30
Cavett
Ht;30 Movie
11:30
12:00 Sports

CH. 6
WPSD
flirt:raves7:00.F. Wilson
8:00.1ronside
9:00.0. Martin
10:00 . News
10 30. Tonight

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *
6:00 R. -Emery
5:45'Jouinal
6Tiii•tieeifi —
45 Sun. Senn:Desinve-Nar
7:00 Today
4:00 News
7:00 Bose
v
9:00 Dinah
6:15 Break. Show
•
9:00 Dinah
4:30 N'Ville
11:50 snout,
AM 9:30 Content, 7:00 News
8:36 Romper
9:30 Concen.
7:55 Kitc.
12:80
Korn. 10:00 Sale Can.
Kangarciii
Gourmet
a:00
9:00 Lucy
10:00 S'-i-Cen.
8:00 Kangaroo
12:30 3 Match
10:30 Squares
9:00 Lucy
11:00 Bewitched
10:30 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
1:00 Movie
11:00 Jeopardy
9:30 Hillbillies
11:30 Barbara
11:00 Jeopardy
9:30 T or C
11:30 W-W-W
10:00 Fam. Affair 2:57 News
11:45 Sewing
11:30 WWW
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
3:00
Movie Game
10:30
Love
-Life
11:55 C. Duvall
12:00 Noon
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 News
11:00 Where !wart 3,30 MCNale
12:00 My Child
1:00 Our Lives
11:00 Hearth
12:15 Pastor
4:00 Bol.0
1230 Make-Deal 11:25 News
1:30 Doctors
11130 Search
12:30 Romp. Rm 1:00 Newlyweds
5:00 Gary
11:30 Search
2:00 An. World
12:00,1iaging Con. 12:53 _Calendar
12:00 Farm
Pic. 5:30 Football
1:30 Dating
2:30 Promise
12:25 Plows
1:00 Lives
- 6:57 News
12:05 News
2:00 CeOtt. Nose3:00 Somerset
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
12:20 Weather
:00 Movie
2:30 One Life
3:30 Virginian
1:00 Love Is
2:00 World
12:36 World TUrns y27 tileer4
3:00 Password
Maikein
1:30 GuiBiltit 1-1010 _2:30 Promise, _____44,ag_Lown_Ages._ __4Lstia_kaue--rnagin-4-44 Thseasr-29:25 Wea.-Spts.
2:00 Secret Storm 3:00 Somerset
1:30 Guiding Light e:3-S Weather
COO Jeannie
'6.00.niews
5:30 News
2:30 Edge of Night 3:30 Popeye
9:40 News
4:30 Green Acres 2:00 SOC. Storm
AAO-N.X. Lewis
Pyle 4:00 Gilligan
3:80 Gomer
2:30 Edge-Night
10:00 Crest. Feat.
5:00 News
7 00. Brady Bunch 6:00 New'
4:30
Die
'
Gilligan6
Boone
31-30
101-30 MOW*
--r --- 340- LIM*
5:30 Nein
7 31:1-P8rfircie-- :Jv Dragnet
5:30 News
7:00 Sanford& S011 4:00 Movie
12:00 Sports
4:00 Virginian
Farr
4:00 Griffith
4:00 News
7:30 Movie
5:25 News
5:38 News
8.00 Room 222
4:30 Your Life
6:30 Gm n
Acres
4:00 News,
8 30 Odd Couple 9:3° Prim us
6:30 Buck Owens
7:00 Brady's
---.--i-7--9.00 Love
7,30 par
Am 10:00 News
7:00.The D.A.
tridge .
6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 O'Hara
7:30.Movie- -- -10:30 Tonight
700 **stars
Style
-1:00 Ent. of Yr.
8:00 Room 222
Summits
8:00 Ent. Of Yr. 9:30.7
10 00.News
8:30 Odd Couple
9:30 Don
Rickles
9:30 Don
Rickles 10:00. News
1030 0.
9:00 Love Am.
Cavett
10:00 News
10:30.Tonight
10:00 News
12-00 Movie
10:30 Movie
10:00 Chaparral
10:30 Mason
11:00 News
11:30 Movie
11:30 Movie
1:3tr Levant*
9:00 The Hour .
10:00 The Life
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Geis. Hosp.
2430 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Hugh X

PEANUTS
LOH,I LOST THE CkiE...I HAVE
5FENDEACRUNCRITOUR NOW
4WD-1NG THE CON6TITUTION .REAL
r166Y,141.114 7014 LLIELI-THE MORE I
STI/Dle IT,THE MORE I'M CONVINCED
41A5 RialT...A1•446.JAK, LET ME TALK
'TO
ATTORNK,U.)1U_ YOU77-

L(OuR
CLIENT Is

I CARITALKII Mat b101.1..,
'
I M OtCTATIti6 AW MEMOIRS

ON THE
PHONE
AN..

.

next vacation.
There's - hardly
any
question about the popularity
of Acapulco - or Mimi with vacationers. Both offer
sun, sea and sand and a wide
ariety of recreational and
other activities day and night.
And certainly
dollar hotels ft-nd reiorts would
not be still going- up--tr-ttdi
Mexican resort on the Pacific
if investors did not expect the
tourist boom tci continue.
Before the international jet
set "discovered" Acapulcoafter World War II there were
six hotels here. Today, there
are about 250 in all, ranging

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Thursday Evening *
CH. 3
WS1L

Diet-Watchers Can Enjoy This Dessert

...1.m1t4iree4ed-maltilsAia-litaisy'highrisers and posh resorts
with private golf couple',
tennis courts and bpacties.
Main street
' Most of the major hotels,
old and new, are concentrated
along Cotters Afignel'Aletnin;
the main street running atom
the witerfrent in town, which
was named after the former
president of Mexico who now__
DIET
Poll
WATOHE
cc a
reddertr Acapfdoo. There are
.
calones-reduced apricot ha v
, the elegant El Presidente, the
2I-story Condees del Mar, the
By Cecily Brownstone
IGUtirrinit and
duced apricot halves
Associated Press Feed Editor
the circular shighrise Holiday
Turn egg- Whits! into a meWe've -contoctikl a really deInn among others popular licious dessert forixtople who dium mixing boffr'with a fork
with Atnericans and Mexicans
arc interested in lowering calo- heat jiftf atrrittit-Tirirer-awd
alike.
ries and are on a watch-the- slightly foamy. Add sugar. salt:
The latest on the scene is
cholesterol regime.
vanilla and nutmeg: beat gently
the 760-room Plaza International on the ,*ludic% . The dessert is _a custatd just enough to blend. Stir in
Made _teak egg whites. AS you milk. If mixture is very foamy,
- edge of town, on the bighway
Sustards_ are usu
j
..
„14.,let stand until 119,iirn
famed Lae Brien,the
secluded -Wade %yin] whole eggs ind-that Tour into four custard cups 15
means adding caktrie-and-cho- or 6 ounce size).
colony of about 250 pink
most af which- • coma
lesterol-high egg yolks. To add'
Pour 3 1/42 cups hot tap wawith private pools and jeeps, delightful flavor, our yolkiess ' ter into an 8-inch square cake
me_ g ._hineop ..rtistard_isserven_with_calories- ...pan. Place custard-0'Tc 4-12eprewie
reduced apricots - a choice of hot water I Water Will come
overlooking the bay several
mil.. A,,,,,„ .k.
fruit packed in alight low-sugar
up about 1 1/4 inches on sides
road. Then
..
.
com
'''
em s...
i
.
ie;:re
.
'''s,i;;T
ue
- 8.
:
th̀
syrup. Enjoy'
of cups i
SNOW
WHITE
CUSTARD
resort owned by billion •
Bake .in a preheated 325-deWITH APRICOTS
. Paul . Getty on Revolcadero
gree oven until a knife inserted
4 eu whites
and the new S40
1/4 cup sugar
million Acapulco Princess
1/8 teaspoon salt
resort with its Aztec
1 teaspoon vanilla
pyramid-style main building.
• 1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
Both resorts, have private golf
1 1/2 cups mitk
..
courses, tennis courts (the
1 can 116 ounces) calories-rePrincess has two indoor courts

Beach,
'Hotel

in an airconditioned building),
horseback riding, pools, and
beeches on the wide open
Pacific.
There are more than a
score of kesches for sunning,
swimming;=emir, skiing and
_o_ther waterzr l. .,.4 new

AS GURAal SAYS, THE

7WE PAM' 64/ARCEP Or

want4tEN ARE AN
.EY11.1.01__WHAIrAti
THEY BE
UP TO 7

BEATLE BAILEY
Z

ir.1 A WA-i, BENG A
5ERGEANT 15 l.tie.E
BEING A SCULPTOR

CONSIDER THE NEW
RECRUITS. AS RAW
MMERIAL FROM WHICH
I CREATE BEAUTIFULLY
TRAINED 5OLDIER6

?c,F couRse, LATELY -NE
1, RAW MATERIALS
1 6ETTIN.9 RAWER
AND RAWER

ford, Que., 30 miles south of
Montreal. Visitors may view
the animals from their cars.

ARE

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
51
Mental image
19
3
2
3.4
15
16

.N:ANCY
SO A, COME ON, I'LL
SHOW YOU MY
WHAT
UNCLE to vp<E1S

WT/

T
SePe
icitriorm
port
jwico
rono
gun
P
Damp
Brother of

17 ereivoice
18 German
1son
201
-455 on one's

PAWN

BILLIARD
TROPHIES

21 Lasso

SHOP

Deprive
of
G°6de
husnstot
ttie
24
3
2
26
26
28
29
7

30

weapons Stop
Prefix. with
Female horse
)l
M bb
sic
ra
(au
organizator.
Streets

2 Native metal
-3 Pertaining to
man of letters
4 Babylonian
deny
5 Something
set in
6 College
official
7 Water (Fr)
8 Near
9 Pertaining
to Asia
10 Reputation
11 Girl's
nickname
16 Kind of cheesi
Whip
17
19 Mud
20 Untamed
21 Small masses
22 Likenesses
23 European
25 Male deer

31 Work at one's
''trade
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33
2
5 Walk unsteadily
3
334
HE WAS PUFFICKLY
Koos/Aim_ usiTIL AH
TOLE HIM MAR
NAPA'S!! THEN HIS
MIND SNAPPED L

'NUFF
CHIT-CHAT.
AR AIMS
_TO eiE. TH'
FIAT AT
SCHOOL!!

?!-WHAT APPEAL HAS
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halfway between outer rim and
center of custard comes out
clean
to 60 minutfis
Remo* pan frinat_ovea...anzt.
lift custard cups from water
^Cool custards on a wire rack
Cover and refrigerate until
serving tinns.
To serve, with a small metal
eiteh custard and turn into inchvidual.serving. dishes. Spoon 4
apricot halves around each custard.
-Malcee-4-servings- - -Note: Each serving is P:
calories.--a saving of 74-calories
per serving over custard made
with egg yolk and served with
apricots canned in heavy syrup

sr .inste..nis

finds the violin uncomfortable
and could adapt more easily to
C
t il:n'tce
li
tit
ill the high L
ire
onhe
a

trumpet or cornet and the hadtone or
Ofit
het
an
4
we e
tibir
.
fin-

led's- the elsrinet has-no-diffi-? ;Virtually einPitier4tdiild.'
Patty with djaPROPIenteIs -capable of Playing a musical
Slayman pblthJ out that most
instrtunent for his own pleas=
music dealers will -allow parure," says University of Minois
ents to trade in instruments,
Professor Herman H. Slayntan.
and that most also have rental
"Pd go as far as to say that 96 programs.
per cent of all children if
The educator advises that
properly motivated and diparents should check the qualirected-can make musk!"
ty of their child's musical inSlayman, who is educational
strument too. Playing one that
advisor to the American Musie
Is faulty or deficient would
Conference, has some advice
prove to be frustrating.
for parents of frustrated young
"Another reason young
musicians:
pediple
become
disillusioned
"First, make sure the youngwith music can .be traced
ster is playing the instrument
directly to the music teacher,"
he IIMIES-;-not one you _want
him -to
pTa17
:
-LW-of-the main
ally a dew teacher or a change
reasons for loss of interest is
from private to group lessons
taking
up
the
wrong
inmight give the youngster that
strument. Maybe the youngster
needed motivational boost."

Here's the Answer Eg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteotures

Q. - I expect 'to construct a
redwood patio -floor_ I have a
pretty good general idea of how
Answer to Yesterday's Punk
it should be done, but would like
OWOM 00000
B21003 303030 some advice on drainage under
00 00001000 00 ,--the floor Is it necessary to put
003 00000 003 down any gravel or can the
0330 3=1 3330 floor be laid right on a flat
000000 surface after -tamping down the
003
OW
soil?
03M3MO (33315130
A. - If
certain that
00WO 030 MOO there
is good drainage, gravel
1103 MOMUO 000
00 MMOOMOU 00 or sand is not necessary But if
3000alg 030030 there is the least doubt, a 3-inch
=Wm M0000 'base of either small gravel or
to.
sand should be used It not only
facilitates drainage but inhibits.
Norwegian
39 Deposit at
weed growth.
capital
river mouth
Singing voice
40 Definite article
Snake
41 Pale
Q - We have roloreg„tiles in
Foreman
43 Afternoon party
our bathroom.' I don't know
44 Beard of grairr
Regret
46 Parent
Wed
whether they- -ate -ceramic or
Wager
(colkg)
plastic or what They have been
47 Conjunction
Harvest
there for many years and are
getting a little shoddy,.although
still solidly attached to the
waM. I would like to put some
kind of wall over them which
doesn't have grout joints. Could
I use plastic laminate, the kind
we have on our kitchen countertop'
A -- Yes Actually, there are
special plastic laminate panels
made for, this purpose. It is the
kind of plastic laminate you
have in your kitchen but:
bonded to a core of polystrene
foam On the hack .of the combination is a special material
holds adhesive well. Be
cause of the flexibility of the
loam core, the paneling, conforms to the irregularity of the
wall to Which
is applied witheater* Syndicate.
nut.ylftectin4 gm 7- !Lira visible
.
qr....-.

you are

29
p
32
33
35
36
38
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nest out of music lessons? It
tot-it may not be the child's
'ault, says a leading musical

that
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CHICAGO (AP) -- Is

ion or daughter getting

ammo

27

Nth

Tips On Getting Most
From Music Lessons
1

.srir-ator.

priptilemwrO gigere. Calcite, or the morning
at the far end of the peninsula
Dear elude person by runbetween the' bay and ocean;
ning or bolinding at speeds
Loe Ilestios, the afternoon
beach, near the center of greater than 90 miles an hour.
town; and La Condom on the
southern end of the seven-mile
The male, or buck, deer varhorseshoe-shaped strand of ies from about 32 to 47 inches in
golden sand and vivid Mile height at the shoulder, while the
water.
female, or doe, stands from 27
La Coridesar is the-favorite-to-about40inches in height.
for bikini watchers. It also is
the site of the thatched-roofed
Ontario deer -are among the
Paradise Club where the food, largest in North America.
band and dancing is hot and
where pretty girls are greeted
Kentucky-fried chicken and
with cheers and a
t
piplause from
pizzas.
after
U.S., Mexican and other
sundown, however.
international airlines fly to
But Acapulco oilers a wide
Acapulco from chiefs in the
variety of after dark activities
United States, Canada and
- night clubs, discotheques,
Soutli America. U.S. citizens
cafes and bars, some of which
need only a tourist card feature top Mexican and other
which can_be obtained without
entertainment. There are fine
charge from the airlines or
hotel supper clubs and
Mexican tourist offices or
restaurants with menus ofconsulates - for admiseion.
fering selections of the world's
No smallpox vaccination is
famous cuilines - French,
required for those entering
Chinese, etc. There also are
directly from the United
more economical shops and
States. And Mexico does not
stands selling tacos and other
impose either an arrival or
Mexican dishes, as well as
departure tax on air travelers.

THE PHANTOM
YOU CANNOT GO TO
wflcxMARc 2fAK.JI _
IS DEATH FOR OUTSIDERS
WILL GO.

An African Safari Park will
open Weil siring in Hemming-

egg

surface. Although the manufacturers of the panels provide
installation directions, the job
requires a measure of skill and
care. Be sure you are capable
of handling it.
Q. - Every so often. the
handle on the hot water faucet
in our kitchen goes road and
round without turning on the
water At other tiriles. it works
fine. Can you tell me what is
causing the trouble"
A.
The areads on either
the
the faucet handle
or on the faucet stem itself
probably are stripped To find
out. remove the handle and try
it on the cold water faucet. If it
works all right there, it means
the handle is fine but the stem
is not and you need a new stem
for the hot water. If it does not
work on the cold Water faucet.
it is the handle that needs'replacement.
Were paving our attic
finished and intend to have a
small bathroom put in. Must it
be installed right above the
downstairs bathroom or can it
be anywhere in the attic?
A - It can be anywhere you
want it Butraeing it directly
over the downstairs bathroom
will cut installation coifs a bit
e timates on both locations
a • t en make your choice.
(Fitt either of Andy Lang's
booklets. "Wood Finishing in
the Home. or "Make Simple
Plumbing Repairs," send 30
cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to- Rubin-How. P 0 Box 477. Huntington.
N-V•11743

PAA

NEW
STORE
HOURS

porting good prices are good for 10 days.
OTHER PRICES GOOD THRU MONDAY, JANUARY 24th.'

Moo. tho Sota.ti. to 9 p.m.
SUNDAY
12:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
100,001 Items

FRESH
EVEREADY

MATIC
Cup Aluminum
LIST PRICE $12.95
ILL REG. PRICE $8.79
outer rim and
a comes out
inutos
tun ..a.vP And
from water
a wire rack
igerate until

turn into Ind'
hes Spoon 4
und each cus-

WITH CORD SPECIAL.$597

FLASHLIGHT
BATTERIES
D99
Heavy Duty "D" Size
LIST PRICE 35 each
U.L REG. PRICE 24' each
•Poppy •Harv!st Gold •Aluminum

SPECIAL

-S.T1'.111L
TREATMENT

ming is P:
of 74ealoneq
custard made
served with
heavy syrup

SPECIAL_

List $14.95
U.L Reg.
PRICE $10.67

ELECTRIC
CAN OPENER
MODEL 523
LIST PRICE 0.95
U.L Reg. Price $5.97

69'

SPEC1AL$397

HOT PLATE
Complete with cord.
List price $10.95
U.L Reg. Price $6.27

fortable
easily to
. Maybe he
notes on a
and the barianswer. Ottr9uble finhes no-difti-

Toaster

SPECIAL 447
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I boost."
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$108.00
2 - 410 Gauge SKEET GUNS '
-Retail $164.95 SALE - $112.00
-Retail 5159.95 SALE-

1 - 12 Gauge SKEET GUN
-Retail $154.95 SALE - $106.00
1 - 12 Gauge Left Hand Model
VENT RIB
-Retail $154.95 SALE - $102.00
1 - 12 Gauge SLUG GUN
-Retail $144.95 SALE -

mg our attic
d to have a
in Must it
above the
m or can it
attic?
ywhere you
g it directly
s bathroom
costs a bit
th locationa.
choice.
ndy Lang's
.inishing in
ake Simple
.• send 30
mped. selftti Know-Huntington.

"DAZEY"
MODEL 1201
ELECTRIC
REMOVABLE LID
LIFTER.
Full cord storage.

PI

-

$98.00

1 - 28 Gauge VENT RIB BARRELL
-Retail $159.95 SALE - $105.00

REMINGTON
MODEL ROO
AUTOMATIC
SHOT GUNS
2 - 410 Gauge SKEET GUN
-Retail $224.95

E

$152.00

1 - 410 Gauge
VENT RIB JARRELL
-Retail $210.95 SALE $148.00
1 - 28 Gauge VENT RIB BARREL
-Retail $219.95 SALE - $148.00
2 - 20 Gauge SKEET GUN
-Retail $214.95 SALE $150.00
1 - 12 Gauge SKEET GUN -Retail $214.95 SALE
6 - 20 Gauge VENT RIB BARRELL
-Retail $209.95 SALE -

1 - 12 Gauge VENT RIB BARREU.
$2()9.95 SALE

2 - 20 Gauge Light Weight VENT RIB
-Retail $219.05 SALE -

2 - 20 Gauge PLAIN BARRELL

$148.00

t 12
no
-Retail41134.1k SA,LE - 11"'"'

4 -.12 Gauge SLUG..GUNS
4141114204.96 SALE -

LIST PRICE S1e.95

ALL
HUNTING
CLOTHES

20%o
UNCLE LEE DISCOUNT PRI1E!

REMINGTON
MODEL 742
AUTOMATIC RIFLE
2-30-06 B.D.L
1 - 270 Cal Left Hand
Model, B.D.L
$115.00
1 - 270 Cal B.D.L
1 - 30-06 Cal. B.D.L

SALE

9.1895

10 REMINGTON BOLT
ACTION RIFLES,
Assorted Cals. at DEALER COST.
5 FRANCHI SHOT GUNS, 20-12 ga.
at DEALER COST.
20 Used GUNS, RIFLES and SHOTGUNS,
WE'LL SELL RIGHT.

BROWNING 30/06
AUTOMATIC $1„9900
RIFLE

Seen & Heard .
iCoatismed from Pate I)

World News In Brief

Kentucky News Roundup

Stab-Of Th Noe

Coilgress_To
elect'Intense Pressure

year-old Atlanta qnldiPr has
FRANKFORT-, Ky. (Al')
,SAIGONJAP)- Thousands padtittirafttrirCoast Guard es0
,
1
Ramano-Mazzoli, D-Ky-w been fined and restricted to the
of- South__ Vietnamese- pare-. 'swards Adak Island and
says he is opposed to any re- company area for 30 days for
troopers, rangers and armc.ed an unCertain reception by fed•
-districting plan that would an. unauthorized trip to Chattroops are pushing through rub- eral legal authorities.
bring part of the Sixth Congres- tanooga.
Coast Guard spokesmen said
ber plantation country 40 to 50
An Army spokesman said
sional District into his Jeffermiles northwest of Saigon today Russians aboard the factory
.
WASHINGTON(AP)- Pres- must resist this temptation
district.
County
son
Jerry
Dean Payne would have
ship Lamut, flagship of an 80in a new operation.
t°
"Because of rising researchA congressional redistricting to start through basic training
The South Vietnamese com- vessel Soviet herring fleet, and ident Nixon, handing the elec- overreact."
and-development costs, because
mand said 10,000 to 15,000 men the trawler Kolyvan abruptly tion-year Congress a retread
For the United States to with- of increases in military and ci- bill believed to have the sup- again and complete the rewere taking part in the drive agreed Wednesday to leave the legislative program with a draw from international respon- vilian pay, and becauseof the port of Gov. Wendell Ford's ad- quired eight weeks. Payne left
Matthew /stand area after couple of new wrinkles, called
ministration and introduced by the post Jan. 6 and later turned
sibilities "yrOuld be to make a need to proceed with new nee
which began last Saturday. It is St.
P- House Majority Leader John himself into a patrolman in
on the Senate and House today .danefirous error." he said,
intended to keep the enemy_off likireAtillika.daY of delay.
ons systems, my budget for the
to reject "the intense pressures
balance and disrupt any plans
—7—
If anyone had doubts the po- coming fiscal year will provide Swiriiord, D-Cynttdana, maketi- Chattanooga.
(Ap)
The
chief
of
a
political
year."
existing
PARIS
for a major offensive during
lineal season is at hand, Nixon
an increase in defense massive changes in the
In a 4,000-word State of the erased them at the outset of his for
Sixth District.
WASHINGTON AP)-Floyd
spendinc,
Tet. Few Communist troops U.S. delegate to the Vietnam
peace talks, mu= j. potter, Union address, prepared for deCounty,,Ky. has been awarded
have been encountered so far.
speech for the joint session.
Details will be announced
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)-The a $50,000 federal grant under
flew to the United-States Se-- fleecy at. a
_ At_ a time_when at least 10 Monbs when Nixon submits ,
Ken- -the-right-to-reael proWASHINGTON
y last weekend and is ex- session, Nixon
,cre
peettl,ed
nicalhereeteeelgresa are vying bbdget forlhe-1973 book- '"..'Year-ald "thaveelieY
ra-nls "in fortucky
newspaper, the Kentucky gram geared toward ending ilto go to Washhigton-W.-gress- shouldWei —
Pay Board's inice-eolid bloc Of
Nixon's office, he said:
keeping
year
that
begins
July
Kernel, produced its first fMan- literacy in the United States by
labor members has split for the consultations before returning making sure that legislation the
"There are More candidates 1.
first time, bogging down bulgi- to Paris next week,- the U.S. nation needs does not become for the presidency in this chain- . That budget presumably will cially independent edition 1980.
hostage to the political interest
In announang a total of alness members' efforts to ap- delegation announced today.
tier today than there probably disclose some details, too, of
The move to financial autono- most $4 million in grants, U.S.
'Porter's plate at the 141st of any party or -nation."
prove a trainmen's contract
have been at any one time in ihe President's plan for "major
The President, an announced
that'Would ease railroad work session of the talks today was
the whole history of the Repub- initiatives to stimulate more my follows a UK Board of Education Commissioner Sidtaken by his deputy, Hayward candidate for a second term,
rules.
_
imaginative use of America's Trustees vote last spring to ney Marland Jr. said, "Our obsaid he wants a bigger defense
• After_two days of_litha
. te the
"I know the political pres- great capacity for technological withdraw support of the Kernel, jective is that by the end of this
budget and a "new technology
'-board failed twice Wednesday
sures in this session of the Con- advance, and to direct it to- alloting the paper $20,000- decade, 99 per cent of the popuWASHINGTON (AP.) - The Program" to encourage re
to give the contract either full
gress will be great ... There is ward improving the quality of about half its normal appro- lation 16 years old, and 90 per
priation-for this year to ease cent of those over 16, will have
or partial approval,then put off White House says the cam- search, create jobs and make an honest division of opinion, life for every American."
its transition to independence.
the reading competencies es• furtherronsideratiatuntil next' paignepending oat, hailed on American industry more corn- not only between the parties
•
and off Capitol Hill as herald- Petitive abroad. .
sential to function effectively as
Tuesday.
but within the parties, on some
He promised to unveil later issues of foreign policy and doing an- end to secrecy about
FT. KNOX, Ky,(Ap)--.-A 17- an adult.".
.
-tab*--Pollheal- /1
___JUNEA11,--Xalaaka-(AP)
_...,,,.
the yf_k__
131-1ritha
nesti-,_
c policy as well.
Two Soviet fishing vessels ac- cash, meets President Nixon's''
mum' 612111"15"However, there are great
diming the ProPertY-tax system
cused of violating US. waters objectives for reform.
_ •...i _national problems that are so
1%01ff
d
elivery
Of
the
'
Congress
mesA few hours after
are plowing through Bering Sea
WASHINGTON (Al')- Here
approved the bigaitaan cum- sage coincided with the begin- vital they transcend partisan- at,a- glance is what
President _
ship. Let us have our debates, .
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale
_
promise legislation Wednesday,nirig of his fogrili year in office. Let us have our honest differ- Nixon told Congress today in ' ,„, , , ,'
,
,
i..,,
,,,,,,,,,,2
Thursday, January 19, 1972
_
_
•
_
Otherwise.,--Nbze said -little ences. But let us join in keep-a-White-41euse aide
The---iverege beard- -grows—
‘
4,13-State-ofthe Unice addresel--"
En
'w"114.
'
4M:4-4m' Rereigt8:170-'tcandamed from page Jo
pects Nixon to sign it into law about new initiatives but ing the national interest first.
about .017 inch% day or about,
POLITICS-Because of next 57-year-old Kentucky Kernel, Compared to last week
'Kentucky
news
University
of
stressed
instead
that
Congress
limits
The
bill
month.
expeditiously.
- tee-half-inch*
Let us join in making sure that November's election, Congress
paper, went independent Pigs sold 3.00 to 4.00 high
principal of Athens High School advertising expenditures for should act on "more than 90 legislation
the nation needs will face political pressures hut Wedn sda ,
"ts
first C.W.T.
majorsuch
administration
propos- _poi
federal elections.
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ibthkers darker,- CO:esti'
US 1-2 36-45 $50.75
l
19S8,
in
State.
government reorganization'and- or any person."
irra-071TOWEVer fat men- Ps/inlay
revenue sharing that have been
get a better shave because the Carman was joined ,by E.B. Arrests • • •
TECHNOLOGY-A federal
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ttenng- US 1-2 56-69 $37.75
(coatia
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. ued from Pagel)
fire for a year or long- her of fresh ideas he was sublarge amount of fatty tissue Howton, present charman of
US 3 28-35 $47.00
tucky
Journalism
building.
many
department,
•
hangingem-.
and for
beneath their facial skin givet-the
veliTim
eren
shitpisinneeded
ivseareh
to advance
nuttingi,Nixon said, "There is Par
IS
-the skin greater resilieney-!--Years the two of them composed hers, by Danty Windsor--.---Ia-a-companion 15,000-word ample pretedenn this tiee;-4-htetaiolOKY,. create /Obi -ancl-*--- However the ra24 PresSet"'
3 3"5 $46.15
under the pressureicif the razor. .the egriculture faculty at the Holland,according foSpann.On written State of the Union docu- tion year,for me to present you tretkEAmencan intlus
more are in the CYnthiane Democrat
35
es
Cynthiana,
about
in
university.
January 15 the car was again meat,the chief executive warn- with a huge list of new propos- competitive in world markets.
.Federal State Market News
Today, there are 14 full-time reported stdlen by 'Mrs. ed over his past arguments on
All this information on
SCHOOLS AND TAXES-The north of here.
als, knowing full well that there
Service
autonofinancial
ove
to
'Mt
M
year
will_
faculty
members
in
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this
was.
later
Chambers,
and
it
Ilitelf
of
the
pending
bills.
shaving comes from the
could be no possibility that they President
janu
Purcha2
.:e 1r
Area Hog
In his written presentation, could be enacted even if you propose a plan to finance public my follows a UK Board of Kentucky
Communications Division of the department with 375 agriculture recovered on the night of
Market Report Includes 9
spring
to
Trustees
vote
last
majors,
giving,
the
university
January
18
and
is
presently_
Niaan
said
his
planned
visits
AMA.
schools and ease the burden of
worked night and day.all
with
oting
draw
the
r the Kernel, Buying Stations
one of the largest agriculture
impounded by the Louisville this year to Communist China
local propertytaxes..US
shall
not
do
that,"
Saying
"I
1-3 200-240 lbs., 25.50-25.75
supportpappaper
$20,000-about
schools in the state. Both Police Department, Detective and theSoviet Union "will
DEFENSE-The
new federal
Nixon contended he was limitbachelor and master degrees in Spann said.
mean not that our differences ing himself to "only vital pro- budget due Monday will call for half its normal appropriatiom- US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 25.75-26.00
agriculture now are awarded,
Holland is also wanted on have disappeared or will disdevelopment of new weapons for this year to ease its transi- US 2-4 200-240 lbs-, 2515-25.50
-and hundreds of Mr. Carman's 'three countein Louisville which appear in the near future." The grams ihich are within the ca- systems and higher defense turn to independence. The suns -,-.11S. 2-4 240-260 lbs., 24.75-25.25
pacity of the Congress to enact,
was wiped out by printing costs US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 24.25-24.75
former students today are are for - forgery, conversion, Important thing, he said, 'Is
within the capacity of the budg- spending.
at
the end of the first semester.
engaged in agriculture7oriented and larceny of an automobile, that We talk about these differSUMMITRY-Nixon will to
et to finance, and which I beS°
USws1-2 270-350 lbs., 20.50-21.00
or related positions across the county officials said.
ences rather than fight &hilt lieve should be above partisan- Peking and Moscow "with no IIfew at 21.50
country.
The 1968 Ford pickup truck them."
N
ship.51
lusions" but hopeful the
bet, de- US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 19.50-20.50
In 1967, the university's for which Eldridge is being
"It would be a seritius misThe President, After painting. spite differences, it will posUS 2-3 450-650 lbs., 18.50-19.50
--- .
spacious livestock pavilion on charged with receiving was take," he continued, "to say
a glowing picture of • develop- sible to find ways.to talk about
Bears 16.00-18.00
Commissioner of Revenue, the 365-acre laboratory farm stolen January 1 at 29th and that nothing can come of our: ments during
tes instead
- .the first three .disputes
- John McD.Ross,has announced- just west sof the campus was Xavier Street,- Louisville, expanded comnlimieationa with years of his. term,
said- anew: ahOtit the111._' ___".
1;earl Us-rey-,
-÷-1 - f
that application forms for the „named in Mr.Carinan'.k.honor. JamesOakes.away.The track Peking and Moscow. But,
ECONOIVIY,
--MatistIcs ate .' 'WS. Katie-"We must naw_go on to Wild a enco4
naina• tint- unemploymentunemploymentmother of Robert Usrey Of
homestead amendment1MM primarily by faculty and was brought tO Murray and sold would also be a mistake to-#4-4
generation of peace."
Murray, passed away Wed• , exemption are available hrall- *students in laboratory and to Jerry Eldridge for $300.00 pert too much too quickly."
"our goal
But he added that until an inat the Mid State Baptist
county property valuation research projects, the $1200300- and a promise to pay $300.00
nesday
Discussing home-front reac- ternational
arm-reduction employment in peacetime-and Hospital in Nashville, Tenn. She
administrator's offices and structure also is extensively additional if and when a title tion to the Vietnam war, Nixon agreement ' is
Federal State Market News
reached, "we we intend to meet that goal.
was 89 years of age.
Kentucky Department of used for special agricultural was produced, according to wrote:
Service
must maintain the strength
The deceased was a former Tuesday, January 18 Murray,
Revenue district offices. Forms and breed .association events. Detective Spann,
"There has been a tendency necessary to deter war."
will be made available through
resident of Sedalia.
In addition to serving as
Kentucky
On January 14 Jerry Eldridge among some to swing from one
But he added that until an inSurviv ors include
all banks in the Commonwealth. chairman of the agriculture obtained a "junk" title for the extreme to the other in the
two Murray Livestock Market:
ternational
arm-reduction
Persons eligible for the department at Murray State, truck and licensed it in the wake of Vietnam,from wanting
daughters, Mrs. Cortez Clark of Ivivestock weighed on arrival.
agreement is reached, "we wil
exemption must -file- an ap- Mr. Carman also served as office of the Marshall County to do too much in the world to
Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs.
plication with the property manager of the university farm Court Clerk, Benton, according wanting to do too little. We must maintain the strength
James Collie of Normal, Ill.; Cattle this week 115
necessary
to
deter
war."
He
valuation administrator '(tax until 1949 when his son-in-law, to law officials.
four sons, Robert of Murray, Calves this week 10
went on:
conunissitiner) of the county in Oren Hull, was named to that
Rupert of Granite Ciry, Ill.; Compare to
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.
last week; All
- which the property for which position.
Phillip of Mayfield, and - Her- represented
Deteettve Spann said he
classes steady.
the exemption is sought is
man
of
Cincinnati,
Ohio;
one
arrested Eldridge and charged
Slaughter Cows: Utility 20.00At the time the University
located:
brother, Will Slaughter of 76..5
him with "receiving stolen
: •
00.
-1C'u
Mrs
too
ttcr 111.00-20_0(1
.Canner
.PaidJett,
Farni-wasnueehased-in-1038
;
its
et-RAM-on
apptiCable
ayflela; nineteen grandProperty'e.The truck was foilM(Continued from Page 1)
Kentucky,..Chairman Of Music
to the 1972 assessment of corn production average was 29 at Eldridge's home and(tip now
;
twelve
great
grandRimon Dixon of Murray.
Feeder Steers: Few-Choice
.
property. To be eligible for the bushels per acre. By 1951, 8 impounded at Tabers Body Route Three passed away the Ford on the right front in Schools and Colleges for the
Kentucky
300-400
lbs. 40.00-43.00, 400-500
Federation
of
Music'
before
Mr.
Carmen's
years
exempllori- the. appfitant must
. Funeral services will be held lbs. 37.00-40.00,
announces the winners in Q.t
Stiop and will be returned to the Tuesday at nine p.m at the fender and huniper.
mixed Good and
have been sixty-five years of retirement, soil imProvements owner at Louisville, Spann said. Trigg County Hospitar,"Cadiz.
Forty-five.. minutes later-at Clubs
American
at
Saturday
ten
a.m..
,
at
the
the Wolf Trap
Choice 300-400 lbs. 37.00-40.00,
age by January 1, 1972, must made under his leadership had
a
3:50
pm.
collision
occurred at
The bond for Holland on his His death at the age of 813
chapel of the-Roberts Funeral 400-500 lbs. 34.00-37.00, Good 300qwn his home and occupy it as increased this to 100 bushels per warrant has been set at followed an extended illness. College Farm Road and North University scholarship audition Home, Mayfield.'
for
the
Aeademy
for
the
400 lbs. 34.00-3700, 400-500 lbs.
Peryear,
the
farm's
corn
acre.
Last
his personal residence.
The deceased was a retired ligh Street between a 1965
$2000.00, but he had not been
Washington,
• For purposes of the exemp- produetion had reached an arrested this morning, ac- farmer. He was born July.17, Chevrolet two door driven by
bimon, 1C
t hurch>bet\c
liho rwc
iat 31r
eectr'Heife
-r
'
s7
C,Lic- 300.
StudentArts'
auditions were held Le114"el
tion a "homestead" is defined average of 163 bushels per acre. cording to Detective Spann.
1891, in Trigg County and his Freddy .,Allison Higgins of Saturday, January 15th, at the Cemetery near Sedalia nitlipe 400
lbs.
Mr.
Carmen
also
served
for
33.00-36.00,
400-500 lbs.
as a single family dwelling with
parents were the late Robert Murray Route Two and a 1963 Laboratory Theatre of Fine arrangements by the Rober
30.00-33.00, tidied Good and
land used in connection five years as secretary of the
Dixon and Arrittie Ross Dixon. Chevrolet two door driven by Arts Building, Lexington, Funeral Home, Mayfield, where
ice 300-400 lbs. 30.00-33.00,
therewith. The exemption will Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club,
friends may call after six p.m.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Harry Lee Conley, Sr., of 804 Kentucky.
40bz4(00 lbs. 27.00-30. 0.
not a`pply to acreage used for and was instrumental in
17th
Street,
South
Murray.
today
Thursdayi.
Effie Futrell Dixon; two
Judges were Roland Vamas
building the Murray State 85- -- (Continued from Page 1)
agricultiral purposes.
Police said Conley was going
daughters, Mrs. Cress Benson
Sara
Halroyd and Mrs.
herd
into
Ahe
top
cow
Jersey
A single-unit resilience is'
Miss Lorraine Guyette of the of Peoria, Ill., and Mrs. Rolf west on the College Farm Road
---:
defined as a private residence producing herd of the bcted in M.S.U. Nursing Schoolconducts Hudson of Cadiz; two sons, and started to make a left turn Crawford Jent.
Each entry was between the
wherein an individual or'family Kentucky for the past two the Mother and Baby Care Homer Dixon of Peoria, Ill., and onto North 18th Street. Higgins,
age
of 16 to 23 years. Each will
years.
_ lives_ltis-does not include an
course each semester. Miss H.B. -Dixon of Cadiz; two behind Conley, also going west, receive an $800.00 scholarship
apartment or duplex but does
couldn't
stop,
on
the
wet
Ruth
Cole.
Services
is Nursing
sisters, Ralph Berkley of
Mr. Carmen owned and
and will receive six semester
include a condominium unit
Chairman.
Murray and Mrs. Alvin Scott of pavement,went to the left of the hours credit for the American
operated
the
Carmen
Motel
on
owned and occupied on an inthen
and
hit
car,
a
Conley
utility
issued
in
Total
certificates
Hazel;
nine
grandchildren;
Main Street for a number of
University Academy for Perdividual basis
water safety'for the past year eight great grandchildren.
- pole on the southwest side of the forming Arts, Washington, D.C.
years.
He
sold-the
motel
and
an
When a homestead is jointly
were 293. The Red Cross has
Funeral services are being t street,. AccOrding to the police
The term begins'June 23rd.to
owned by more than one person, adjacent -home to the Lambda furnished Instructorsfor a class held today at 2:30 p.m, at the report.
.
August 20th. Izler Solomon will
Chi
Alpha
fraternity
at
MSU completed
the exemption applies only
Damage
to
the
individuals
Higgins
car
22 of 25
Goodwin Funeral Hcirne, Cadiz,
be director; Beverly Seals will
when all owners are slaty-five about a year ago.
with -14 certificates issued. A with Rev. Randolph-Allen of- was on the right side and to the
be soloist, Elexander Schneider
years of age or older and the
total of 1133 people have become ficiating.
Conley car on the left front will
be' conductor; and Vito
homestead is maintained as a DEAD HORSE FOUND
or
Guards
swimmers, Life
Interment will be in the Green fender.
Mason
will be Choral director.
MODESTO,
Calif.
(UPI)
-A
residence of all of the owners.
Instructors,during the past four Hills .Memorial Gardens in
The fourth report was filed at
However, if jointly owned by horse that disappeared a week years. This figure does not Christian County.
8:20 P.m. and involved a 1908
The winners
Deborah
husband and wife only one ago and was found deed in a include the hundreds who have
Ford truck owned by . Clyde Lawson, vocalist, Deacon Hill,
home
here
was removed been given Red Crosi lessons at KENTUCKY
must be sixty-five to qualify.
MORNING TEM- Robertson arid driven by Dan Richmond; Thomas Rebilas,
The renting of a room or Wednesday and the house's private pools, clubs,'resorts, PERATURES
Leslie Robertson of 1825 Eastern Kentucky University
occupant arrested.
,p
rooms in a residence which
etc. Mrs. Gaylord Forrest is Nashville 60
Hamilton, Murray, and a 1970 student, vocalist; Ellen TunPolice arrested Hansel Fra- Safety Services Chairman. Paducah 58
otherwise qualifies, does not
Oievrolet four door hardtop nell, Windsor Drive, Richmond,
render the residence ineligible zier for theft.of the mare. He Swim caps are being provided Bowling Green 56
owned by Roger Williams and violinist; Carol Gatwood,
remained in custody today for, pool use.
for the exemption.
driven by Wendy Lou Williams Longview, Richmond, cellist;
Louisville 50
A mobile home may qualify refusing to reveal why the
Twenty-four ladies are Lexington 50
of Hazel Route Two.
Cynthia Fraser, Bardstown,
.as a single-unit residence horse was dead in the bedroom working presently at the London 50
Pcilice said Robertson was Harpist; Karl Sievero, 4504
provided the mobile parts have of his home.
Hospital and Convalescent Evansville 49
going south on 12th Street in the Maredale Road, Louisville,
The 25-year-old animal had Ward,and the Hospital Board of Cape Girardeau 53
been removed and the unit rests
outside lane, and Miss Williams Trumpet; and Edward Tipton,
on a. permanent, fixed fain; been dead about a week, Directors, recently entertained Covington 39
was also going south in the 1003 Flashes Road, Lexington,
Litt/
according to local tallow works with a dinner which was greatly Indianapolis 40
dation.
inside lane:- The William's car Bassoon.
__A 106
e World knit,
Only one exemption- per employes who removed the appreciated. Last year an. Huntington 41,
pulled over and forced the
These scholarships will be
grFirst 25 customers to bring
homestead will be allowed. decaying corpse. The mare was proximately
Robertsoutruck to hit a pole in given annually. They are co4000 bouts of
*ea
in this ad will receive certificate
When an eligible' owner found by Frazier's estranged service was donated by these LIVE SOUVENIRS
front of Johnson's Grocery, sponsored 'by the National
oucati'aal
qualifying for the exemption wife when she arrived to pick ladies, some of whom have new
according to the police report: Feder/Won of Music Clubs,
BENDISH, England UPI
entitling bearer
free picture of child
CAotk;e14
owns-more than one property, up sonie belongings
--been--workin,g as many as 11 Ken Gobbing always 'brings
the
Damage to
Robertson American' University;
he is entitled to the exemption
Kathryn
was
on
the
years at. their posts.
right
front
truck
back
the
same
Washington.
souvenir
,
D.C.
and
the
US.
when.
only on that property- which is
wover is Chairman, Ruby eier he goes to Itay-a donkey. fender, hood, and bumper, big Federal Government. Each
onit CITED
Aiacifia,s
•
residence.
principal
secretary-treasurer.
his
"I can't bear the thought of irx) damage was reported to the state recommends students
One person was cited for Forrest is
ifiniatures
driving while intoxicated this Kathy Sykes, new office help, those animals being killed," Williams' car.
through
the
Kentucky
Shanghai'was the first Chi- morning at 12:30- a.m, by the will 'he training, to substitute said C.obbing tv.ho has brought
The accidents all occurred on Federation of Music Clubs. Mrs.
'city to have telephones.nese-ware_
BetinAir Shopping Center huth Salad
when Volunteers have -home .four of the beasts back to wet .streets in - Murray on Crawford Jent, Madisonville hi
lUTRY Pollee Department.
They
testattri inemergencies.
Wednesday.
Englanck
president..
Pictured below_ is Philip
Henson who leer his beerd grow
for ten years. This sketchshows
Henson who was six feet two
inches and his beard swept the
carpet for a full six inches. He
reportedly had the world's
longest beard.
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()Nyland Park Scheduled To Open Next April, Nashville

The first stage was•to get the
By DALA MCKINSEY
are undergoing their training along with her late husband, in learn not to be distracted by
vulture accustomed to people.
people who watch the acts.
Associated Press Writer
sessions at Animal Behaviora. 1947.
Tom Mahoney, animal train- Nest, the bird began learning
HOT SPRINGS, Ark.(AP)- Enterprises Inc., here.
Crawford
Jent,
Mrs.
Training the animals takes a
President of the Kentucky A Cow playing a harmonica? A
-l'he show will be unique," lot of time and patience. Not er, recently demonstrated his merely to pull a string with a
Federation of Music Clubs has pig tickling the keys of a piano said Marian Breland, who only must the animals learn work with a vulture being ring on the end.
"A vulture pulling a loop
issued an official call for the keyboard? Yep, that's what founded the training center their stunts, but they must also trained bring a bell.
winter board meeting at the you'll find at Opryland, USA
411MIMMIIIII*
'Wolliimm101611111W
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Religion Today

MI

doesn't look like much now,"
Mrs. Breland said, explaining
that a bell will be tied to the
other end of the string eventually.
In another building, a pig
shifted his weight from one foot
to another on a miniature piano. Each time he performed
correctly, he was rewarded
with food.
The animals aile rewarded

with food if they -perform correctly, but they are not punished if they cannot perform
their assigned tasks.
Mahoney also works with the
other trainers in teaching the
animals nonmusical tricks. •
For example, the I. Q. Zoo,
located in downtown Hot
Springs, has a baseball-playing
chicken, a dancing chicken and
a rabbit that runs a fire engine.
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etters Denounce
hoto Appearance
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
"Therefore, for a Christian,
AP Religion Writer
--Wert Is no..lear over tomorNEW YORK (AP) - That row." The tick of the clock and
4NtichY news Photo of a flashily beat of the heart "need not
.robed ufliverStY . chaplain in _frighten us. Instead we can pat
Texas two-stepping down the our foot to the rhythm or twochapel aisle with a girl in hot. step a recessional down the
pants has produced a wave of aisle to the rhythm.. God is
reaction-much of it indignant. love. Christ has shown this to
"mockery ••• sacrilegious us. And- he's corning again this
„ .gratisque -...a..deSree -of---Adv ent.
asininity heretofore unap- Dance!''
proached in the annals of Chrisso they did, the chaplain in
tendorn," complained a tide of psychedelic robe leading the
letters, that has followed the choir in a two-step dance down
photo's appearance a few the-aisles- and--around the-pew,
weeks ago in many news- joined by the congregation, at
papers.
which point the choir threw paThe target of the barrage, the per streamers into the air, fillRev. .j. Claude Evans, ob- ing the chapel with spiraling
serves:'.
color and sound. "Christ is
"Somebodyout there obvious- coming! Rejoice!"
ly feels threatened. It's evident
It was, says Chaplain Evans,
that many white, middle-class a "moving yet dignified servAmerican Protestants-have lost ice," but involved more "freetheir historic sense-of freedom dom and self-acceptance" than
in worship and see it only in formal-type Protestant worship.
fixed, formalized terms."
He said the negative reactions
Chaplain Evans, of Southern were mostly from Protestants,
Methodist University in Dallas, but most Catholics responding
Tex., said in a telephone inter- approved.
- view that he has received about
"Paradoxically, the Protest130 letters so far as a result of ant view of worship has bethe Photo,and theY_Itre, about come less free than post-Vati12 to 1, sharply critical.
can II Catholics," he said.
"If you dare to call yourself "Protestants are more hung up
a chaplain, God .should strike on tradition."
you dead" wrote an Ohioan.
He suggests in the Christian
"To wear hot pants in church Century that the reaction inshould never he permitted, and dicate much of Protestantism is
to dance with a slimy old ,goat in the grip of "fundamentalist,
such as you-you both should essentially authoritarian valbe eliminated from this world." ues" and feels "threatened
But some have been on the when the formal rigid approach
other side: "Bravo! And a is not strictly adhered to."
great big badge for the courage This, he adds, suggests trouble
it took to express joy and ela- ahead. "A new age of heresy
tion where usually there is only hunting may be in store for
a pious hush ... Thanks for re- many of us as we try to restore
minding us we can face life freedom and spontaneity to
with affirmation.Protestant worship,"
4, wpose
- Chaplain Evan
As for the hot pants,-CW1alii
campus congregation has Evans said that aspect hadn't
moved gradually toward freet, been planned, but he had asked
more naturglly expressive choir members to wear gay,
forms of worsidp, said, "We've colorful clothing fot the servgot to recognize that-it's a new ice, and one girl happened to
day in terms 'of student re- wear them.
"We're not uptight about apliPonse•
"Worship needs to preserve a parel here," he noted. "We
spirit of spontaneity and free- once had Scripture read by a
dom so worshipers are free to barefooted young man in blue
say 'Amen!' or 'Right on!' or jeans."
call for prayer about some speA South Carolina man wrote:
cial concern. They need to feel "When you dance down the
free to tap their feet, clap their aisle at my funeral, please
°hands and, yes, dance in the being the gal in hot pants
aisles."
This is no new-fangled idea,
he noted, but is recommended
In the Bible, as in Psalms 149
and 150, saying to praise the
Lord with .trumpets, song,
harps, strings, dancing and
clashing cymbals.
As for the particular service,
Silver worth $21 million has
at which the provocative photo
reclaimed from Veterans
been
"nobody
taken, he said
was pset by it here on Administration x-ray film
campus,'although "we have a during the past three years,the
fairly co'hsçrvative student agency announced today.
Under a recent policy change,
body in a fa1Ni conservative
x-ray film is kept only five
section of the
than the original
However, he said thqictured years, rather
eval- ten, so the silver yield indance could 9roperly
creased, and additional savings
uated-only in the context
were realized from saving on
service. Describing that servi
space, too.
storage
CentuChristian
current
in.the
and the technique
policy
The
ry, he says it was an Advent
reclaiming silver from used
celebration, "designed specific- for
x-ray film was pioneered in the
ally to emphasize the 10Y"
's system of 165 hospitals and
the season.
outpatient clinics.
He said he followed the basic
program has served as a
The
the
used
but
Methodist liturgy,
for other government
model
"Rejoice" folk music during
holy communion, following a agencies".
sermon about time and life.
20 MUSICAL BEARS
In that sermon, he likened
()BLAND°. Fla. 1AP) - A
the
to
clock
a
the ticking of
troupe of 20 animated six-foot
rhythm of the heartbeat, both bears sing and play Musical
sure to end. "The clock stops; instruments 24-times a day to
the man dies," he went on. "a baffled audiences at Pepsi's
gloomy view. but not when Country.Heac Jamboree at DisAd- ney World near hfre.
the
from
viewed
The bears are the product of
vent...God forgives us in
gives
Jesus Christ and accepts us de- an electronic system dint
mens onal. characters
ee-di
r
h
t
is
future
The
spite our sins..
the ability/o,actand'iiiidTifein 4hiai hands...
like, .
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Plants Are Unable
To Meet Standards
By ELDON BARRETT
EVERETT, Wash. t UPI Antipollution forces and industry reached a showdown in this
Puget Sound mill town, and the
ecologists won. But there are
many, especially more than
1,09(f Nip workerg who will lose
their jobs, who contend it was a
case of overkill.
Within the past two weeks the
Simpson Lee Co. decided to
close by the end of this year its
Eveys-a- pulp and-•papas
e,mploying 700 workers and the
Weyerhaueser Co. announced it
will phase out its 330-job pulp
mill in the next 16 Months.
Cost Big Factor
Simpson Lee blamed its
closure on a combination of old
age (the-mill -started in 1891)
and the $4 million it would cost
to bring the.mill within state
and federal pollution standards.
The giant Weyerhaeuser Co.,
first to announce closure, said
the issue was clear cut: It
couldn't aftof/f le meetantlpo lution requirements for its 36year-old sulphite mill at the
foot of Rucker Hill; so it will
close the plant, May 3, 1973.

-

Smoking
Can Ruin
Your Smile

Geochemist
Speculates On-.
Moon Origin -

Says Mill "Obsolete"
"I think it was 90 per cent
economics and 10 per cent
WASHINGTON (UP!)- U.
s. surgeon .Ge„erni JesseL. ,_
environmental restrictions,"
said Biggs. "The pure facts are
Steinfeld told a group of women recently t h a t smoking
that the mill is obsolete." ,
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
flow of electrically charged
could wrinkle their skin "And
But George P. Weyerhaeuser,
UPI Space Writer
smile."
your
in
ruin
gases from the sun called the
preeirient of.the.compallYi_SICKL -,
N.o.w;..rtairr.reaiirbelieve— SPACE CENTER,
Houston solar Wind. The particles were
the mill had contributed -more
(UPI)
-An Australian geoohe- dissipated with the atmosphere.
that women seriously want to
than $1 million to the firm's
endanger their health and
mist suggests the moon coaguRing of Bodies Left
year.
"It
operating profit last
grow "old before- their Ilene,"
lated out of a disc of sedirnents
This left a ring of orbiting
surrounding an incandescent
said the non-smoking Steinis, in fact, the mill we would be
solid bodies which collected
feld.
least likely to close if econom, earth four and a h*fibilliaa together to form
the moon..
•-a--------59016004.a
______ ____ •
t-ftoPttitiat---al.
-les were'the' reason," he said-.7-='
years go.
ye
on smoking
luncheon
Ringwood said the iron and
In any event, continued
Dr. A. E. Ringwood, of the
Interagency
magnesium rich silicate coaguBiggs, the state's environmen- ,spqnsored by the
AustralianNational University, lated first to produce an inner
Council on Smoking. Steinfeld
tat laws must be upheld even
announced "A. major women's .Canberra, said he also believes
layer with the aluminum rich
though such action might mean
eampeign7-by.the U.S. Public
the satellites of Jupiter, Saturn, components coming
together
what.
"to
do
Service
Health
jobs."
of
the loss
Neptune and Uranus formed last to form the lunar crust.
we can to counteract the
out
of such sediment rings.
mindless barrage of ads luring
Ringwood's theory came unRingwood presented the latest der attack from some scientists
women into the trap of
version of his theory at the who said the laws of physics
cigarette smoking." ,
- it was his Thir
- d-iirsog state. third Lunar Science Conference
would not permit the formation
meat in as many days against ' last week. lie said the idea fits of such an atmospheric disc
the growing evidence from
- .. .
•
. _
attresses
..
although some said there could
He said that s m o k e r a - Apollo lunar
. .
samples that the have been separate rings
develop skin wrinkles earlier
moon is made up of layers of
than miii-unokers and that
around earth. Ringwood admit----ihey-develefo-rame-M--thelltr--different chemical
tatthardetails of the tdetrare
said ‘pregnant
He said the earth first subject to debate but he said he
Chicago (NFS) -- One out ,. Steinfeld also a higher risk
formed quickly out of a mass of thinks the basic idea is correct.
of every four new mattresses smokers -have
premature babies
gas and dust. The heat
sold today is supersize, either a of 'having
"I'm convinced the earth
than non-smokers; death rates
queen or a' king, according to from
accompanying this rapid must have had a massive
diseases
Mated
smoking
Corn- for women
the Spring
growth evaporated rock corn- atmosphere which got very hot
. . Air Mattress Coare -increasing;
pany,( imago.
pounds to form a thick het when it was formed and that
---The--phmt—Mill'AT'emits— -A queen-sue Mattress is -60- --childson--M-smoking-parents
are more likely to take up
atmosphere.
somehow the origin of the moon
about 4.5 million gallons of inches wide by 80 inches long; the
habit; and "smoking can
Spina to Form Disc
toxic waste lleno-r daily jatal*
----a-kifig is 76 inches wide by 80 ruin your moue,
is connecte with the formation
The earth was spinniig. and loss of this atmopshere,"
cold waters of Port Gardner, inches long.
With all this in mind, SteinBased on trends, SpiinkA ir feld said he just couldn't WIrapidly.
and the primitive. Ringwood said.
Bay, the
harbtl.4__„_
this___
ci,tY,
a thinks that the standard .full- derstand why women smoke.'
atmosphere
was spun out
.•Olizer theories for the forma54.000. The _Stale grkIC -ITU WC _ -*ire beet, Sil -inchcs wide.by 75:-- -„,,,,,...t.
----n---i..
..
. form a disc ergeth
.„ 1 - .
nd- einie
tj tiOsi.d the mean ;nein&
eamPanT•90-eleaw Mr the-wwwr•-rfitlfES-Tong, win be as lead as - attitudes toward smoking, the "Tim
disc extended into cooler idea that it originated elseand gave it until March 31, ' the buggy whip within a few
tenacity with which they cling
gases farther from earth and
where and was captured by
1972, to reach a firm decision_ Yg.ar$,
•
- - -the
• to this-habit deipite the earn-atmospheric contents start- earth's gravity, and that it split
WITHIN- THE supersize cat
on the
tier.
pelting health
d aesthetic
.,_.
Elyal:y,r-illi40144441, -is-ouiesitieg— Ttasoim -There _ gre—nwTgar----ed condensing into solid bodiuk-ogf-from the earth.
—Tv-Abandon 91111
the targer kink_lyi a 3-to-2 Lung"
gwood theorized that the.
-- -JiVeyerhaew
'
ervwhiel/
'
-has.
"
"
1 - margin, 1 here are several good
While 6.5 million men were
components that evaporate only Blight and. beverages
national awards for advertising reasons for the queen's
kicking the habit between 1266
at high temperatures condensed
programs advocating forceful popularity. CHICAGO (UPI) - A plant
and 1970, Steinfeld said only
closest to earth. These included
women quit
• While it offers almost 20 .3.8 mile
"
conservation practices, anblight 100 years ago not only
aluminum and calcium rich kept the English
flounced Jan. 11 that the per cent more sleeping room
"We realize the tobacce inwedded to tea
tharo'a doable bed, the queen
silicates found in the lunar but made South America the
dustry is not going to be happy
sulphite mill would be abah" takes kie little more flOo
crust.
about this campaign," said
doned at the expiration of its space. It can easily fit into a-nyr
world's coffee growing center.
Steinfeld. "But we think oer
Farther out, iron and magneexisting operating permit be bedroom whete a full-size bed
Beginning in the 1870s,says
stake in thic matter is ;treater
sium rich silicates precipitated Encyclopaedia Britannica,-in
cause the firm did not believe it can go.
.
in terms'
the health and
out at lower temperatures. The epidemir of'coffee nut-- hit
was. economically feasible to
• With the aid of in- .wes.heing of
of .our women and
most volatile elements such as Ceylon and is credited with
spend $10 million UP install a expensive adapters (available
of their fathilies."
•
potassium, rubidium, lead and helping keep the English conwaste recovery prt:cess to meet from most bedding retailers), _
t queen-size mattress can e
zinc condensed at the lowest, firmed tea drinkers.
clean water and clean air used .with many - existing
bedWhen the rust destroyed the
temperatures farthest away
standards.
frames and headboards.
from earth as tiny smoke thriving Ceylonese coffee inThe only alternative, to
.6 THE QUEEN is relatively
dustry, new plantations turned
particles.
replace the mill, would cost an easy to handle, an important
Then according to Ringwood's to tea. South Americo then
estimated $52 million, and consideration in bed-making
became the 'world's principal
Wyerhaeuser
said at
that was out and when moving or turning
There are four blank walls theory,the massive atmosphere c.offea producer. •o
f. -,the. question
this time. 7tw
trin
. attr,ess
• Acture-e-ven
broken only by windows and was Moen! 'way by a strong
"because of the uncertainty"
• The queen is less ,ex- doors and some hook-upsfor life
regarding the requirements of-.• -pensive - then. some peopit saving devices.
the federal- environmental believt4 For example. Spring
In a- hospital bed lies a man
protection agency which at a Air's Supreme Back Supporter facing open heart stygery the
in
queen-size
has
a
suggested
recent hearing indicated it
next day, and only be,can know
might override the permit retail price of S249,95 per set the loneliness of this place.
of mattress and box spring, a
system of the state department full-sue mattress
The fears, the anxieties inIn the same
of ecology.
line has a suggested retail price crease wit the passing hours.
John . Biggs, director of the of $190 per set. So for a Then, into his room goes a
new state agency, said the state r,elatively ,small difference, a Veterans Administration
couple cart earn a lot in
and the company might have sleeping ;:omfort
Chaplain Intern. Ile pulls up a
chair, sits-his sole concern
found a way to avoid the
closure if the federal governCourt officials in .Southend. being the patient before him
ment had kept out of the England are trying to trace a whoin he has come to listen, to
matter. Biggs also said he was motorist who sent them $5 in support, perhaps sometime to
sure the problem was more answer to a summons. The clarify-but always to help the
-economicalthaneneirentoentel tbanknese was a forgery..
patient find strength,, courage
and trust,
VA has announced its fifth
consecutive hospital training
program designed to assist
qualified clergymen deal more
effectively with problems of the
sick.
Stipends will' be available to
select students,
VA's basic requirements for
admission include a B.A. or
their
B.D. degree, or
equivalents, and three years of
experience as a minister, priest
or rabbi.
The VA. Chaplain Service
conducts clinical education and
training programs in four VA
hospitals- Bediord, Mass.,
Martinez, Calif., Houston,
Texas, and Brooklyn, N.Y. The
first three are for clergymen of
all faiths. Brooklyn is for
chaplains of the United- States
Army.
-Thus far, during the four
years of this training program,
graduates have returned to
Fall and 'Winter
parishes, hospitals, community
centers, and a Variety of
pastoral settings to
the
sick, the emoti
troubled
and others in
-n need.

Supersize
M

set 'Trend

Patients Face
Lonely Task

Offii
Run
Prot

MILLIONTH PRESCRIPTION-Brenda Wilson, left, receives the millionth prescription filled by
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic Pharmacy on January 13 of this year. Presenting her with the
prescription are from left to right Darold Keller, Pharmacist, Luvean Maupin Assistant Pharmacist
and Laura Rogers, Assistant Pharmacist. The first prescription was written sometime in 1953.

Test eyes
for glaucoma
ti A ft T1r17RD-,(Alit
11'1'1 I : Glaucoma is the nemesis of elderly persons,
says Dr. A.E.H. Knox, medical director of the Hartford
Insurance Group..
•
"It is most prevalent In
the over-40 age group and
strikes 10 per cent of the
population with a family
history of this disease," he
_said. The best way to be
'sure-caw is--nee becoming
sight-robbing
disease; have an eye examnation every two years after the age of 40.
The __glaucoma test
available at many clinics
The Society for the Prevention of Blindness, in some
areas, arranges such testa
through
senior
citizens
clubs.

641 BARGAIN CENTER
- -OPENING-FRIDAY,-IAN. 14th 4reni 9:004:00
Located Just South of Puryear
LADIES TOP NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
1st Quality and Irregular.
All at Unbelievable Low-Prices!
Because of such low prices we are not allowed
to advertise name of brands.
100 per cent Polyester
•
Knit
;

Slacks
1st quality
-

±
.

LUDINGTON, Mich, (UPI)
Anne Mireen complained
to the Mason County Sheriff's
Department that someone bad
stolen the 35400t tall windmill from her'farm.
Officers said the windmill
was sawed off at the base and
tracks indicated it had been
hauled away in a truck.
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•
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Reg. Price
$14.95
Our Price
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1st quallty Name Brand
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Reg. Price up to $70.00

Our Price $3495

1NEW MENS STORE
Double Knit

Windmill caper

.

Carton
Pants-

Sport Coats

Double Knit

Slacks & Shirts

Spring Merchandise

You Must Come See For Yourself!
Open Friday Nights dl 8:118
Open Monday thru Saturday 9i114:00

Ft Demi 3•1/144s

Advisory Board Members:

Bobby Grogan

Dr. Ralph H. Woods

SHOES

Regular '7" to 539"
NOW

$350
to
BURNETTS SHOES

Shirley Billington

Mr. W. R. "Bob" Perry
Mr. Ronald W. Churchill

Deadli
or applications is
Mar
, 1972. Additional ire
fo
tion concerning the
plain intern programs may
be obtained by Writing:
Director, Chaplain' Service,
Veterans Administration,
Washington, D.C. 20420.
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By BUCE STEVENSON
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UPI)A -recent ad in Rhode Island
newspapers stating "Donna
Jean - Please come home,
everything will be fine. We love
you, Mom and Dad," points out
a growing problem in Rhode
island and other states-the
problem of the runaway teeni ger. .
The situation here is getting
,onie attention through the
fforts of a Warwick school
fficial and a state legislator.
Sen. Thomas N. Wilson, DNarwick, said, "The seriousless of the problem is more
heartache 4
than just the ,
muses many parents. It also is
serious problem in society
because it often results in
addinglo_the_growing problemamong teen-agers of veneral
diseases, illegitimate children
prositution, drug abuse, auto
theft and shoplifting." •
Wilson, chairman 9f the
Rhode Island Senate Committee
On Health, Education and
Welfare, says he plans to
Introduce legislation to provide
halfway houses for teenwho run away from
- "Miami lietiglir
The attention being given to
the runaway problem is mainly
_through the efforts of --Mrs.
Dorothy Mayor, supervisor of
the Warwick school department's health and family life
program. Mrs. Mayor says 8
statewide central agency is
needed to help these teen-agers.
'Putting them in the state's
training schools is not the

• THE LOWEST PRICE
IN HISTORY -1011
RCA COLOR 18111

answer because the youths
come out worse than when they
went in and alsof-they w-o- not
criminals."
Mrs. Mayor said she came up
with the idea of halfway houses
for the runaway, primarily to
get them off theitreets until a_
soluttati--COMd-% worked au
with the youths and their
parents.
She said it is easier for boys
to live on their own than it is
for girls. She said many of the
runaway girls go to the cities
and become prostitutes just to
get a place to stay for the
night.
Mrs. Mayor said a halfway
house would serve two purposes..lt would act as a mediator
with children who wanted to
- stayed -away
through fear of what might
happen when they go back to
their parents or those who stay
away through a false sense of
pride.
Teen-Agers' Fears
It would also be for the teenager who cannot return home,
she said.
Mrs. Mayor said "some
children runaway because they
are constanlly_beaten hy their
and in many cases girls
leave because they are_ molested by their fathers."
She said some parents -don't
want them to return beCause
they are on drugs or something
and considered a bad influence
on other children in the
household. These children cannot be returned to their homes,
she said,
In these eases, according to
Mrs. Mayor, the halfway
houses would be places for the
teen-ager to. live while they
receive some kind of training to
support themselves.

LEXINGTON, Ky.-The
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture will hold a state'
...___ Greenhouse conference _on
--January--27--at--the----UK
Agricultural. _Science Center
Tr-7-- - -"
rtilditorium. .
. ''. On the ProStem vril1 be UK
specialists in horticulture, plant
.
'• pathology, agricultural
. engineering, entomology,
agricultural economics, and
agronomy. There will also be a
, special youth program the same
day and a greenhouse tour on
January 28.
. The purpose of the conference
, Iis to provide current recommended information to commercial greenhouse flower and
producers in the
)vegetable

i

Roberts, .UK Extension liorticulturist.
•
.v
1 Roberts and three other UK
j horticulturists will make
: presentations at the conference.
t Roberts will talk -about
greenhouse tomato production.
Dean Knave'will review tomato
_ i varieties for the greenhouse
.4 grower and Richard Henley will
. • discuss prbduction of better
.. bedding plants. Jack Buxton
' will talk about the snapdragon
as 'a - potential crop for Increasing income.
agricultural
UK
Two
engineers will look at environmental control in the
greenhouse. John Walker will
compare different air mixing
systems and George Duncan
will discuss selecting fans for a
ventilation system.
John Hartman, UK plant
pathologist, will tell how to
reduce plant losses from
diseases, and Wes Gregory, UK
entomologist, will tell how to cut
losses from insects.
UK
Peaslee,
Doyle
agronomist, will discuss soluble
salts and how they affect plant
growth.
discussion on
A panel
marketing flower and vegetable
crops will be moderated by
Harold Love, an agricultural
economist at UK. Other panel
members will be Paul
Nutgrass, Borth Pemberton and.
Urban Kremer, all commercial
greenhouse growers.
Vocational Agriculture
students and .4-H members
taking part in the youth
program will be able to attend
the program in the Ag. Science
Center. They will also see a
demonstration on growing
chrysanthemums and other
flower crops and will be shown
tomato and lettuce research at
t. the-43114iertienitnire. Emma, _
The greenhouse tout onJanuary•28 will include visits to
the UK greenhouse and two
comrntrcial greenhouses.

RCA Tirlevlslon has come a long way since 1947. To
dramatize how tar, wfi're celebrating RCA's 25 years of
TV leadership with special valuo on RCA Color TV—
yours now at budget-pleasing prices.

4n 1 947 you.cold buian
-black-and-white TV for 4375. Compare that
with the price 0this 14'' diag. RCA,color
set for 1972 and ykiii riee-how far
We've come in 25 years. A better product
s lithe kind of pioneering
e_lOwer prim
/ You loki2iMtfruIRAILirldUAritifilder.::
'
And this quality-built color portable is
graphic proof thatRCA continues to lead
•the way. If you've never owned a color set
"WOW orifyOu-re considering a second
color set for the bedroom or den, you owe
it to yourself to see RCA's Co-ed
before you buy.

TA* CO-ED
Model EQ-325
14° diegonal picture

011.1.47

ASHLAND, Ky. ( AP) - A
controversy between a group of
stockholders and the management of Ashland's Second National Bank has ended in a
challenge to a fist fight.
The outburst came while Kelley, a stockholder and chairman of the state Public Service
Commission, was reading aloud
a detailed criticism of bank policies.
Kelley;
stockholders in the institution,
contended the bank's - investment,, practices could be
more prudent. He also questioned possible conflicts of interest by bank officers.
As Kelley was asking information on a $650,000 loan the
bank had made to an ailing 80year-old turkey farmer in Ohio,
Mark Adams-who like Kelley
is a certified public accountant-asserted that valuable
time was being wasted.
Addressing Kelley, Adams
said, "I think if you and I
would meet downstairs in the
alley we would settle this real
As Kelley started to reply,
bank president E. Paul WilliamSsaid, "I rule you both out
ordegi
As the Meeting began, about
60 of the bank's 850 shareholders were expecting a showdown in the underlying controversy between the. Kelley
forces and the bank 'establishment. .
Williams accused Kelley of
openly attempting to gain control of the bank and of making
derogatory remarks about its
officers and operations.
Kelley- denied downgrading
the institution, declaring his
criticism was aimed at
strengthening its operations.
Williams, saying that the
bank wants to remain a community-owned corporation, .favored reducing the board of directors from 15 to five, a move
which was eventually approved
over Kelley's plan to keep 12
old directors and add three new
ones. '
MONEY SPENT s.
SPOKANE, Wash. (UPI)The. city'of Spokane spent
arrest-snd
ti357051
book Skid Row drunks, the
Rehabilitation Service announceditesday.

..••••.••
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And look at this RCA XL-100
Silver Anniversary Special

RCA Color Portable—
first-class viewing
at tourist rates

100% Solid State
AccuColor TV!
No Chassis Tubes

RCA Color Portable with
both compact design and
generous screen size
Powerful chassis and
computer-designed
picture tube for high
level performance And
the price is right
'

llieurn Out!
XL-100 means color you can
count on season after season
ACA's frnerstpicture tube
And with AccuMatic comonitor tunigg's a snap

TN• ADAM
N.* 0.1.5 Mod. EQ 405
lir diagonal pictu,

COVINGTON
GQ-725. 100% Sofia State ch.."
.diegOnal plcitve
25

AccuColor•quality,
Early American
cabinet beauty

'Lowest priced
big-screen
AccuColor" console

Compact
AccuColor console
offers outstanding
performance.
Easy-to-buy
budget price.

DURING OUR BIG

RCA TV

Early American
styling and famed
AccuColor
performance

SILVER ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

AccuColor' quality,
stately Spanish
Cabinet beauty

Spanish style
beauty
complements
brilliant AccuCblor
performance

C

olonial console
features big-screen
AccuBrite picture
tube—RCA's best.

Spanish style
wood veneer
cabinet features the
AccuBrite tube—
RCA s best. A.F.T.
and AccuTint too.
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AP Newsleatures
By SYD KRONISH
The Peace Corps has received its, greatest recognition
by being honored on a new U.S.
8-cent stamp Which Win.. _ placed firstslay sale Feb. 11.
The stamp was designed by
Bradbury Thompson of Riverside. 'Conn.. who based his
concept on an award-winning
I Wilted States
Peace Corps poster by David
Battle of Yellow Springs. Ohio.
2to 4, These plates are perfect
1
GIRL'S LOAFERS,sizes 8/
Featured at the bottom of the
J
THE Tviii0 WOUIRS- NETURED ABOVE4170'outbid on a
Boy's for siding or roofing
price.
ideal for school, ti
_ stamp is.a simulation of a por2
1
/
withi
house
bedroom
4
BFis
&UTIFUL
THIS
lot, let on North 4th Street by HO'on Ash Street.
LISTED,
business
JUST
shoe sale, Regular $5.99. Sale
tion of the .American flag, in
2 baths. The newer
/
for
plating
barns,
den, dining room, large
carpet,
andieir,
house has six rooms with 11
heat
central
older
The
baths,
62.9:
Sale
$4.99.
Regular
which six of the eight stars
$3.99.
carpetin tieing roam
heat,
furnace
Concrete
With
disposal.
recent
range;
,
five
1111118elins
Hasdlithwashar
garage.
car
"%two
of
doves
gradually evolve ?ntb
Boy's and Girl's dress coats and around bottom of
two houses and lot
These
only
at
$36,750.00.
Basement.
priced
baths.
and
2
/
frontage
11
over
200'
has
Lot
bedroom,
and
drive.
peace. two of which fly beyond
car coats, sizes 2T to 14/years,
to
keep
homes
mobile
$25.000.00.
for
bought
be
can
the field_ At the top left appears
children's
All
off.
one-third
the words "Peace Corps. Sc
the -W44-tilld-SflOWsportswear,-10-per-een4 eft.ne
-Colors of
Unfte4 States.
THIS 63 ACRE FARM IS TRULY THE nicest one in County.
e 10 room house
blouses and slacks,% and for many other
AT 514 BRO
ladies
rack
the vertical stamps are red,
Has three bedroom brick houlte with central heat and air,
now
partment
J21C
with full
price. Settle Workman.
white and blue.
as
such
uses
carpet,
carpet, family room with fireplace. One of the best tobacco
heat,
renting_
. Although the Peace. Corps
Meeting. Dec. 1971." Only the
•
barns in county. Nice stock barn, well fenced and priced at
at only
priced
4
arport
and
table
kitchen
out"
OAK!
"building
SOLID
fireplace
was established on a temporary 4-cent, 15-cent, 18-cent and 24$47,500.00.
'
anything
or
•••L
$16,950.00.
chairs; 3'x6' work
basis by executive order March cent were overprinted.
mice or rats.
1. 1961, it_became a . _rmanent
Itis_interesting to not.o. t1 4- table-Everything well refinished
agency•within the State Depart- overprinted stamps are a phila- and painted bright yellow or
EXTRA NICE THREE BEDROOM BRICK located on North
WANT A NICE GROCERY BUSINESS'', We have one that is
ment on Sept. 22 of that year telic rarity in Bermuda. In re- orange by graduate art student.
7th Street near dOWntown, school and park. This house has
well located and priced ,cight. The lease on building is only
after Congress passed the cent years there have been only Hate to part with them, but Call at
2 baths, range, basement and lot with nice garden. A good
/
11
$75.00 per month. Will invoice stock. 341 fixtures,lease and
Peace Corps,Actthree such issues - in 1953 for moving. Call very early or very
buy at $18,000.00.
at a bargain.
Presently there are 8.500 the Big Three talks between late 253-3318. Good deal.
business
iric
PetiCe-Corps volunteers serving Br,itain. France and the U.S.; in
tHAVE VHIS-THRHabedreorw
in 56 nations throu_ghotit_.4e, _1956 ..commernotatAti-Ahe
''- 103 N. itth-St
siOUTB CITY
ON 121 HI
brick with large den, large kitchen with dining area, utility,
world. Most of its programs are anniversary of the biennial (Take ,along a sack fat i •
bedroom
t, nice
ec 'c
two baths, central gas heat, carpet, range, paved drive for
• concerned with education, .Newport to Bermuda ocean i Country Haan ens Biscuit.I
Murray, Ky.
s
Ju
_garage
available.
financing
Maximum
only
$22,500.00.
health, agriculture arici-Eommu- yacht race, and in 1970 When
1.25 or 4 for 1.89.
_ nity_developtrient of new coun- theColony changed taa decimal
tries whvo- desperately nee-CI such currency.
WALL TO wall, no soil at
TRIANGLE INN 4 FROM
ON SOUTH 12TH STREET IS A EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom
TIME TO THINK ABOUT THAT LOT IF YOU WANT TO
services but are unable to proall, on carpets cleaned with Blue
house with central air, carpet, garage, large utility. This
vide them to its people.
A century ago. two famous
BUILD. Following are a few of our many lot listings:
Lustre. Rent electric champooer
house is vacant and will consider any reasonable bid.
'Collectors desiring first day explorers - David Livingstone UNIQUE THREE months size $1. Big K, Betake Shopping
129's150' corner Cardinal Drive and Ftic.herson, $4800.00.
cancellations may send their and William Henry Stanley
:126's256'in Fairview Acres subdivision,$3200. Two large lots
J22C
and sheets, $15.00. Center.
requests ...to ',Peace Corps met in what .is now Tanzania. crib, mattress
in Lynnwood Subdivision. Has some large trees, $5500.00 for
have
we
Murray
$10.00
table,
from
MILES
dressing
Wicker
TWO
LOT
ON EXTRA LARGE
Stamp. Postmaster. Wash- Africa. To honor this. historic
the two.In Camelot we have a large number of lots ranging in
houSe.
siding
$8.00.
Vanity,
aluminum
a very neat 3 bedroom brick anti
ington. D.C. 20013" together occasion. the East'African Bureau, $8.00.
price from $2050 to $2600. They are all large lots, some have
TOWERS AND ANTENNA
J22C
with remittance in certified Postal Administration Tan- Phone 753-9371.
This house has 2 baths, city water, carport and outside
at
WE have the lots in the Broach Subdivision. These lots
shade.
payment
down
No
$19,0130:00.
at
. check or money order (8 cents
Kenya..Uganda ) has isstorage room and is priced
PRIM
listed
from $3600.00. They are only one block from High
WHOLESALES
are
-•
SCHNAUZER
per envelope). Requests must sued a 5 shilling stamp. The MINIATURE
for eligible GI.
School, 3 blocks from Grade School and University.
be postmarked no later than stamp depicts the Livingstone pups, non shed coats, delightful BIG JACK ANTENNA $19.95
T. V. Service Center
Feb. 11.
Memorial at Blantyre,
companions, champion sired.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN LARGE Business lot, we
Shopping Center
Central
Collecting and maintaining
$70.00 up, terms. Melody-Ayre
have one on Chestnut Street with over 40;1300 square feet. One
Call Ray or Hoyt Roberts for all your real estate needs.
7534865
More than $750,000 worth of Kennels, Buchanan, Tennessee,
tropical fish- is a hobby itself.
30,000 sqtate feet on corner. We have
with
Blvd.
Johnson
on
Indonesia
the
sold
in
were
of
rare stamps
But the Republic
DAC
phone 901-247-3345.
wain the Roberts•Busine,ss- and industrial Subdivision from
U.S. at auction and exhibition in
has combined it with philately
Polled
REGISTERED
FIVE
up.
$3750.00
in a set of three new stamps, one week by Stanley Gibbons
FIVE GAITED stallion, Hackney Hereford bulls. Lamplighter
reports the World Wide Phila- Ltd. of London.
The highlight was the rare 1 pony stallion, Western Pleasure bloodline. Past year old. Also
telic Agency The stamps de753-3331
pict three species.found in In-, pence ...Pest Office'' Mauritius pony filly, reeking Country--tsd garage door. Cad
- J201,
donesia's -warm, coastal wa- - of 1847 on oregirial envelope pleasure gelding. Phone 753or See Hewlett Cooper.
J22C
The- envelope carried an in- 1348.
ters.
One value shows the "ae- vitation to a ball by Lady
BEATEN down carpet path! go
anthurus lineatus". a boldly- Gomm. the Governor's wife. GREY CHROME dining table when 'Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
striped specimen found in the This stamp realized 8175,000
and four chairs. Good condition. electric shampooer $1. Begley
.Another stamp which sold for Phone
seas near the islands of SuJ22P Drug Store, Central Shopping
753-2885.
rnatr.a. Jaya. the Celebes. Ti- a considerable amount was the
J22C
Center.
. nor. Nias. Talaud and Ans. An- 1 shilling stamp of the Virgin
the
illustrates
Only
in
five
1867.
issued
Islands
stamp
other
CAI1ER Timothy and Clover
"zanclus cornutus". which is copies are known to exist with GAS LOGS for fireplace. Price
Hay. Phone O.L. Cain Jr. 753753phone
interested
comIf
620.00.
the central portion of the design
probably one of the most
3537.
42•0F
,_
422C
•
mon of_ all tropical fish - a t the Virgin St. Ursulal omitted. 3598.
mr,
basic bluish yellow with black
• • • •
ALL KINDS of Greeting Cards
white
or brown crossbands. The third
and
Sable
old
WEEKS
SIX
That
DID YOU KNOW' .
adhesive has the "pomacanthus Fishing is such a popular sport AKC registered Collie puppies. including just a note. Come by
West Olive or call 753-1712. .120NC
imperator ', a ripple-striped in Austria that it has
issued a- Wormed and acclimated to
fish which changes colors many - new 2 schilling adhesive
award
by
Sired
living.
hon- outside
times during its development
oring its anglers The stamp is winning Prince Joy De Locust
avaii_x 61_2 BEDROGAI-MnRIT
now
are
These stamps
•part of a special series with_
eve. Mrs.Claude Miller, phone
gas heat. Carpeting. Very
home,
-abl-e-at your local stamp dealer.
sports motifs. . Canada's, 753-3059.
J22C
,
first stamp for 1972 honors the
der.Extras, reasonable. Phohe
Bermuda has overprinted its world figure skating champion420C
753-6812.
current definitive issue of flow- ships .. The 2 billion Christ- BOX SPRINGS and Innerspring
er stamps to hail the meeting mas stamps issued by the U.S. mattress. Excellent condition. 16 IN. PORTABLE TV, portable
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
on that little island between is the greatest number .of spe- Phone 753-5076 after 4:00 p.m.ITC
FOR RENT HELP WANTED
2 electric
phonograph,
stereo
and
Heath
Minister
Prime
cial holiday stamps postPresident. Nixon. The over- masters throughout the country RITZ CRAFT trailer 8'x35'. voice P.A. Speakers Microphone, NEED EXTRA money?Many ROOMS $30.00 PER month and TWO BEDROOM unfurnished LAKE FRONT,2 bedroom house
30 assorted record albums,stereo Avon Sales Representatives earn up. Call_ 436-2173, Tuesday and duplex, fully carpeted, central in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision.
printing reads "Heath-Nixon have ever requisitioned.
Tandem, electric brakes, good amplifier. 753-3111 after 4
an estimated $40 a week or more. Thursday-.-Call 753-4551.J24P heat and air. Built-in stove. Furnished or Unfurnished. Call
1
Coppertone
tires, one bedroom.
424C
420C
cash-and
fun,
extra
have
Earn
Awe 753-4478 or 753-9135. / TFC 753-2250 after 5 p.m.
kitchen, early American decor.
too! For details, call: collect
MC
$1200.00. Phone 489-2361.
1968 MODEL 14 FOOT fiberglass before 8:30 a.m. or after 6:60 THREE BEDROOM trailer, THREE BEDROOM trailer, 10' TWO BEDROOM mobile barite.
boat. 45 H.P. Mercury p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs. Janet furnished. Located one mile wide, 1967 model. Southwest side Apply to Mrs. B.B.Dill in person.
fishing
1970 MODEL Chevrolet 350 cubic
Motor and trailer. $465.00. Also 1 Kunick, Route 2 Box 136A, north on Benton Road. Call 753- or Murray. $80.00 per month. Dill's Trailer Court, no phone
inch motor with 300 heads-4
located Murray
used 15 ft.. boat trailer $65.00. Princeton, Ky. 42445,
J22C 5811.
.320P Couple only,Ptione 753-9293. J21C calls please.
magnum 500 Mags for Chevrolet
420C
474-2309.
entrance. TFC
Phone
Theatre
In
Drive
or small Buick. Phone 753-8288
active part in developing, has
OPPORTUNITY! TRAILERS AND one house on
GOLDEN
NEW YORK (fl fl - A
422P
2
already placed 10.1 million after 400 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM mobile home. 101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
2-BEDROOM MOBILE trades. Agent wanted for Murray. Salary
timber industry executive says
'Ky. Lake,in Blood River Area, 13
acres of National Forest land
FOR RENT
Students welcome. Hale's Trailer
Furnished, level lot 150x155. 1 plus commission. No travel. Must
the future "dream house" for
436Call
Nice furnished apartment
in the Wilderness System. And 1962 FRONTIER TRAILER 10 x block east of Baptist Church. have sales experience or degree. miles from Murray.
at 436Gregory
Mr.
Call
Park,
26 million families is in danger
.124c
for 2,3,4, 0r5;..rollege girls.
it sets a timetable of 50. 2 Full size , bedrooms. Good Puryear, Tenn.; will sacrifice. Contact Dennis Doerr at Holiday 2427.
J22C
2145.
of Confronting an economic
complete
to
1974.
753September,
Phone
Close to, campus.
$2500.
price
condition.
could
dilemma that
421C
420P Inn or at 7534033.
247-5203,
Call
4 ROOM APARTMENT, 202 8.
424C
studies of possible additions of 2359.
Pelage :
millions of Americans out of
UNFURNISHED SIX room house
another 22.5 million acres in
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 12th St. Call 753-6944 or 753753-5365 days
home ownership.
J20C with bath, gas heat, three blocks
21b. ground
/
Yumbo-1
H. Turnbull. the National Park System,
taking applications for energetic 3864.
James
753-510t tfcter 5:00 p.m.
from downtown. Good garden 11111111111111111111111111)011111111111111111111111
24.1 million acres in National
ironed, charcoal grilled. It's
women at Midtowner Motel,
executiVe vice president of the
MCIVIMPCMCM spot. Phone 753-3972.
422C
Wildlife and Game Refuges
a meal in one on a hamNational Forest Products
January 24 from 10:00 a.m. to 9,7=4COMPC
FOR RENT
TRAILER, 10X 55, 2 bedroom
burger bun-$.60
Association, said housing costs and 5.5 million acres of
calls
No
phone
p.m.
2:00
•
trailerbedroom
One
Areas. Some
Primitive
electric heat. Call 753-7858 or 753would skyrocket if a proposal
421P
please.
carpeted, electric heat, nice NICE TWO bedroom trailer, 6231.
•
preservationist groups' would
..124C
TRIANGLE INN
to remove more than 50
disposal,
as
such
garbage
many conveniences
appliances,
double these amounts. .
million acres of undeveloped
CORP.
REFINERY
good
TEXAS
A
(NES)
chicagoi
air conditioner, storage bldg. carpeting, electric heat washer. 2 BEDROOM HOUSE with gas
The avowed purpose of
federal land under the
mattress se important to keep, Goop USED double door offers opportunity for high in- On private lot downtown
wilderness withdrawal is to
Furnished. Near College. Phone heat, near Panorama Shores.
Wilderness Preservation Act
undue strain refrigerator. Also good used 30" come PLUS regular cash
from
hodt
your
420C Phone 436-2266.
location with everything furn 753-7920.
J20C
were enacted into law. This provide added recreation areas
during sleep.
electric range. Dunn's TV & bonuses, convention trips and ished,
Medical testimony re- Appliance, 118 South-12th
acreage is more than the.,.... for all Americans, to preserve'
fringe
to
abundant
benefits
seJrched by the Siring Air
combined size of New York. and promote watershed
421C mature man in Murray area. Very large 2 bedroom, furMattress Company, Chicago, Street.
Massachusetts and Con- development and to protect
- -Regardless of experience, air fished apartment, automatic
of
Supporter,
Harvesting
the
Back
of
habitats.
maker
wildlife
necticut.
recommends a firm (not hard) ONE RECLINER chair, $20.00. mail I. K. Pate, Pres., Texas Oil gas heat, nice appliances,
timber woad be barred.
The nation's target of 26
mattress on a matching box Also Corvair auto parts Phone Refinery Corp., Box 711, Port storage in basement. Plenty
Wilderness, according to
million new and rehabilitated
J2OP parking space. Quiet downJalP Worth,Texas 76101,
present law, includes any area, spring for proper supportwriting 753-7448.
housing units by 1978 was set
DR IAN OSWALD,
of 5.000 acres or more without.
town location. Ideal for four
by Congress to provide &Cent
British
the
of
publication
WANTED
HELP
HELP WANTED
roads, improvements, in a
housing for nearl, a quarter of
boys or couple with every
Medical Associatiim, notes-thal
noticeable
other
or
amenities
million-odd
200
the
body's muscles relax in.
the
d. 7-thing-furnishe
The
man.
'
imprints of
population.
sleep and normal protectiv,e
Phone 753-5617, after 5, phone
likelihood that the average
"Locking up an area this
lost.
reflexes are
Is looking for c Monogar who will act like he owns
'no('
753- 1257.
American ever spends a
-When the muscles cease lt,
size as demanded by some
atsrodvss.s.wwwwwiew.1.•••••••ANN-4,
the
place
as
wilderness,is
strain
a
abnormal
in
an
vacation
sleep
act in
preservationists would remove
take complete charge will he reremote as the area itself) can be thrown on the ligament,
much orely needed National
FURNISHED HOUSE FOR boys
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T
nrw(th
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and the joints can slip out ot
wh° car.,
Forest land from timber Turnbull said.
or gifts. Phone i53-3040. 320
position "
proper
iheir
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greatly
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Schaal
Piecolp and
Contact Curt Ragland for appointment. 75.1-7199.
to Turnbull, the forest fall ...tars Brian
and
hits
150
made
Royals
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products industry took an Cale ••--av ;-rr in ''lies
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ANTIQUE CIVIL war bed, WELL KEPT carpets show the.. %••••••••••••4110
- liiiii. -Firue were
...4'
- .i4. t°'.,
$1011:00, Phone 753-5726 after 5110-res-aca--iei
•
.
4%P
421C spot cleaning. Rent electric
p.m.
•i
V' ''sp. .
' .aw •
V'
I
shampooer $1. Murray Home &
/ .
•MI
••
4
ync
JANUARY SPECIAL; Big 3 Auto Store.
bedrootn double wide. Everyone
•
'
oliik.:
Vapirk
can purchase one in January for
furonly $6595.00, completely
aished. Delivered,/ and
within 100 miles. Bill's Mobile
Homes, 3900 South Beltine High23-1/16135"
way, paducah, Kentucky. Phone
421C
443-6150.
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Parker Ford takes in all kinds of trades on our fast moving
bsands. And we've got so many, we have to price 'em low to go!

•

71 T Bird two door hardtop. Low
mileage car with all the extras that
make riding -and ih till; -thisautomobile a pleasure. U120.
Was $4695.00
Now $4475.00
71,Mustang Sportsroof. An extra clean
car with low mileage, power__steer*I._00!er krakes;factory_air
and vinyl roof. U122
Was $2105.00
Now 1267100
71 4.11)-C-euntry Squire station wagon:
A local one owner 5,000 mile wagon,
10 passenger with power steering,
power brakes and factory air. C196.
Was $4195.00
Now $3850.00

U WANT TO
lot listings:
, $4000.00.
•large lots
,$5500.00 for
ots ranging in
is, some have
on. These lots
k from High
ersity.

71 Galaide 4 door sedan. This is a fine
one owner local car, low mileage
with power steering, power brakes
and factory air. C55.
Was$2995.00
Now $21195.06
71 Ford LTD 4 door Pillared hardtop. A
local low mileage one owner car
with power steering, power brakes,
factory air and vinyl roof. U137.
Was $3595.00
Now $3395.00

te needs.

70 Ford Torino convertible. Red with
white top'.• I.4w mileage, local ope
owner autoniebile. C102.
Was $2095.00
, Now $1795.00

st.

70 Pontiac Tempest 2 door. A clean
local car with power steering,
power brakes and factory air. C56.
Was $2395.00
Now $2175.00

•

ENT
2 bedroom house
ores Subdivision.
nfurnished. Call
J30C
.m.
M mobile heine.
.B.Dill in person,
Court, no phone
Located Murray
e entrance. TFC
111111111111111111111111111
ENT
apartment
liege girls.
pus.
Ys
ter 5:00 p.m.
1111111111011111111111
55, 2 bedroom
11 753-7850 or 753- -324C
OUSE with gas
norama Shores.
J20C

mad-e-

4

this two
e house and

53-1651

kok

71 Ford 'Custom 500 four door sedan
with power steering, power JrpkeS
anirficairy air. A local one owner
car. C114.
Was $2695.00
Now $2395.00

66 Ford Fairlane four door 6 cylinder,
alltomatielransitnissim -4:73
Now $505.011
Was $795.00
66 Ford LTD 4 door hardtop with power
steering, power brakes, factory air
and vinyl root C24.- ---Now4gOk

71 Ford Torino 4 door sedan. Extra
1ë 16W mileage car with power
and vinyl roof. This car has never
been sold. U3.
Was V2995.00 _
_ _ N_ow$1165.10.
71 Ford Maverick-4 door sedan. A fine
small car with V8, -automatic
transmission and factory air. A low
mileage car that has never been
sold. U4.
Was $2795.00
Now $2595.00

66 Chevrolet Bel Air four door sedan.
Vil, automatic transmission, one
owner local car. C225.
Was $850.00
Now $0115.00
65 Plymouth 2door sedan. V8 automatic
transmission. C36.
Now $395.00
Was 1495.00

-71 Ford Pinto. A little sharpie with
automatic transmission, factory
air, vinyl roof. Low mileage. Never
been sold. U6.
Was $2595.00
Now $2395.00

64 Chevrolet
4 door sedan. V8
automatic transmission, power
steering. C134.
Now $495.00
Was $895.00

71 Ford Galaxie 500 two door hardtop. A
well kept low mileage local one
owner car with power steering,
power brakes, factory air and vinyl
roof. T105. - Was $3195.00
Now $2895.00
69 Chevrolet Impala 4 door hardtop: A
beautiful one owner local car with
power steering, power brakes,
factory air and vinyl roof. C219.
Now 11750.
Was 0995.00

66 Chrysler Newport four door sedan
with power steering, power brakes
• and faetery-air: C146. Was $795.00
Now $05.00

61 Ford Fairlane 4 door sedan. 6
cylinder automatic transmission.
U2. •
-Was $495.00 •
Now 1350.0e

TRUCKS
2 ton pickup. Los
1
71 Ford Ranger /
mileage, one owner local truck. V8
automatic transmission and power
$2995.00
steering. T96.

70 Ford Fairlane 500 four door sedan. A
like new automobile. Local one
owner with power steering, power
brakes and factory air. C192.
Was $2395.00
Now $2175.00

69 Olds Cutlass 4 door. A sharp
termediate size local car with power
steering, power brakes, factory air
and vinyl roof. U9.
Was 12095.00
Now $1195.00

70 Ford Country Squire station wagon.
- One -ovmer local car. 15,000 miles
wtrIi155wer steering, power-rtalteg
and factory air; C215.
Now $2995.00
Was $3295.00

09 Ford Galaxie•500 convertible, yellow
with black top_ A local no.• Qwn.
car with power steering, power
brakes and factory air. CI23.
Was 21995.00
Now $1795.00

_Revd-Seemliest-4--L7-V•L:147- cylinder, standard tiansmission.
T42.
$1795.00

68 Dodge Polara 4 door sedan. A local
one owner car with power steering,
power brakes and factory air. C117.
Was $1595.00
Now $1350.00

69 Ford Ecotiolinecustom club wagon,8
passenger, L.W.B. with V8.
automatic transmission and air
conditioning. A sharp one owner
$2495.00
local wagon.181.

70 Ford Custom 500 Ranch Wagon with
power steering, power brakes and
factory air. A local one owner
automobile. C183.
Now $1995.00
Was $2295.00

69 Cheirolet el Camino with power
steering, power brakes, factory air
and vinyl roof. A local one owner
low mileage VehOle......White and
$2495.00
black. C85.

1

641 PET SHOP.? miles North of
Murray. Fish, birds, puppies,
hamsters, guinea pigs and
supplies. Phone 753-1862 or 753J27NC
9457. •

\ S 55 S S \ \ S \ \ S S S S\S \ 5, 5, 5 • S• 5 5 5 55

ELEXTROLUX SALES & Services, Box 213, Murray,Ky., CM.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington,Kentucky_ • lavc

If You

Miss Your Paper

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7700 p.m. In The
Evening

fi
5 5 5 5 5

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
And-appreciation to our
latives,triends71,7stneighbors,
for food, the beautiful flowers,
many acts of kindness, in the
recent death of our dear brother
thanks to Bro. Henderson Gains
and Bro. Connie Wyatt for their
words of comfort, the organist
choir, pallbearers and the Linn
Funeral Home. Our love and
blessings to each of you.
Sisters and Brother.
1TP

We would like to take this
opportunity to say Thank You to
all our many friends and neighIf you know your route
bors for the many, many ways of
call
boy's number, please
expression of love, thoughthim first. If you get no.
fulness and interest during my
results then call John
recent illness. I have tried to
above
Pasco , Jr. at the
serve the Lord for the most of 38
number during the hours
years in what I thought was with
listed
the best people on earth and after
having gone through this past
year I know it is the best place on
c. earth to live and work together
tank
licTr
mis
Se
1
5
o
FREE ESIIMATE7
installation. Phone •- for the Lord.
Many names are unknown to
NEED LADY to share trailer us, but may we Thank each of you
with me. College student or for your prayers, concern, inworking girl preferred. Phone terest, flowers, food, the many,
J20C many beautiful cards, visits and
753-8369.
the generous donations of money.
POUND FEMALE Beagle with All of which we appreciated mofe
J21C than words can express. We wish
collar. Phone-753-8200
we could thank each one of you
personally, but realize this would
be impossible.
BLUE MARLIN
May the Lord Nets eath
CLUB
everyone of you in a special way
Friday Night
prayer.
-WANDERERS
Yours in Christ,
I. D. and Reba Wilson and
Saturday Night

THE
MEN-SAY-SHUNS
.it

:753-7114

FOR A DEAL ON A
BETTER USED CAR II

Watch For Grand Opening!
\

AUTOS FOR SALE

SEE THE SMALL
CAR EXPERT
at
604 S. 12th St.

Pick Up Your New Sping
Catalog Now!
S
"

••••••••,....••••
AUTOS FOR SALE

ontgomety-Ward Agenc
MOVED to
1203 CHESTNUT ST.

•

72's- are- G.M. and other competitkielfarids...even foreign

e one that is
• is only
leaSe and

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co..
across from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
J21C

USED
CARS

NOTICE

NOTICE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

, AUTOS FOR SALE.

located on a
Ash Street.
. The newer
living.room
ouses and lot

••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••• ofesiseo•a•

753-1916
5

W II Jralli

II II I

W

ATE FOR SALE

• in County.
•t and air,
• t tobacco
ad priced at
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67 Chevrolet
top, power steering and brakes, air conditioning,
$1,193:111
new ,local car.
•Daum 510, 4 door, turquoise, automatic transmission,
$1,05.11
radio, 15,000 miles.
09 Dab= Wagon, blue, 4 speed, air conditioned, radio,
11.05.00
luggage rack.
118,Cbevrolet Camaro,gold,super sport, V8,radio, heater,
automatic in console,new glass belted tires. 11,05-116
M 048_0/UM .S.-,brollze...2 door backIPP, coin*,
automatic,factory tape player.
- 01,195.00
71 Datum Pickup, red, 1500 miles, radio, heater, 4 speed,
CANA
gas saver.
71 Dalian,MI Fastback, dark blue, white Oinyl top,'4
speed, radio, heater, air conditioner, 1400 miles. We
$2,105.00
sold it new.
71 Datum 510,2 door, orange, black vinyl top,automatic,
7,000 miles, factory tape player, mag style wheel
$2,05.11
covers. We sold it new.
OS Ford Fahiane 500,4 door blue,219 V8 automatic,radio,
• heater,34,000 miles,new tires,sold nevrin
Murray.
$995.00
71 Matson Pickup, blue with camper topper, 4 speed,
$2,095.011
radio,7,000 miles,local car.
70 Rambler-Hornet, 2door, red, automatic transmission,
$1,505.1111
radio;heater, 26,000 miles,one ownel*.
•

13 Pioneer T. 16 foot flat bed truck.
71 Dabs= 510 Wagon, yellow, automatic transmission,
$2,1115.80
luggage rack, 19,000 miles,like nesi.
71 Opel Wagon, white, radio, heater, air conditioner, 5,000
miles, like new.
61 VW bug,good mechanically.

1195.00

Lassiter!McKinney
Datsun
S. 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

IT
AUCTION SALE

BARBER IRONING to do in my home. 1.15
ORNBUCKLE'S
',213 Spruce Street, open 9:00 a piece. Call 753-1733 after 2
Alexander Help Yourself Store,
202 East Main Street, Murray, •in. till 5:00 p.m., Monday p.m.
J20C
68 Ford LTD 4 door hardtop. An extra
ough Saturday. Haircuts $1.00.
Kentucky will be sold in small
68 Ford 142 ton pickup L.W.B. Custom
clean one owner local car with
TFNC
lots by the manager, Miss Madge oy's haircuts $.75.
cab with VS standard transmission
70 Ford Custom 500 4 door sedan. A
power steering, power brakes and
Alexander January 22, 10:00)
FOR KENT
A solid one owner local truck. Sold
local car with power steering,
. TAX SERVICE. Leave records
factory air. C421.
a.m. rain or shine.
$1595.00
new
T109.
by
Ford.
Parker
power brakes and factory air. U7.
Was $1795.00
After twenty-five years of for fast preparation. Government
Now 11595.00
NICE one bedroom
Now $1750.00
Was $1950.00
business and the nice airied. Reasonable rates. Phone EXTRA
enjoyaole
67 Ford 34ton pickup. L.W.B. I/8
apartment, ½block
furnished
February7C
436-5430.
or
2959
.selling
to
68 Dodge coronet station wagon. A local
customers, she regrets
LADY WANTS another lady
standard transmission. A local
Couples only. No
college.
from
70 Ford LTD 4 door sedan. A local car
one owner wagon with V8 and power
share house with her, rent free. but due to her. father, Mr
truck that's..built for heavy work.
Free pets. Electric heat and air conPAINTING.
-- with power steering, power brakes,
INTERIOR
.the
leaving
death
J21C
Lawton's
steering. C1416.
$1375.00
Phone 753-5611.
1198.
iitioner. Phone 753-9135 or 7537
factory air and vinyl roof. One,of the
Was $1395.00
business in her hands and now estimate. Work guaranteed. Can
Now $1195.00
TEP
1478.
753Phone
• _better ones. C160.
retiring of her butcher Mr. furnish references.
67 Chevrolet /
2 ton pickup 8 cylinder
1
Now $2275.00
Triangle-made
TF
Was $2495.00
A
Tried
of
3484.
getting
help
the
and
68 Pontiac Executive 4 door sedan. An
Marine
standard transmission. 178. $1150.00
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
whole pie lately? To most
situation, she is selling all
exceptional local one owner car
It's worth the 2 bucks we
•groceries I which she delighted in BULLDOZER'WORK, trucking, available. For information
with power steering, power brakes,
66 Ford it ton pickup custom cab, V8
charge. Phone your choice
• 70 Ford LTD 2 door hardtop with power
keeping...flesh) and the &PUP- also bank gravel, riu dirt and contact Bruce Thomas at Federal
factory air and vinyiroof. C200.
standard transmission. A sharp
Street in
steering, power brakes, factory air
Was $1695.00
ment.
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-1560 or Savings and Lein, Main
•Now $1575.00
$995.00
truck.176.,
INN
tt53 TRIANGLE
:
7S3
and vinyl roof. A local clean car.
TFC Mtirray9r phone 753-7921. TFC
All groceries will sell first and 9544161 after 6,99p.m,
C249.
d
67 Ford Galaxie 500 two door hardtop. A
t nda
acfkooa
rl2
66• Chevrolet 1,42 ton pickup with in
,9tladry
bofx°
bie ill
ase
Was $2695.00
cta
vege
jU
rge HARRY'S ELECTRIC!!!
Now$2595.00
one owner local car with power
sulated camper top. L.W.B. 8
= SALE
REAL ESTATE: FOR
FOR RENT
food ahd ice cream case, lar -Rewiring, Service ChangeSi
steering, power brakes, factory air
cylinder standard transmission
ft.
12
I
(2)
apartment
old)
is E.-.
h os
70 Maverick two door sedan. 6 cylinder
s ialist.No j n
case,(3 year
tricRea
- Nice furnished
eat tatile
and vinyl roof. U91.
$1395.00
C47.
•
TWO LOTS,200x200', located 21-2 drink
globe,too small.
case,
meat
foot
rates.
with automatic transmission. A
12
boys.
T.
gondolas,
Also
pri
f
:
Was $1395.00
,
Now $1i50.001
miles East of Murray with like
electric swinging heater,i sycamore. phone 7537 :private
sharp economical car to own. U10.
ne.: ooroom with kitchen =
66 Ford '42 ton pickup 6 cylinder stannew 12'x60' trailer, has all solid slicer,
Was $1795.00
67 Ford Falcon .four door sedan. A
• February 15C
Now $1650.00
) 20,000 BTU air conditioners, 2967.
dard transmission. 1127.
=
$995.00
Maple furniture; also new 12'x20'
feet of wall counters, up to
89
orv3iloerg4escollegePhone:
=
sharp little car with power steering,
outside block building. City water
E
twenty foot sections (angle iron FOR ALLyour home additions E-7 753-5865 days
power brakes, and factory air. V8,
66 Ford Et ton pickup L.W.B. 6 cylinder
available. Phone 753-8832. J20C
and wood)floor truck and scales, alterations, remodeling, etc. E 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
low mileage local one owner car.
standard transmission. T230 $995.00
18 Ford LTD two door hardtop. A great
carts, drink case
shorping
C219.
• :4114110111111440011111400m44040.0.1.410.4ic
753steering,
automobile with power
TRAILER PARK with 9 trailers, without motor. 30 gal. water Free Estimates. Phone
Was $1495.00
6
Now
TFC
$1295.00
65
pickup
Chevrolet
'1
L.W.B.
ton
6123.
power brakes factory air and vinyl
7 acres of land. Three miles from heater, five heavy tables, sto
NICE 3 bedrootrr House, Dining
cylinder 4_speed transmission.
roof. U136.
Murray. Will finance. Phone 75.3- pipes, broom and paper raCks, SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back room, Den, Garage, Quiet
T35.
$095.00 '6231 or 753-7856.
.Was 12195.00
J21C
Now $1755.00
two checkout counters, two hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- location, $140.00 per month Call
67 Dodge Coronet four door sedan, V8
ITFC
TFC 753-9917 after 6 p.m.
scales, RC Allen and 5933.
counter
and
60
Chevrolet one ton with flat bed
with power steering. An easy
69 Ford Torino GT Sportsroof. A clean
SMALL FARM: good location; Smith Corona cash registers,
cattle racks, dual rear wheels, new
driving small local car. C330.
local car. C131
business or future investment. Burrough's adding machine, YOUNG MAN 25 years ()Id, TWO ROOMS, one with private
tires,29,000 actual miles. This is one
Now $950.00
walking
Now 11295.00
Was $1495.00
'
Was $1095.00
entrance, within
East Murray, apOgle mile
drug display case, drugs and recently married, honorable
$1175.00
you'll have to see.
university. Phone 753of
distance
proximately 10 acres pasture. tobaccos.
college
years
4
discharge,
TFC
Hog wire fencing, stables,"tater. No equipment sold before sale education, worked thru school in 1387.
house,
room
7
older
Cozy
Department stores and factories,
daily for inspection.
open
.modern. For appointment c
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Douglas SIViemaker in charge 2 years hospital work in the Army
TI'
436-2173.
of sale. Phone Murray 753-3375 desires position in or around
1964 FORD PICKUP. 1963
Corner of 7th & Main Phone 753-5273
J20C Murray area.Phone 753for information.
LOST & FOUND
J2OF Chevrolet pickup. 30!' pickup
8900.,
AUTOS FOR SALE
cover, insulated and paneled, kts
• 1965 PONTIAC 4 door hardtop, 1968 PLYMOUTH GTX, black, 1970 CHEVROLET pickup 6 '66 FORD FAIRI.ANE GT, ex- LAST YOUNG male dog, it
8' pickup.4200.00 or will trade for
a
cut
TRIMMED,
and
Brown
TREES
in
Shepherd.
RED,
Collie,
VOI.KSWAGON
%
mags,
brakes.
Keystone
headers,
1968
and
Jardine
steering
factory air,
condition. 390, 4 speed
wheel base cover. Phone
straight shift,short bed, cellent
short
cylinder,
•
•
estimate
For
and
j
,n0p
10th
of
removed.
white.
vicinity
753-5517.
inx2444„....
753Lost
phone
4450.00.
j22c
phone 474.2378.
good condition. Phone
53.5770. • j22c
phone 7Good
oo. tira
tires. Mull sell. Phone 753- 1
he.w
$1250
j22C
436-2145.
$I.00.
J2
:
479--27e4 or 474-D117J20C
4445.

Save With the
Ford Team

•

PARKER FORD Inc.
.1 1

•

••

-

•
1*-VvIirra-Tup0....e

••••••."".•

•

MAN WITH vision.. Lifetime
opportunity...Join with new
aggressive
successful and
corporation. Investment from
$2500.00 up. Income $15,000 to
$40,000. Call Jim Crofton collect
J26C
615-329-9099.

THE LEDGER & TIME
- MURRAY

:ongress In '72

.

NatronallfealtMsurance
Not Expected To--Bilasse
d
..
By STEVE GERSTEL
WASHINGTON (UPI) -With
sickness having become a
luxury only the wealthy can
afford, Congress wants badly to
help those who can't pay the
price tag on good health.
But election year politics,
lack of agreement on what way
and how mush the government
should help, Oils the probability
of an abbreviated second
-seson
si
of the 92nco
d
ngress,
almost certainly puts cif
national health insurance fOr
another year.
Cognizant -of --ths--unabated
rise in medical and hospital
costs, Congress appe_ared ready
last year to begin moving on
health insurance. Indeed, there
was some advance billing of the
92nd as the „health congress:,

THURSDAY-JANUARY 10, 1972

KENTUCKY

would like to adjourn before the
Republican National Convention
in late August. Senate and
House leaders would like to
avoid a post-convention session
and certainly want to skip a
"lame duck" sitting after the
election.

That will c.I.s.inP!'ess__ the
with the House
sessssn.
Ways and Means Committee
starting out on revenue sharing
and the Senate Finance Corninittee on welfare, swims
consideration of health insurcatint.t_beiAn 'until_ gring,
.___L
at
'
l es4.--.
Question Still Exists
If no politics were involved
and the schedule WIN wide
°Pen, there would still exist the
question of what kind of
But as Senate Republican nattmal health insurance t°
- Leader Hugh Scott lamented provide•
recently, "It has pot advanced., The range of Possibilities is
very milneh • , . ., . wide-everything from Sen.
II B. Long's canyon-410*e
oratory it's getting."
proposal
of federal government
No Real Excuse
"There's no real excuse for helP for victims of catastrophic
. - Illness to Sen. Edward M.
not bringing up health legisla
Ike..except that there's more Berin‘dy's proposal for cradlepolitical sex _appeal to bring it °nil*" °waver.
Other PrOgriMiS -Abe-'hive
in an election year," Scott said,
blaming Democrats for wasting'
been'PraPmd•
Still unknown is a plan being
a lot of time in 1971.
Another roadblock. to ftnal fermilisted bY ReP• Wilbur
when,. .a•_._ naligoal_bealth hill150'
D AriL, chainnan rd the
a ...kg314.111-Ctilliiitatee. It
.insiiiiiitai.--fii_-.1972-42- congressional tirnetabler- --- - aitild_,._weli bull out to be a
AlthoUgh no schedule has °°1°Prulinme "rake and whet
been set, Congress certainly with Mills' prestige and inwill recess for the Democratic Ruence °I1 CaPitei Rik It is
National Convention in July and 720Y -t° araw 'hang *Part.

Wood Beam Homes
G
ain Popularity

.------
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411*...

OSIES

411\,
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TERRIFIC BUYS, GIGANTIC SAVINGS (
ROSES

_

tor the home and entire lama),... Now at . . .

-

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M.MONDAY-SATURDAY
MURRAY KY
OPEN 1-6 P.M. SUNDAY
PRICES GOOD THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN JANUARY 20-21-22-23 *
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a
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GIRL'S DRESSES

LADIES SKIRTS LADIES DRESSES f..

.....„, ,

..,

Knits, cottons, acrylics, minis

•
.....0 1, p

and_regular..Solids

.

-

Large selection in asstd. styles

.
Cofton
& Polyester

and plaids.

and fabrics. Sizes 5-20.

Asstd. Styles

i411
rir
g
)
".‘,.
we;•f
arai

Reg. to $6.96

Sizes 3-14

Reg. to $9.92
.:.

- Re • '
3.93

- -Size

4'r
__
1 93

3200

$
44
9

-4
fll '4

10- 16
a•IN

$
542
-

AMR
. gt;
II

GIRL'S SLACKS

4st.

A,

li ''''

1 1 ..

AllitS:7/
Y ' . mitt r
IIlir• ,I. 'If/
• , •
-4ite-a4-..
11111
.4111
0.
.1' j
'

ADOSIolgeoter

•

r../
.v

Si.zes
.

•

8:16

-

-Attractive Prints
-115Reg.
• O

a
•

4

40%OFF

Reg. to
'11.95

.
•

. LADIES SWEATER
100% Orion Acrylic
Cardigan Style

-

velours.

Eli $288

OFF

.

BOY'S SUITS
&

LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL'.

;

coNrs

One rack of Boys Suits
Stjles and sizes.

and Coats in assorted

50%.

FRIDAY EVENING - 5 to 8

GOLDEN
FRIEDFISH$ 1 09

I

.

I

OFF

LADIES BLOUSESRoll sleeve,

Hush Puppies

I..

Coffee or iced Tea 'CAN

$ 1 oo

$ 1.99

EAT!

press.

99c

Reg.
ALL YOU

Look
how ir
come u
any at
stare
materil

Sizes 32 to 38.

Fh
renc Fries
*
- Slaw

I

machine washable, permanent

Aamaimamo

MEN'S CASUAL SUCKS

LADIES HANDBAGS

65% Polyester, 35% Cotton

1

394

$

1200

8

M Ei N S KNIT SLACKS
f

,
-"224111111

-

100% Polyester

$

off

Bold 'stripes,

Reg.'
13.88
$400

S 1 30

$988

,
"
'

it.

,

machine washable.

Reg.'
2.96

SA

i

92

ilal)

100% Stretch Nylon

vinyl in black, white,
navy, red and brown. .

9

.

LADIES TOPS

Stretch
..

1. AA
anti-aci
are ti
loungii
monum
2. Is I
last we
3. T
vertisir
be mea
4. An
not?
5. A
execut
conunu
Or vice
6. Is
force's
thing?
7. D

$1

LADIES BOOTS

SA
$200

and plaids. Sizes 10-18.

Reg.
$4.73

1
== .-7-'-----'

,

$1 66

..
._./

.

BAM TOWELS
terry & velour.
Florals & solids.

LADIES SHOES

COtton

Reg. '1.27
koh
-Ti-v6

7

..

.
Several styles and colors. Broken sizes.

- 7.! .

"
.
,.

....

Washable

4JjSolids

'
i- 4;?044-t

&

54''

,

Checks

Reg. 1388

$9.97

/0

BEDSPREAD

AREA RUGS
Clors
-

Reg. '4.83

393

$244

kl)

•

yd.

,

DRAPES

(

I t

i l'

Asstd. Fabrics
-

-

Floral

Prints

and

Solids

48"163"

Req. $2.47

I
e .

Reg.

kit $244

(Coed
NMI=

Th

Wide

..

t•-• .....
•
't
e N, ,_,
,
No iron, machine washable.
27"x48''' •
c•-•:.,Z-Full or twin_ Pink, blue
N... --..., - ...._
Assorted
, Pite backing.
•rs-a •,,-,.. `,..,
or gold.
'‘, ‘o"\`,'d
Ideal for any room! ''
. "?..,,* „,
•,
/
..1..
.
.
:'' 4 iti. - I, .
i
ir %1 .i
;,>••
•••c
1
.
' 2, . .
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7
V
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$
2
3
3
;04 $
••
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•
1) 11/41/4'
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Values to400/
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‘
I
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BONDED MATERIAL

ar

human
beautifi
things I
gifts ti
Beeche
The
Without
Albert
Managi

100% Acrylic bonded to 100% Nylon. Tweeds

Reg. to $9.95

40 A

Sizes 30-38

Reg. '14"
1111

Assotted'styles,ancl materials.

.

Permanent Press Sires-2-13

Reg.
5.94

LADIES JUMPERS

lows•-

We
anagra
but we
other
publica
terestir
today c

If yoi
long en
all kin
rather I
find the
one is e
going te
follow t
diagrar

-Asstd. Colors.

Reg.'
3.99

11

.

_

.
.,
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Raw

Sweater knits in pretty designs or tweed
Also

,

a

LADIES KNICKERS

quilted, some with

i

.

a

fb

Corduroys,

-122-

Reg.

k-1iskp
7
a
-- i

4- T

Se

lAtAajlittiachine_Washabli

AllachineWashabie

-_-_,t A.

TODDLER'S COATS

By I
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Althou
first at
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excuse
should
not pre
, Appr
routine

LADIES PANT SUIT LADIES SLACKS

•_)
‘5.4
..t

hoods. Sizes 2-3-4.
Plank and beam homes, with rapid growth of the Southern
rustic beauty and charm, are Pine
plywood
industry.
making a tremendous con- (Plywood, of course, is another
tribution to "environmental important ingredient of home
housing" in America today.
constructiOnj
With handsome ceiling
But the boom on lumber has
beams, det under sweeping roof just begui: In fact, domestic
decking, they provide an en- requirements will double in the
chanting -look- of tbe- forests, Mit decade. is housing libels
both indoors and out. The pure set by the federal governmentbeauty of wood dominates the 38 million imits-are to be acdecor.
complished.
Plank and beam is just one
To meet the dual challenge of
dramatic
illustration
of assuring enough lumber to meet
housing's dependency on housing demands while at the
forests. Framing lumber, of same time protecting our forest
course, is the most important environment, Southern Forest
element in nearly every home. Products Association is sponEven houses with brick walls soring a program called "Trees
are supported by-'lumber Forever," which supports an
frameworks.
objective to double timber
Wood has been given the key growth'hi the South by the year
role in housing-because ci its 1000.Thisobjective must be met
strength, its ability to cuahion largely through increased inthe sho.ck of stress and strain. centives and assistance to a
Framing lumber strength million non-industrial private
....,. .
wholinkl-70-pcircent
-11)441inS lati-lotmis, holds_
fastenings and guarantees a of the region's 198-million acres
safe and permanent dwelling. . forestland. `Trees Forever"
Southern Pine forests have fnrther urges landowners to let
made an immense contribution trees grow to sawtimber size, to
to housing. During the 1900's maximize their economic and
alone they have yielded two- environmental values.
thirds of a trillion board feet of
The simpliaty and natural
lumber. That's enough to frame beauty of wood structural
60-million homes, or as many systems such as plank-andas the entire nation has today. beam offers hopes of even
Because of Rs high strength, brighter future contributions of
Southern Pine is used mainly forests to improvements in
for framing, but it's also used housing. Just as important,
extensively for plank-and-beam "Trees Forever" will help
and other structural systems. assure that trees will be
The staggering. lumber available in the first place.
prolluction total underscores
the important role good fortst
management has had iin Willjtun Anyway
assuring
adequate
raw
LAWTON, Okla. ( AP) - It
materials for housing. Early in
may cost his father his job, but
this century, a small group of
Richard Wheeler, 19,-is going to
farsighted lumbermen introduced the practice of forest stand for election to the Board
of Education.
management in the South. They
His father, also named Richwere convinCed that new fokests
'
eh
. ard Wheeler but 24- years his
1:1 grmil t° rePlace '''' senior, teaches journalism and
emid
cutover lands so prevalent at
psychol;at Eisenhower_Hich_
-the time-As k ilitillt, souls Selma,
the Iiii provides he
Southern lumber companies are
,
t keep the teaching post if
can
still operating within their
relative serves on the board.
original forest boundaries after a
But the elder Wheeler, a re75-years
of
continuous tired Army officer, says he will
Jan. 25th
jn
In the early 1940's, Southeni vote for his son the
Forest Products Association balloting.
"We just decided we need
helped introduce the tree farms
people in governmovement to the South, to stim some young
aciministration," he
late the practices of tree growth !tient and
said.
and forest management by
-private linxiowners.
farming
Tree
in this region Didn't Want To Leave
has progressed to the point.
-where the South's 50.million
TURIN,Italy( AP)- Alberto
acres of well-managed tree Jozzini was to be released in
farms make up,two-thirds of the two months 'after 27 years in
nation's total.' And 'thanks to prison, but he hanged himself
tree farming, the volume of in his. cell Tuesday.night.
Umber standing in Southern
-Prison authorities said the .W
fine ((muds hai increased by year-oldmanhadbecome more
Xl-percent• during. the last 20 and more nervous and de_years.. Ibis has .heen ac- pressed as the time for his re:
compliShed despite a 30-percent lease drevi.near.
increase in lumber during the
He was imprisoned in 1945 for
1960's arid-despite the birth and killing his wife. '
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